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Abstract

With the contiguous shift of biology from a qualitative toward a quantitative
field of research, digital microscopy and image-based measurements are drawing
increased interest. Several methods have been developed for acquiring images
of cells and intracellular organelles. Traditionally, acquired images are analyzed
manually through visual inspection. The increasing volume of data is challenging
the scope of manual analysis, and there is a need to develop methods for automated
analysis. This thesis examines the development and application of computational
methods for acquisition and analysis of images from single-cell assays. The thesis
proceeds with three different aspects.

First, a study evaluates several methods for focusing microscopes and proposes a
novel strategy to perform focusing in time-lapse imaging. The method relies on the
nature of the focus-drift and its predictability. The study shows that focus-drift is a
dynamical system with a small randomness. Therefore, a prediction-based method
is employed to track the focus-drift overtime. A prototype implementation of the
proposed method is created by extending the Nikon EZ-C1 Version 3.30 (Tokyo,
Japan) imaging platform for acquiring images with a Nikon Eclipse (TE2000-U,
Nikon, Japan) microscope.

Second, a novel method is formulated to segment individual cells from a dense clus-
ter. The method incorporates multi-resolution analysis with maximum-likelihood
estimation (MAMLE) for cell detection. The MAMLE performs cell segmentation
in two phases. The initial phase relies on a cutting-edge filter, edge detection in
multi-resolution with a morphological operator, and threshold decomposition for
adaptive thresholding. It estimates morphological features from the initial results.
In the next phase, the final segmentation is constructed by boosting the initial
results with the estimated parameters. The MAMLE method is evaluated with
de novo data sets as well as with benchmark data from public databases. An
empirical evaluation of the MAMLE method confirms its accuracy.
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Third, a comparative study is carried out on performance evaluation of state-of-
the-art methods for the detection of subcellular organelles. This study includes
eleven algorithms developed in different fields for segmentation. The evaluation
procedure encompasses a broad set of samples, ranging from benchmark data to
synthetic images. The result from this study suggests that there is no particular
method which performs superior to others in the test samples. Next, the effect
of tetracycline on transcription dynamics of tetA promoter in Escherichia coli
(E. coli) cells is studied. This study measures expressions of RNA by tagging the
MS2d-GFP vector with a target gene. The RNAs are observed as intracellular
spots in confocal images. The kernel density estimation (KDE) method for
detecting the intracellular spots is employed to quantify the individual RNA
molecules.

The thesis summarizes the results from five publications. Most of the publications
are associated with different methods for imaging and analysis of microscopy.
Confocal images with E. coli cells are targeted as the primary area of application.
However, potential applications beyond the primary target are also made evident.
The findings of the research are confirmed empirically.
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1 Introduction

Cells are the fundamental building blocks of life. The study of cells provides
a compelling insight into biological systems [3–7]. An investigation in systems
biology research usually starts with a hypothesis and a model of the underlying
system. Next, a set of laboratory experiments is designed for collecting samples
to validate the model. The collected samples from the experiment are then
analyzed to extract information. Finally, the hypothesis is evaluated against the
experimental results for justification [7, 8]. The proceeding of a trivial systems
biology study is exemplified by a hypothetical illustration in Figure 1.1. The
research carried out within the scope of this thesis, contributes to different parts
of this process.

A study in systems biology requires observation of a large number of events due
to the inherent stochasticity of biological processes. In addition, studies at the
single-cell level are becoming increasingly popular for their inherent capability
to provide precise information. Recent advances in microscopy that allow high-
throughput imaging and observation of a large number of events at the single-cell
level have opened up a new paradigm for systems biology study. Consequently,
high-content screening has become an indispensable tool for cell and molecular
biology research [9–11].

High-quality, high-content screening with an automated microscope is the first
key step toward high-throughput image analysis. Traditional approaches require
repetitive and manual assistance to ensure high-quality imaging [7]. Repetitive
and manual calibration of a microscope for focusing is expensive and restricted
by human efficiency. Recent advancements in microscopy and control systems
have achieved a significant improvement in microscope automation [12]. As a part
of this thesis, recent developments in microscopy and associated technology are
discussed.
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Figure 1.1: Proceedings of a systems biology study. The subsequent processes are pointed
with arrowheads. The detected cells are labelled with colors (bottom right). The red marks
represent the detected subcellular organelles (bottom left).
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High-throughput microscopes are generating enormous volumes of data from
laboratory experiments. The manual extraction of information from high-content
screens is prone to subjective variance and lack in quantitative reproducibility.
This indicates the need for developing methods to facilitate automated analysis.
Several methods have been proposed for detecting cells from microscopy images
[13–16]. However, most of the developed algorithms are incapable of handling
the phenotypic diversity of cells. Furthermore, the application of most of the
developed methods is subjected to imaging modalities.

Apart from these, intracellular organelles and molecules also contain invaluable
information regarding cellular processes and interactions. Imaging of intracellular
organelles enables the observation and study of individual events at a single-
cell level [7]. Intracellular organelles and molecules are usually observed as
dimensionless spots and vary in number. The context of detection methods for
intracellular organelles is therefore distinct and indicates the need for a study in
this area.

1 Research question and aim of the study

The holistic aim of this thesis is to study and develop methods that facilitate
high-content screening and enable automated analysis of high-throughput data.
In this regard, this study poses following research questions:

Research questions on time-lapse microscopy:

Q1: What is the most suitable objective metric for
focusing microscope during time-lapse imaging?

Q2: How to compensate the focus-drift with minimal
intervene to the sample?

Research questions on image analysis at the level of single-cell:

Q3: How can individual cells be segmented from a
dense cluster of cells?

Q4: Is there any way to incorporate unsupervised
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learning for boosting the segmentation results?

Research question on image analysis at the level of subcellular or-
ganelles:

Q5: What is the best available approach for segmenting
subcellular organelles?

The first group of research questions (Q1 and Q2) are motivated to ensure high-
quality imaging. To address these questions, a collection of methods for focusing
microscopes is evaluated and the nature of focus-drift is studied. The result of this
research is reported in Publication I. The second group of research questions (Q3
and Q4) are targeted to the problem of cell detection, while the Q5 is motivated to
detect intracellular organelles from microscopy images. Publication II addresses
Q3 and Q4. The answer to the Q5 is one of the main findings reported in
Publication III. All these questions are significant when high-quality results are
expected from a systems biology study.

2 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 begins with a brief introduction to different kinds of microscopy
techniques and the challenges of time-lapse microscopy. Classical approaches
for segmenting cells from microscopy images are then discussed. In the end, a
collection of state-of-the-art methods for segmenting subcellular organelles is
reviewed.

Chapter 3 outlines the outcomes of this research. The contributions are primarily
targeted to high-throughput imaging and image analysis methods for microscopy.
It encompasses the theoretical development of methods as well as practical appli-
cations of the developed methods in order to understand systems biology of E.
coli at the single-cell level.

Chapter 4 makes a remark on the overall study and raises a set of challenges, with
an indication of possible routes by which these challenges can be overcome.

Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation by listing the main results of this
study.



2 Imaging systems and analysis
algorithms for microscopy
images

The discovery of the cell and invention of the microscope have been closely related
to each other from an early stage. Microscopy and the understanding of the
cell have greatly evolved since then. Different techniques for microscopy are
briefly introduced at the beginning of this chapter. In time-lapse imaging, a
microscope requires adjustments of focus at a short interval to compensate for
drifts in the focal plane. The focus-drift is identified as a major challenge in
time-lapse microscopy and this problem is discussed with an indication of possible
solutions.

Apart from these, analysis of high-throughput data poses an even greater challenge
to single-cell study. Recent advances in pattern recognition algorithms for cell
segmentation are making it an indispensable part of cell and molecular biology
research. Classical approaches for cell segmentation are then discussed. Subcellular
organelles and intracellular molecules are also vital sources of information regarding
dynamics of the gene regulation [7]. Considering their increasing importance,
several approaches for the detection of subcellular organelles are reviewed.

1 The microscope

The microscope is a device that allows observation of small objects by enlarging
their projections on the plane of image construction. It utilizes optical magnifica-
tion techniques for increasing the distance among rays on the plane of projection.
Microscopes have improved greatly since their initial invention. Modern micro-

5



6 Chapter 2. Imaging systems and analysis algorithms for microscopy images

scopes are capable of projecting nanometer-scale objects with a high degree of
precision [17].

1.1 Bright-field microscope

A bright-field microscope is the simplest type of microscope. The optical schematic
of a bright-field microscope is illustrated in Figure 2.1 [12]. It illuminates the
specimen by placing a lamp underneath the stage. A condenser lens is used for
focusing light on the specimen. The focused light is then transmitted through the
objective lens. The orientation of the image is often altered by a projector lens.
Finally, the specimen is viewed through the ocular.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a bright-field microscope. (1) Light source, (2)
Condenser lens, (3) Specimen, (4) Objective lens, (5) Projector lens, (6) Ocular lens.

1.2 Fluorescence microscope

A fluorescence microscope allows imaging with fluorescent tagging of cells and
subcellular organelles, which in turn enhances the contrast in the acquired image.
The working principle of a fluorescence microscope is depicted in Figure 2.2. First,
fluorescent molecules are excited with high-energy photons. Consequently, the
fluorescent molecules absorb the excitation photons and transit from the ground
state to the E2 state (Figure 2.2(b)). A part of the absorbed energy is released
through non-radiative processes (for instance, mechanical vibration or heat) and
the molecules reach the state E1 [11, 18, 19]. Finally, the molecules return back
to the ground state and the remaining energy is released as a photon emission.
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Figure 2.2: The fluorescence microscope and its principles. (a) Optical schematic of a
fluorescence microscope. (1) Specimen, (2) Fluorescent wave, (3) Excitation wave, (4)
Dichroic mirror, (5) Emission filter, (6) Ocular lens, (7) Image generation plane, (8)
Excitation filter, (9) Wide-band light and (10) Light source. (b) Principles of fluorescence.
(G) Ground state, (E1) Energy state E1 and (E2) Energy state E2 (E2 > E1).

Since the energy gap between E1 (Figure 2.2(b)) and the ground state is constant
for a certain type of fluorescent molecules, the resulting photons have identical
energy. Moreover, according to Planck’s relation E = hν, where E is the photon
energy, h is the Planck’s constant, and ν is the frequency of the emitted wave. As
a result, the emitted wave has a constant wavelength [12, 18, 19].

Figure 2.2(a) represents a simplified schematic of a fluorescence microscope. The
wide-band lamp acts as the primary source of light. An excitation filter is used
to prohibit transmission of the unwanted band of light wave. A dichroic mirror
reflects the excitation wave toward the specimen and the fluorescent wave is
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emitted. The emitted wave passes through the dichroic mirror. An emission filter
separates the fluorescent wave from any other interfering sources. Finally, the
filtered wave is either viewed or captured in digital format [12].

1.3 Confocal microscope

A confocal microscope is an integrated system that includes a fluorescence micro-
scope, laser sources, a system for scanning, and a computing unit [18]. Unlike in
classical microscopy, a confocal microscope scans only a single point at a time from
a certain depth. The image is constructed by arranging the collection of scanned
pixels into a grid [20]. The working principle of a regular confocal microscope is
illustrated in Figure 2.3.

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9

Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of a confocal microscope. (1) LASER source, (2)
Aperture, (3) Excitation wave, (4) Dichroic mirror, (5) Fluorescent wave(wrong focal
plane), (6) Fluorescent wave(proper focal plane), (7) Image construction plane, (8)
Aperture, (9) Focal plane. (Inspired from “Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia,” published
with GNU free documentation license agreement).

In confocal microscopy, the excitation laser and the detector are placed on the
same side of the specimen. The purpose of the dichroic mirror is identical as it
has been mentioned in the section on fluorescence microscopy (Section 1.2). The
scan controller orchestrates the projection of laser that illuminates only a specific
point on the specimen. A pinhole of a small diameter allows the fluorescent beams
only from a specific focal depth. The scan controller is equipped with two mirrors
that rotate in synch to ensure precise scanning of a single point. Finally, the
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fluorescent beam emitted through the pinhole is detected and stored in digital
form [18]. The combination of the raster scanner along with the small aperture
provides superior images to those obtained with most other modalities [21].

Confocal microscopy has been become a regular tool in biological imaging due to
its precision. However, a confocal microscope has a narrow depth of focus and can
acquire an image only from a certain depth [12]. Therefore, the objective method
for automated focusing is considered as an integral part of a confocal microscope.

2 Challenges in live-cell imaging: focus-drift and
photobleaching

The continuous alteration of position of the focal plane is a regular phenomenon
that occurs during time-lapse imaging [22, 23]. This phenomenon is known as
focus-drift. The focus-drift in time-lapse microscopy is demonstrated with two
examples in Figure 2.4. A periodic execution of the focus adjustment is indeed
an essential part of the system for time-lapse microscopy [22]. Traditional systems
for drift compensation acquire a stack of images along the normal axis (z-axis) to
the imaging plane [24]. Therefrom, the position of the focal plane is determined
by maximizing an objective function. The resolution required for focusing is often
coarser than the resolution required for analysis purposes. Thus, a focusing system
performs the imaging in two steps. First, it acquires a stack of images with a
lower resolution to determine the position of the focal plane. Then an image with
full resolution is acquired from the neighborhood of the selected position [25].

Time-lapse imaging acquires a series of images from a single specimen over a
prolonged period. Multiple exposures of the laser to the specimen cause a gradual
decline in the fluorescence level, which is known as photobleaching [26, 27]. It
imposes a critical limit on the duration of imaging [26]. The images that are
acquired for focusing react to the bleaching even more severely. In order to reduce
the number of image acquisitions, state-of-the-art methods resort to various
optimization techniques for focusing (for example, adaptive step size [28], function
fitting [29], and Fibonacci search [30]). In Publication I, a novel strategy for drift
compensation is proposed. The proposed method is based on the prediction of
focus-drift.
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Figure 2.4: Focus-drift as a function of time in two different thermal conditions (at
room temperature and at 37°C) (source Publication I).

3 Objective functions for focusing

An objective function, that evaluates the degree of focus in an image, is commonly
referred to as a focus-function [24, 31]. A focused image contains information from
a single imaging plane with a narrow depth of focus and contains sharper edges
[32, 33]. Conversely, a defocused system acts as a low-pass filter that blurs the
sharp transition of intensity or edges in the acquired image. Conventional focus-
functions exploit the degree of sharpness as the objective criterion for focusing.
Several metrics have been mentioned in scientific literature as a quantitative
measure for focus [34]. A collection of contemporary methods for focusing is
revisited [24, 33, 35–40]. The numerical realization of these focus-functions are
expressed in Table 2.1.

Classical focus-functions often estimate gradient vectors as the indirect measure of
the degree of sharpness. The Tenegrad function (fTenegrad) is a well-known metric
for focusing that relies on this ideology. This function estimates the gradient
vectors in horizontal and vertical directions and then, enumerates the squared
sum of the gradient vectors to obtain the focus metric [35]. Gradient vectors are
obtained as the linear convolution between the Sobel operator and the respective
image [35, 41]. Vollath F4 (fVollathF4) is another function, widely reported as a
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Table 2.1: Objective functions for focusing

Method Comment

fTenegrad =
Dh∑
x=1

Dv∑
y=1

(
Gh(x, y)2 + Gv(x, y)2

)
Gh, and Gv are

horizontal and vertical
gradient vectors in
respective order.

fVollathF4 =
Dv−1∑
x=1

Dv∑
y=1

I (x, y)× I (x+ 1, y) I (x, y) is the intensity

−
Dh−2∑
x=1

Dv∑
y=1

I (x, y)× I (x+ 2, y) of a pixel located at

the coordinate (x, y).

fBrenner =
Dh−n∑
x=1

Dv∑
y=1

(I (x, y)− I (x+ n, y))2 n is an arbitrary

positive integer
constant.

fFano = 1
Dh×Dv×E[I(.)]

Dh∑
x=1

Dv∑
y=1

(I (x, y)− E [I (.)])2 E [I (.)] is the expected

value of the intensity
of an image.

fPower =
Dh∑
x=1

Dv∑
y=1

I(x, y)2

compelling metric for focusing [33, 36, 42]. It is enumerated as the difference
between the autocorrelation functions at lag ‘1’ and at lag ‘2’ [36]. The Brenner
gradient (fBrenner) is defined as the squared sum of the first difference of intensities
separated by n pixels [37]. The n is an arbitrary integer usually set to a small
and positive value; for example, ‘2’. The first difference is realized in either the
horizontal or the vertical direction.

The Fano factor, or normalized variance, has recently been reported as a robust
function for focusing [33]. The Fano factor (fFano) of an image is estimated as the
intensity variance normalized with the expected value (E [I (.)]) of pixel intensity
[43]. Apart from these, image power (fPower), or the squared sum of pixel intensity,
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is also mentioned as a reliable metric for focusing [24].

Focus-functions listed in the Table 2.1 perform focusing solely based on a stack
of images acquired at a single time point. Their applications are therefore mostly
targeted to in vitro imaging, where measurements are independent of each other.
In contrast, subsequent frames in time-lapse imaging, acquired from an in vivo
experiment, are highly correlated. It is imperative to consider this correlation
while focusing. Because, it is not rare that more than one z-planes are scored
equally by a certain focus-function, which, combined with the stochastic nature of
the biological systems under measurements, might lead to a repetitious alteration
of the focus from one plane to another. An unstable or incoherent time series
is difficult to analyze, especially when the analysis is performed automatically.
The Figure 2.5 exemplifies the stated artifact. Here, the Tenegrad function is
adopted for focusing that led to an ‘incoherent’ time series by switching the focal
plane between consecutive frames. The defocused regions are depicted inside the
rectangles. This limitation is mitigated by addressing the dependence between
subsequent frames during focusing.

Figure 2.5: Two consecutive frames in time-lapse microscopy. The Tenegrad function is
used for focusing. The defocused region is highlighted by placing a red rectangle in the
respective frames (source Publication I).

Pearson’s correlation is a well-founded metric to evaluate the linear correlation
between two sets of data [44]. Time-lapse microscopy often resorts to Pearson’s
correlation to quantify the similarly between subsequent frames [38]. The focusing
is achieved by maximizing Pearson’s correlation between consecutive frames in
time. The reference frame at the start is selected either manually or by using a
secondary method. Pearson’s correlation between two images is computed as the
covariance of the pixel intensities of the respective images normalized by their
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standard deviations as

fPearson’s = 1
Dh ×Dv

Dh∑
x=1

Dv∑
y=1

(
Irt−1 (x, y)− E

[
Irt−1 (.)

])
× (It (x, y)− E [It (.)])

σrt−1 × σt
,

(2.1)

where Irt−1 (.) is the reference image selected at t − 1, It (.) is an image from
stack at t and σrt−1 , σt are the standard deviations of the pixel intensities of the
respective images.

4 Cell segmentation

The primary objective of an algorithm for cell segmentation is to detect individual
cells from an image-based assay. A regular method for cell segmentation can
be viewed as a pipeline with three logical steps: i) image enhancement and
preprocessing, ii) detection of the foreground from the background or the initial
segmentation and, iii) post-processing or the correction of initial segmentation
[13, 45, 46]. Table 2.2 briefly describes a collection of contemporary methods
for cell detection. The paradigm of the cell segmentation is illustrated with a
hypothetical example in Figure 2.6.

4.1 Image enhancement and preprocessing

Noise is an inherent property of imaging systems [47]. Regular systems for imaging
are prone to both linear and nonlinear noise. Classical approaches realize noise as
an additive process. Linear filters are applied in the spatial domain to suppress
the noise [47]. The resultant output from the filtering is formed according to

f̄(x, y) = W⊗ f(x, y) =
+M

2∑
i=−M

2

+N
2∑

j=−N
2

(W(M2 + i,
N

2 + j)× f(x− i, y − j)), (2.2)

where f(x, y) is the noisy image, f̄(x, y) is the filtered image, W is the filtering
window and M,N are the size of a two dimensional window. Although a spatial-
domain filter suppresses the noise by a certain factor, it is incapable of removing
the noise completely [47].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2.6: Illustration of different steps of cell segmentation. (a) Noisy image, (b)
Enhanced image, (c) Segmentation of foreground objects from the background, (d) Region
labeling after segmentation, (e) Cell detection from under-segmented colony, (f) Correction
of over-segmentation.
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Noise reduction in the frequency domain is preferred under the assumption of
a noisy signal as a convolved copy of the original source. The arrangements of
sensory elements in the sensor array or the optical systems are often responsible
for introducing systematic artifacts. The original source is often recovered by
inverse filtering [47]. The classical approach for inverse filtering is based upon the
Fourier transform and expressed as

f̄(x, y) = F−1
(F(u, v)
H(u, v)

)
. (2.3)

Here the image after denoising is represented by f̄(x, y). The frequency spectrum of
the corrupted signal is denoted as F(u, v). Transfer function of the process, altering
the original source, is presented by H(u, v). The F−1(.) function symbolizes the
inverse operation of the Fourier transform.

The Wiener filter is a robust variant of the classical approach for inverse filtering. It
is applicable for removing noise from both linear and nonlinear sources. However,
it requires additional information regarding the power spectrum of the noise
process. This filter minimizes the expected value of the noise power. The denoised
image is obtained as the inverse Fourier transform of the resulting frequency
spectrum as

F̄(u, v) = 1
H(u, v)

H(u, v)∗ ×H(u, v)
H(u, v)∗ ×H(u, v) + CK

G(u, v), (2.4)

where F̄(u, v) and G(u, v) are frequency spectrums of the filtered image and the
degraded image in respective order. H(u, v) is the transfer function of the system
that introduces linear noise and H(u, v)∗ is its complex conjugate. CK is an
arbitrary constant that can be derived from the power spectrum of signal and
noise. Depending on the value of the constant CK , the Wiener filter maintains a
balance between the inverse filter and noise-removal filter [52].

In Publication II, a recently developed technique known as block-matching and
3D filtering (BM3D) is adopted for noise removal [53]. BM3D is a cutting-edge
variation of classical approaches for inverse filtering. BM3D is based on enhanced
and sparse representation of an image in the transform domain. BM3D fragments
a 2D image into fixed-size blocks and then searches for blocks that match a certain
reference block as the first step to obtain enhanced sparse representation. The
matching blocks are then arranged into a 3D stack called a ‘group’. On each group,
a 3D transformation is applied and the transformed coefficients are thresholded.
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BM3D inverse transforms the thresholded coefficients and aggregates it with
weights to augment the basic estimate. This basic estimate is used as a pilot for
the final step that applies a collaborative Wiener filter to construct the noise free
image.

Apart from the noise, the intensity profile of the source also varies with respect
to imaging modality [12]. Background correction or image intensity negation
is often suggested as a part of the preprocessing. A recent study suggested a
comprehensive approach for image enhancement in low contrast images [54]. It
exploits intensity variance along the z-axis as an enhanced representation of the
original image for the segmentation purpose.

4.2 Segmentation of foreground objects

The objective of the foreground segmentation is to classify the image-pixels into
two separate classes, namely foreground pixels and background pixels. Classifiers,
based on thresholding are often used for foreground segmentation. Intensity is
predominantly considered as the primary feature for classifying pixels [55, 56].
However, a pipeline for segmentation should select the threshold in an automated
manner. Otsu’s method is often suggested as the optimal method to obtain the
threshold for differentiating foreground objects from the background [13, 45, 46, 48].
Otsu’s procedure for threshold selection is a global optimization technique that
minimizes the within-class variance or maximizes the between-class variance in a
bimodal distribution.

4.3 Cell detection from an under-segmented colony

The foreground segmentation step often detects a colony of cells as a single object.
An additional step is therefore required to identify individual cells within a large
cluster. Standard methods for edge detection are commonly used for determining
the cell contour [57–59]. An edge in a digital image consists of a set of pixels
that forms an intensity minimum in a certain direction [47]. Geometric features,
such as the cell shape or the Euclidean distance from the perimeter of the object,
are also employed for identifying individual cells from a cluster [14, 16, 30, 60].

There exist several methods based on image morphology that can act as an
edge detection filter [61, 62]. Most of the edge detection techniques exploit the
intensity gradient as the primary feature for detection. Apart from these, the
Watershed procedure gradually increases or decreases the threshold level in an
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iterative manner to identify individual objects from a cluster [13, 49]. Graph-based
segmentation methods model the image as a flow network with the source and the
sink, then construct a cut along the perimeter of the cell that follows the gradient
in pixel intensity [50, 63, 64].

4.4 Over-segmentation correction

Over-segmentation is a common artifact that occurs while detecting individual cells
within a large colony. A correction procedure that merges the over-segmented parts
is executed to improve the detection accuracy. Classical approaches (Publication
V) rely on heuristics for identifying the over-segmented parts as candidates for
merging [45, 46]. The selection of heuristics is mostly arbitrary and is subjected
to the expected size and shape of the cells. An arbitrary heuristic is not preferred
for the cells with phenotypic diversity, since it restricts the applicability of
the detection method. In Publication II, the description of the cell shape is
parameterized and combined with the maximum-likelihood estimation. This
enables the applicability of the proposed method for a diverse type of cells.

5 Methods for the detection of subcellular organelles

Several methods have been developed in recent times to detect subcellular or-
ganelles [65–68]. In general, the detection of subcellular organelles is realized in
three logical steps. At first, the preprocessing phase attenuates the background
structure and reduces the random noise. Next, the enhancement step enhances
the signal to ease the detection process. Finally, objects of interest are segmented
by applying a threshold in the enhanced image. The overall process is illustrated
in Figure 2.7.

In Publication III, band-pass filtering (BPF) is proposed as a method for the
detection of intracellular organelles. The method hypothesizes that the objects of
interest are of roughly identical in shape and size. A band-pass transfer function
would therefore enhance the objects while suppressing noise and background
structures. However, the choice of pass-band and stop-band is not trivial in the
spatial domain, thus, it is imperative to consider the frequency spectrum for the
band selection. Finally, the filtered image is thresholded to detect the organelles.

Kernel density estimation (KDE) for object detection is proposed in [65]. Its
working principle is based upon the density estimation of a predefined kernel at
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(a) Original image

(d) Detected spots 

(b) Enhanced image (c) Threshold image

Figure 2.7: Detection of subcellular organelles. Cells in the original image (a) are
tagged with green fluorescent protein (GFP). The enhanced image (b) and the threshold
image(c) are shown in grayscale. The detected spots are marked as white areas in (d).

each spatial point. The method allows for selection of a kernel from a predefined
set, such as circular, Gaussian, Epanechnikov, triangle, quartic, triweight, and
cosine kernels [69]. The resulting image from the density estimation is viewed as
an enhanced representation of the original sources. In the end, Otsu’s method is
applied to detect foreground objects from the background [48].

Local enhancement filtering (LEF) is another novel approach proposed in Publi-
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cation III. It employs matched filtering to enhance spots [70]. The LEF method
makes an assumption on shape and size of the object in question. Matched filtering
is executed in two parts. The first part consists of a circular support that boosts
the local maxima of intensity. The second part uses a square-shaped kernel, which
is a complement to the first part. An enhanced representation of the objects is
formed by taking the pixel-wise ratio of these two filtered images. Thereafter,
the intracellular organelles are detected by applying a threshold to the enhanced
image.

A similar approach for spot detection with top-hat filtering (THE) is proposed in
[66, 71]. Here, a grayscale kernel is used for filtering. The top-hat filter performs
background suppression while enhancing the spot-like structure whose size ap-
proximates the size of the kernel. The filtered image is then thresholded for object
detection. After evaluating several histogram-based methods for thresholding [72],
an entropy-based method is selected for thresholding [73].

The feature point detection (FPD) algorithm is adapted from [67, 74]. FPD detects
the center of the mass of an object rather than detecting the whole object. The
detected center is referred to as the feature point [74]. FPD initially normalizes
the intensity of an image. It then executes a combined step of mean filtering and
Gaussian filtering. The filtered image is considered as an enhanced representation
of the actual source with background correction. An initial estimate of the feature
points is constructed by percentile thresholding followed by detection of local
maxima. The initial feature points are further refined to mimic the weighted
center of the object. Finally, zeroth order moment and second order intensity
moment of each object are assessed to eliminate the false positives.

A detection method, based on morphological h-dome (HD) transform [75], is
reported as one of the best performing methods in [68, 76, 77]. The h-dome
detector interprets an image as a composite signal containing three types of
component: theNo number of objects, the nonhomogeneous background structures,
and the random noise. Relying on these, it attempts to locate the objects in an
image. At first, the detection procedure executes LoG filtering for the background
correction [57, 77]. It applies an h-dome transform on the filtered image with a
height parameter h. The h-dome transform enhances the dome-shaped structures
whose height is higher than the preset value of h. Next, it treats the transformed
image as a probability field for drawing samples. Finally, objects of interest are
detected by mean shift clustering the drawn samples [78].
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The local comparison (LC) method for spot detection is formulated in Publication
III. It utilizes local information for object detection. In spite of this, the original
image is at first filtered with four directional kernels. The filtering constructs
spatial information around each pixel. Object detection is performed by comparing
each pixel in the original image against corresponding pixel in the filtered image.
The actual procedure for pixel comparison is formally expressed as

bij =


1 if max{fNEi,j , fSEi,j , f

SW
i,j , fNWi,j } > αfi,j

0 otherwise,
(2.5)

where bij is the binary image and fXYi,j is the image convolved with the kernel
XY . Each kernel is directed to one of the four directions as shown in Figure 2.8.

hNE hSE hSW hNW

R

Figure 2.8: Kernels for the local comparison method. Kernels are specified with directions
i.e. hNE, hSE, hSW and hNW . White area indicates the pixels that are considered around
each filtering position (i, j). Here, the radius R is set to 5 pixels (source Publication III).

A detection method employing the multiscale product of wavelet coefficients (MW),
is followed from [79]. It hypothesizes that in multiscale wavelet decomposition, a
spot would be presented in each of the decomposition levels, whereas the random
noise or large structure would be rejected in most of the decomposition levels.
The method begins with the multiscale wavelet decomposition of the original
image. The pixel-wise product of the sub-band images is then scored to enhance
the object, while suppressing noise and background structures. The detection
result is enhanced by applying a threshold on the individual sub-band prior to
the multiscale product operation. The method adopts à-trous wavelet transform
as the standard procedure for sub-band decomposition [80].

The morphometry and granulometric analysis (MGI)-based method for detection
is adapted from [81]. First, the detection procedure carries out the granulometric
analysis to determine the lower (dlow) and higher (dhigh) limits of the granulometric
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scale of indices [66, 81, 82]. It executes grayscale opening with the obtained limits
that construct Ilow and Ihigh respectively. An image containing only the objects
falling within the desired scale is formed by subtracting Ihigh from Ilow. Finally,
k-means clustering and binary thresholding are applied to detect the respective
objects of interest.

The sub-pixel localization (SPL) algorithm is proposed in [83]. The detection
procedure at first constructs a parameter estimation on background intensity to
determine the threshold. The initial candidates are determined by thresholding,
followed by a procedure for selecting local maxima. Finally, the objects are detected
by fitting Gaussian kernels on each of the selected candidates. It is plausible
to detect multiple objects as a single spot. Hence, the kernel fitting procedure
evaluates the possibility for fitting multiple kernels by using maximization of
likelihood as an objective criterion [83, 84].

The SourceExtractor (SE) software was designed to analyze data obtained from
the astronomical survey [85]. In Publication III, its applicability for the detection
of subcellular organelles is assessed. The object detection pipeline of SE consists
of two stages. It first removes the background and then deblends the overlapping
objects. The background estimation is carried out in rectangular blocks to cope
up with local variations in intensity. The image obtained after background
subtraction is further thresholded for constructing the initial estimates. Finally,
the initial estimates are subdivided by an iterative procedure to construct the
final estimation.



3 Summary of the study

This chapter outlines the main results of this study. The chapter begins with a dis-
cussion from Publication I that proposes a novel strategy for focusing microscopes
in time-lapse imaging. Then, the MAMLE method for cell segmentation, described
in Publication II, is presented. Next, the result from Publication III is reviewed.
This result represents a comparative study that evaluates state-of-the-art methods
for the detection of subcellular organelles. The chapter wraps up by listing a few
applications of the studied and proposed methods in systems biology research,
which are mentioned in Publication IV.

1 Compensation of focus-drift

Studies have shown that temperature has a strong effect on the degree of focus-
drift [23, 86]. Figure 2.4 (Chapter 2, Section 2) provides examples of focus-drift in
different thermal conditions. In Publication I, the focus-drift is modeled as a linear
dynamical system (LDI). The modeling allows a prediction-based search of the
focal plane, which significantly reduces the number of z-slices required for focusing.
The interacting multiple model (IMM) filter is employed for prediction-based
tracking of the drift [87]. The proposed strategy models the focus-drift as

Drift Model: xt = F(i)xt−1 + u(i)
t−1, i = 1, 2, ...M (3.1)

and the measurement of focus position is modeled as

Measurement Model: yt = Hxt + vt, (3.2)

where xt is the state vector which comprises the position of the focal plane (zt),
the velocity (żt), and acceleration (z̈t) of the drift at time t. F(i) is state transition

23
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matrix which is conditioned with three dynamics, and H is the measurement
matrix that transforms the state vector into a measurement vector. u(i)

t−1 and vt
are the noise vectors. The noise vectors are assumed as uncorrelated Gaussian
with zero means. The covariance matrices of the noise components are denoted by
Q(i), and R. Publication I considers three different dynamics (M = 3) for state
transition, namely, the random-walk model (3.4), the constant-velocity model
(3.5), and the constant-acceleration model (3.6). In these transition models, T
represents the temporal interval of imaging. Publication I defines the measurement
matrix as

H =
[

1 0 0
]
, (3.3)

and the dynamics (M = 3) for state transition are modeled as

F(1) =


1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , (3.4)

F(2) =


1 T 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

 , (3.5)

F(3) =


1 T T 2

2
0 1 T

0 0 1

 . (3.6)

The modeling enables IMM filtering as a solution for focus-drift compensation.
The focus-drift is compensated in three consecutive steps: i) prediction of the
focus position, ii) measurement of the position of focal plane, and iii) correction
of parameters. At time t, the measurement step starts with an estimate of the
state vector (x̂(i)

t−1), covariance matrix (c(i)
t−1) and weight of the respective model

(w(i)
t−1) as a set of parameters. The parameters are fed from the previous time

point (t− 1). Given these parameters, a prediction is made on the mixed initial
state and covariance matrices. The prediction step is followed by measurement of
the focus position. The measurement step determines the focus position (yt) by
acquiring a stack of low-resolution images. The size of the acquired stack is varied
with the accuracy of the prediction. The stack of images is acquired from the
predicted position until either the focus-function is maximized or a fixed upper
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bound is reached. The initial direction of the search is determined by the slope of
the defocusing curve and it is altered if the slope continues to a negative direction.

The correction step acts as a feedback of information from the measurement step
to the prediction step. The feedback enhances the accuracy of the prediction
for future measurements. It estimates the posterior mean of the state vector
( x̂(i)

t ), covariance matrix (c(i)
t ) and the weight of the model (w(i)

t ). The corrected
parameters are finally exploited for making predictions at the next time point
t+ 1 as (3.1). An algorithm of the proposed method for focusing is presented in
Appendix-A:Algorithm 6.2. Publication I provides further details on the prediction
and measurement of the focus-drift as well as steps for parameter correction.

1.1 Evaluation of IMM filter-based focusing

The proposed strategy for focusing is evaluated with several sets of images
containing MS2d-GFP tagged E. coli cells. The cells are cultured in the Laboratory
of Biosystem Dynamics (LBD), Department of Signal Processing, TUT, Finland.
The images are acquired by a Nikon Eclipse (Nikon, Japan) confocal microscope
equipped with a 100x Apo TIRF 1.49 oil + DIC objective (Nikon, Japan). GFP
fluorescence is measured with 488 nm laser. Because the diameter of E. coli is
notably small (0.5 µm), the sampling interval along the z-axis is set to 0.1 µm.
Some of the test sequences are captured on a temperature controlled chamber,
while others are obtained at room temperature. A set of representative results
from two different conditions is exemplified in Figure 3.1, where the imaging
is carried out at 60 seconds intervals for a period of 150 minutes. The results
from the quantitative evaluation are presented in Table 3.1. The results confirm
a very high accuracy in prediction, which leads to a very low number of image
acquisitions for focusing.

2 Focus-function for time-lapse imaging

The focusing methods based on Pearson’s correlation are generally preferred for
time-lapse imaging [38]. However, Pearson’s correlation relies solely on correlation
coefficients between consecutive frames. Its performance drops significantly if
the correlation among consecutive frames is degraded during the course of the
experiment. The correlation between consecutive frames can be affected by
several factors, such as drift in the lateral position, changes in the cell phenotype,
or variations in the expression level. Pearson’s correlation is also sensitive to
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Figure 3.1: Focus-drift and its prediction. (a) Focus-drift and drift prediction at room
temperature (RT). (b) Focus-drift and drift prediction at 37°C. (c) Error in drift prediction
at RT. (d) Error in prediction at 37°C. (e),(f) Additional scans required for prediction
error compensation in (a), (b) respectively (source Publication I).

the imaging intervals. To summarize, the focus-functions listed in Table 2.1
(Chapter 2, Section 3) opt for the individual frame without considering the
temporal correlation; on the other hand, Pearson’s correlation-based approach
maximizes the correlation between consecutive frames discounting the individual
frame [Publication I]. Simultaneous optimization of both metrics is not realizable
by addressing them independently. In Publication I, these approaches are unified
as a combined product of the resulting score of each approach.
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Table 3.1: Performance evaluation of the prediction-based method for focus-
ing (source Publication I)

Evaluation Thermal Imaging Number Error Mean
method condition interval of (µm) additional

(minute) frames scans
Simulation Room 1 272 0.0972 -

temperature(RT)
37°C 1 272 0.1392 -
RT 1 512 0.0820 0.85
37°C 1 492 0.0980 1.03

Experimental RT 5 50 0.3680 3.91
37°C 5 50 0.2510 2.93

2.1 Evaluation of focus-function for time-lapse imaging

Publication I evaluates the performance of six focus-functions. The evaluation
procedure uses four objective metrics for validation, i.e., ‘accuracy’, ‘rate of local
maxima’, ‘interval sensitivity’, and ‘range’. The ‘accuracy’ is realized as the mean
absolute deviation (MAD) between the true position of the focal plane and the
position where a certain focus-function is maximized. The ‘interval sensitivity’
measures the variance of focal plane positions with respect to a change in imaging
intervals.

By definition, the focus-function that is solely based on a single stack of images
has zero ‘interval sensitivity’. The ‘rate of local maxima’ accounts for the average
number of local maxima in a single stack of images. The ‘range’ is estimated as
the expected value of the difference of normalized focus scores between global and
local maxima. An ideal focus-function is expected to maintain a high ‘accuracy’
with a large ‘range’ and a single maximum point. Moreover, it should be invariant
to imaging intervals. The results of the empirical evaluation are shown in Table 3.2,
where the rank of each focus-function is denoted inside the parenthesis. The ground
truth for evaluation is estimated by the cross-validation method [88]. Considering
these results, the combined approaches are preferred and implemented in an
operational environment for focusing.
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Table 3.2: Evaluation of focus-function (source Publication I)

Method Accuracy Interval Local Range Overall
(µm) sensitiv- maxima score

ity (µm)
fTenegrad 0.021(3) 0(1) 0.395(5) 0.681(5) 14(3)
fVollathF4 0.035(7) 0(1) 0.584(9) 0.622(9) 26(7)
fFano 0.031(5) 0(1) 0.376(3) 0.667(6) 15(4)
fBrenner 0.050(10) 0(1) 0.626(10) 0.433(10) 31(10)
fPower 0.043(9) 0(1) 0.512(8) 0.655(9) 27(8)
fPearson’s 0.205(11) 0.149(11) 0.689(11) 0.178(11) 44(11)
fPearson’s 0.010(1) 0.013(7) 0.371(2) 0.807(2) 12(1)
×fTenegrad
fPearson’s 0.035(7) 0.011(6) 0.447(7) 0.783(3) 25(6)
×fVollathF4
fPearson’s 0.026(4) 0.013(7) 0.344(1) 0.779(4) 18(5)
×fFano
fPearson’s 0.034(6) 0.028(10) 0.415(6) 0.660(7) 29(9)
×fBrenner
fPearson’s 0.016(2) 0.013(7) 0.378(4) 0.811(1) 14(2)
×fPower

3 Proposed method for cell detection

Detection of cells from image-based assay poses a major challenge for studying
biological systems at the single-cell level. In the Publication V, a classical approach
for the cell segmentation is adopted as a part of a system for tracking cells [13, 48].
However, this approach is suitable for the image where cells are sparsely populated
and inadequate for segmenting cells from a dense colony. The cell segmentation
problem is reinvestigated in Publication II and a novel method for cell detection
is proposed that alleviates the shortcomings of the earlier approaches. The
proposed method is based upon multi-resolution analysis and maximum-likelihood
estimation (MAMLE). In brief, the MAMLE method begins by preprocessing the
images which in turn prepares them for segmentation. The foreground objects or
the regions of interest are then detected by applying thresholds. The foreground
objects contain properly segmented cells as well as under-segmented colonies and
over-segmented cells.
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Therefore, additional steps are required to enrich the initial results. A learning
step continues along with the segmentation which enhances the overall results
obtained by the proposed pipeline. The result of this study is made available in
Publication II. The complete paradigm of the proposed method is illustrated in
Figure 3.2 and a detail discussion is presented in the next.

3.1 Segmentation of foreground objects

The purpose of foreground segmentation is to isolate foreground objects or regions
of interest from the background. Otsu’s method is considered as the state-of-
the-art for automated thresholding [48]. This method partitions the histogram
by minimizing the variance within a certain class or by maximizing the variance
between two separate classes [48, 89]. However, the intensity of the background is
often non-uniform. A single and global threshold is therefore inadequate. Several
modifications have been proposed to Otsu’s method concerning local variation in
background intensity [13, 90, 91]. In Publication II, a robust variant of Otsu’s
method is adopted that estimates threshold values in blocks and interpolates the
estimated values among neighboring blocks to avoid abrupt changes [13].

Otsu’s technique is also optimized for bimodal distribution of intensity. However,
the distributions of background intensity are often far from bimodal and non-
separable by applying a threshold, such as in phase-contrast images [12]. As an
alternative, an iterative range filtering-based approach is applied for this kind
of images [15]. The iterative range filtering executes the dilation and erosion
operation by varying morphological support [15]. The filtered image is then
segmented with percentile thresholding.

3.2 Cell detection from under-segmented colony

The results obtained from foreground segmentation often contain under-segmented
cells. Trivial methods for cell segmentation resort to edge detection techniques for
detecting individual cells from an under-segmented colony [58, 59]. Traditional
methods for edge detection are highly sensitive to random noise and local variations
of intensity [92]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the robustness of the edge
detection algorithms improves when edge detection is performed in multiple
resolutions rather than in a single resolution [62, 93, 94]. A novel technique
is thereby formulated in Publication II that incorporates edge detection in
multi-resolution with threshold decomposition.
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Denoise image with BM3D

Construct fuzzy-edge image 
with multi-resolution edge
detection

Apply threshold 
decomposition for initial
segmentation

Split under-segmented 
cells by maximizing 
likelihood function and
update the shape feature

Start

Learn shape feature from 
the initial segmentation

Segment foreground from 
background

Generate hypothesis for 
over-segmentation
correction and accept the
hypothesis based on 
maximum likelihood
estimate of the shape 
feature

Figure 3.2: The flowchart of the MAMLE method for cell detection. The left column
describes the steps and corresponding results are shown in the right column (source
Publication II).
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The proposed approach constructs a ‘fuzzy-edge image (E(f))’ according to

E(f) =
S∑
s=1

Es (f) , (3.7)

Es(f) =
⋃
d

Eds (f), (3.8)

Eds (f) =
{

1 if f = f ◦Bd
s

0,
(3.9)

where Eds (f) is the image containing edge in the direction d and the symbol (◦)
represents the morphological erosion with the support (Bd

s ). Each pixel in the
fuzzy-edge image (E(f)) holds an integer value within the range from 0 to S,
where S is the cardinality of the multi-resolution analysis. The construction of
the fuzzy-edge image (E(f)) is shown in the Appendix-B:Algorithm 7.1. It is
hypothesized that a pixel lying on a clear edge of intensity is more likely to be
detected as a part of an edge in most of the resolution levels. The corresponding
pixel in the fuzzy-edge image would hold a value close to the limit S. Conversely,
a pixel on a smooth region is prone to hold a near-zero value in the fuzzy-edge
image (E(f)). A representative example of the fuzzy-edge image is shown in
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Edge detection in multi-resolution. Original image (left), background
segmented image (center), fuzzy-edge image (right).

The fuzzy-edge image is considered as an initial estimate for the edge. It requires
thresholding to detect individual cells. However, with an exhaustive test, Publica-
tion II concludes that a suitable threshold that is robust against different kind
of artifacts and noises is implausible. A novel approach for threshold selection is
therefore proposed. The proposed approach is based on threshold decomposition
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and it is adapted independently for each of the objects. Threshold decomposition
is a process that decomposes an image with a series of gradually increasing or
decreasing values of threshold [95–98]. This process is formulated according to

T i(l) =
{

1 if l ≥ i
0 if l < i.

(3.10)

The decomposition procedure starts with an initial threshold i = S, that subdivides
an individual foreground object along the line where the presence of an edge is most
certain. Thereafter, the whole process is repeated and continued by lowering the
threshold values until the size of the foreground object is reduced to a predefined
limit. The overall procedure is recursive. The decomposition level is adapted
for each object based on its size and appearance of edges. The decomposition
procedure is presented as an algorithm in the Appendix-B:Algorithm 7.2. The
image obtained from this process is considered as an initial segmentation. The
initial segmentation is comprised of properly segmented cells as well as over-
segmentation and under-segmentation artifacts. The initial segmentation forms
the coarse approximation for the final segmentation.

3.3 Unsupervised learning

The unsupervised learning of shape parameters is carried out by considering
the initial result as a reference for estimation. The parameters are then fed
for boosting the classifier that yields to an improved accuracy. The classifier
approximates each cell as a simple and convex polygon. The area and the length
of the major and minor axes are taken into account as necessary features for
boosting. The major axis (a) and the minor axis (b) are formed according to

a = 4
√
m00m11 −m01m01

Aλ1
, (3.11)

b = 4
√
m00m11 −m01m01

Aλ2
, (3.12)

respectively [99], where mxy is the centroidal moment, A is the area. λ1, and λ2

are respectively the first and second orthogonal eigenvalues of a convex polygon.
A comparison of these parameters, describing the underlying shape is illustrated
in Figure 3.4. Publication II realizes the distribution of the parameters as a
multivariate Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 3.4: A parametric comparison between manual and automated segmentation of
cells. (a) The measured length of the major axis. (b) The measured length of the minor
axis.

3.4 Boosting accuracy by binary-split

The estimated parameters are utilized to discriminate the colonies that are not
segmented properly by the threshold decomposition and remained as under-
segmented in the initial results. First, the segmented object whose area is larger
than the expected value of the cell area is identified as the under-segmented cell
and considered as a candidate for the split. The splitting is then constructed
by maximizing likelihood estimation in the parametric space. The log-likelihood
function of a detected object being a cell is formulated as

ll(Xi) = log
(

1
(2π)

d
2 |Σ|

1
2
e−(Xi−µ)T Σ−1(Xi−µ)

)

= log
(

1
(2π)

d
2 |Σ|

1
2

)
− (Xi − µ)TΣ−1 (Xi − µ) ,

(3.13)

where µ and Σ are the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the multivari-
ate Gaussian distribution respectively [88]. The discriminant function for the
maximum-likelihood estimation is further simplified as

D(Xi) = (Xi − µ)TΣ−1 (Xi − µ) . (3.14)

The maximum-likelihood estimation for the discriminant function in (3.14) can
be obtained by minimizing the distance norm from the mean vector (µ). The
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optimization procedure employs an iterative technique for the maximization of
likelihood. This optimization procedure starts by splitting an under-segmented
colony of cells into two parts. The likelihood of the best matching part is regarded
as the objective criterion for splitting. The procedure reevaluates the resulting
parts for further division and the process continues recursively until the size of the
respective object is reduced to the expected size of a cell. The iterative technique
for likelihood maximization is advantageous over classical approaches, such as the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [88] in several ways:

i) The iterative procedure for likelihood maximization does not require any prior
knowledge about the number of existing mixtures.
ii) This technique is capable of handling a scenario where a single cluster contains
multiple cells as well as fragmented parts of a cell.
iii) It also has direct control on the shape of the extracted cells.

It should be noted that the split procedure often over-segments a cell into multiple
parts. The MAMLE method does not prohibit the occurrence of over-segmentation;
most of these over-segmentation errors are reconciled in the subsequent steps.
The algorithm of the binary-split procedure is presented in the Appendix-B:
Algorithm 7.3. These ideas are presented as a part of the MAMLE method in
Publication II.

3.5 Correction of over-segmentation

The MAMLE method recognizes over-segmentation as a plausible artifact. It
adopts a merging step based on the maximum-likelihood estimation in this
concern. The correction procedure is exhibited as an algorithmic in the Appendix-
B:Algorithm 7.4. It constructs a set of hypotheses that contains candidates for
merging. Each of the candidates holds a list with two or more objects, and the
likelihood of the augmented object, resulting from their merging. Candidates for
merging are selected by satisfying the logical quantifier as

∀ci ∈ C∃cj ∈ C (D(Xi) +D(Xj) ≥ D(Xij) ∧ ci 6= cj) , (3.15)

where ci represents a segmented cell or a part of cell and Xi is the feature vector of
the respective object. Xij is the feature vector of the resulting object cij , obtained
by merging the object ci with the object cj . The procedure generates all possible
combinations of merging two or three objects together and constructs the feature
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vector of the resulting object. The likelihood of the feature vector is estimated
by evaluating it against parameters obtained during the learning phase. The
selection of hypotheses is made by maximizing the likelihood while maintaining
the topological constraint. The topological constraint restricts the assignment of
an entity to multiple hypotheses. Consequently, each part of the object is strictly
assigned to a single cell. The maximum-likelihood solution for the stated problem
belongs to the class of non-polynomial (NP) hard problems [100]. A deterministic
solution is thereby infeasible for practical purpose. However, the maximization
problem is addressed in a quasi-optimal manner with a linear programming-based
branch-and-bound technique that is able to obtain a solution in polynomial time
[100–102].

4 Results and evaluation of the proposed method for
cell detection

Publication II evaluates the MAMLE method empirically with de novo data
sets containing E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus cells as well as images from
external sources [13, 15, 16, 103, 104]. The data sets for evaluation are listed
in the Table 3.3. A part of the E. coli and S. aureus cells are cultured in the
LBD. The cultured E. coli strain contains a bacterial expression vector carrying
the MS2-dimer (MS2d) fused with green fluorescent protein (MS2d- GFP). GFP
fluorescence is excited using a 488 nm laser and measured with a 515/30 nm
detection filter (100-120 detector gain). In case of S. aureus, cells are stained
with 4’6-diamidino-2’phenylindole (DAPI, Sigma) and grown in a nutritionally
rich medium. The expression is measured using a 406 nm laser and a 450/35
nm detection filter (100-120 detector gain). The imaging is performed at room
temperature (22°C) using a Nikon Eclipse ( Nikon, Japan) confocal laser-scanning
microscope equipped with an objective of 100X magnification (1.5NA).

Table 3.3: Data set used for the evaluation of MAMLE

Cell type Imaging modality Image source
E. coli Confocal microscope LBD and [16]
E. coli Epifluorescence microscope LBD
E. coli Phase contrast microscope [15], [16] and [103]
Staphylococcus aureus Epifluorescence microscope LBD
HT29 colon cancer Cellomics ArrayScan [13, 104]
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The evaluation procedure categorizes the segmentation results into four types. i)
True positive (TP); or the cells that are segmented properly. ii) Over-segmentation
(OS); if a single cell is detected as multiple cells. iii) Under-segmentation (US);
the segmented cell that contains parts from multiple cells. iv) True negative (TN);
if a clearly visible cell is not detected by the segmentation procedure.

The method is first evaluated with a set of test images containing E. coli cells. The
images are acquired with a confocal microscope. The test set includes altogether
30 images that contain an approximate total of 12818 cells. The results from this
evaluation are listed in three different dense groups in Table 3.4. The proposed
method is then assessed with several test sets comprising of images from different
imaging modalities and containing cells with diverse phenotypes. Table 3.5 shows
parts of the results from this evaluation. The quantitative results reveal the very
high accuracy of the MAMLE method. In addition to these, a set of illustrative
examples from several test samples is shown in Figure 3.5.

Automated segmentation of cells with a high accuracy is a challenging problem.
Till now, there exist no means to solve it completely [56]. As a part of this
study, the MAMLE method is formulated that aims to address this problem. The
method is primarily motivated to detect MS2d-GFP tagged E. coli cells from
fluorescence microscopy images. Indeed, the results listed in Table 3.5 and in
Figure 3.5 clearly indicate its applicability to diverse cell types as well as in various
imaging modalities.

Table 3.4: Test results on confocal images of E. coli cells expressing MS2d-
GFP (source Publication II).

Test Number Number TP OS US TN Seg.
case of of accuracy

images cells (%)
Dense 10 7947 7335 236 170 206 92.30
Medium 10 4014 3616 87 184 127 90.10
Sparse 10 857 817 20 16 4 95.33
Total 30 12818 11768 343 370 337 91.80
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Figure 3.5: Representative results obtained with the MAMLE method. (a) Sample image
from Human HT29 colon cancer set (source [13, 104]), (b) Segmented result of (a); (c)
E. coli cells acquired with phase contrast microscope (source [16]), (d) Segmented result
of (c); (e) Fluorescent protein labeled Staphylococcus cells observed with Epifluorescence
microscope. (f) Segmented result of (e); (g) Fluorescent protein labeled E. coli cells
acquired with confocal microscope, (h) Segmented result of (g); (i) Dense cluster of E. coli
cell acquired with confocal microscope, (j) Segmented result of (i); (i) E. coli cell acquired
with confocal microscope (very low contrast), (j) Segmented result of (i).
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Table 3.5: Test results from phase-contrast images of E. coli cells, from fluo-
rescence microscopy images of S. aureus, and from epifluorescence microscopy
images of E. coli (source Publication II).

Test Number Number TP OS US TN Seg.
case of of accuracy

images cells (%)
Phase 4 381 376 3 2 0 98.69
contrast
E. coli
S. aureus 3 768 710 18 40 0 92.45
Epifluorescences 3 160 146 5 6 3 91.25
E. coli
Total 10 1309 1232 26 48 3 94.12

5 Study on methods for the detection of subcellular
organelles

Publication III examines a collection of methods for the detection of subcellular
organelles. The studied methods are listed in Table 3.6. There exists several
metrics for performance evaluation, for example location, correct number, and
precise area of object [105, 106]. The harmonic mean of precision and recall,
known as the F-score, is selected as an objective criterion for evaluation [105]. The
F-score unifies precision and recall as a single quantity, turning it as a preferable
metric for the comparison. In accordance with [105], precision (p) and recall (r)
can be defined as

p = TP
TP + FP , (3.16)

r = TP
TP + FN , (3.17)

respectively. Here a true positive (TP) is defined as a correctly detected object,
and a false positive (FP) is a detected object for which there is no real object in
the reference image. A false negative (FN) accounts for a missed object which is
clearly visible in the original image. The F-score is formed by combining these
metrics as

2pr
p+ r

. (3.18)
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Table 3.6: Summary of the methods for the detection of subcellular organelles
(source Publication III)

Algorithm Description Number
of free
parameters

Feature point Percentile thresholding with 3
detection (FPD) [67, 74] non-particle discrimination

h-dome detection h-dome transform 5
(HD) [75] and clustering

Kernel methods Kernel density estimation 3
(KDE) [65] with a set of kernels

Morphometry Morphometry and 0
(MGI) [81] granulometric analysis

Multiscale wavelets Multiscale product of 2
(MW) [79] wavelet coefficients

Source Extractor Background estimation 4
(SE) [85] and deblending

Sub-pixel Detection of local maxima and 1
localization (SPL) [83] fitting of Gaussian kernels

Top-hat filtering Top-hat filtering and 1
(THE) [66, 71] entropy-based thresholding

Band-pass filtering Intensity enhancement of 4
(BPF) (Publication III) object with bandpass filtering

Local comparison Maximization among direction 2
(LC) (Publication III) -specific filtered image

Locally enhancing Local enhancement of signal 1
filtering (LEF) and background suppression
(Publication III)
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First, the performance is assessed with a set of simulated images. The simulated
images are software-generated, thus the signal-to-noise ratio and other image
statistics are known [107, 108]. Synthetic images are preferred as a reference for
evaluation at the pixel-level as well as at the object-level [109]. The comparison
for a set of 20 images is presented in Figure 3.6. The pixel-level comparison is
presented in Figure 3.6(a) and the corresponding object-level comparison is shown
in Figure 3.6(b). It should be noted, however, that the FPD and SPL methods
are excluded from the pixel-level comparison because they were developed for
estimating spot location rather than segmenting the object.
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation result on synthetic images. F-scores at pixel-level (a) and object-
level (b). Note that, the FPD and SPL are not included for pixel-level comparison in (a)
(source Publication III).

The performance of the methods are then scored for a set of 28 wide-field images
containing 262 P-bodies altogether. The noise and the contrast against background
act as the main limiting factor for accuracy in this test set. However, objects are
well-scattered in the entire field of view, making occlusion negligible for detection
accuracy. The reference images for the comparison are constructed manually.
Segmentation results are compared against the manual reference to compute
precision, recall, and F-score. The obtained results are listed in Table 3.7.

In brief, the performance of aforementioned methods for subcellular object de-
tection has been studied in Publication III. In the case of simulated images, the
highest object-level performance (in terms of F-score) is 0.8249, which is attained
by the HD method. MGI (0.7698), THE (0.7244), and FPD (0.6905) also perform
well for the images that have enough spots. In wide-field images, BPF (0.9459),
LC (0.9450), and SE (0.9354) attain the highest F-scores. The performances of
the FPD, MGI, and THE are lowered due to their difficulty in handling images
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Table 3.7: Results for wide-field microscope image frames (source Publication
III)

Algorithm Precision Recall F-score
BPF 0.9570 0.9351 0.9459
FPD 0.5964 0.8969 0.7165
HD 0.8682 0.7290 0.7925
KDE 0.9116 0.8664 0.8885
LC 0.9396 0.9504 0.9450
LEF 0.8712 0.8779 0.8745
MGI 0.6175 0.8626 0.7198
MW 0.7645 0.8550 0.8072
SE 0.9318 0.9389 0.9354
SPL 0.8167 0.9351 0.8719
THE 0.0062 0.9733 0.0123

without any object. However, the performances of all these methods are improved
when the empty frames are discounted, which is reassured by the high level of
recall values.

Finally, Publication III concludes that three detection methods i.e. FPD, HD,
and SPL were originally proposed for the tracking of intracellular organelles
or molecules. These methods adopt different approaches for the detection. In
principal, FPD holds an approximation on the number of objects and attempts
to detect a roughly constant number of spots for a set of images. The result for
the simulated images agrees with this assumption, since the number of objects
stays constant in this set. In images with a varying number of objects, the HD
and SPL approaches are more likely to perform better.

6 Application

The computational methods developed during the course of this study have direct
impacts on single-cell analysis. In this section, a few representative examples are
mentioned which incorporate the developed methods for image acquisition and
analysis purposes. The author of the thesis has contributed actively in all the
listed applications.

Publication IV studies the effect of the tetA promoter on the transcription
dynamics in E. coli cells. This study acquires in vivo measurements in order
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to score the production events of individual RNA and constructs the intervals
between transcription events. The measurement procedure acquires time-lapse
images at 60 seconds intervals for a period of an hour.

Photobleaching poses a major challenge toward time-lapse imaging, in particular
when the imaging interval is short. It is intuitive that the reduction of the required
number of images for focusing would improve photobleaching. The expression
level of the fluorescent protein would therefore remain sufficient for a prolonged
period. The hypothesis is confirmed with an experiment performing focusing
according to two different strategies as follows: i) focusing based on the IMM
filtering and, ii) focusing based on the fixed-size stack. The experiments were
conducted for a period of 150 minutes at an imaging interval of 60 seconds. The
fixed-size stack acquired 15 frames for focusing while the IMM filter-based method
required only 5.49 frames on an average. The result of this experiment is shown
in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Photobleaching in IMM filter-based focusing vs fixed-size image stack-based
focusing (source Publication I).

The reduced number of required frames directly improved photobleaching and
therefore, the expression level of the fluorescent protein declined at a later time
point. Based on this finding, the IMM filter-based focusing is employed in
Publication IV to study the effect of the tetA promoter on transcription dynamics
of the E. coli cell.
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(a) Original (b) Reference (c) BPF

(d) HD (e) KDE (f ) LC

(g) LEF (h) MGI (i) MW

(j) SE (k) THE

Figure 3.8: Representative example of MS2-GFP tagged RNA detection in E. coli cell.
The original image is shown in green and the detected RANs are shown in red.
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This study measures the individual RNA molecules as a bright spot in confocal
images. The distribution of the time interval between productions of individual
RNA molecules is inferred from the acquired images. The production event of an
RNA molecule is detected by counting RNA molecules at each time point in a
time-series. The inference procedure requires a reliable method for the detection
of individual RNA molecules. An exhaustive evaluation is carried out to select
a method to segment the RNA molecules from the images. A representative
result from the evaluation is presented in Figure 3.8. In the evaluation, the kernel
density estimation (KDE) [65] method for spot detection is found as one of the
most reliable methods and it is applied to detect RNA molecules in the images.

Apart from this, several studies are conducted exploring the nature of the par-
titioning of RNA molecules during cell division [110, 111]. These studies also
measure RNA molecules tagged with MS2-GFP in E. coli cells. The KDE method
exhibits robust performance for detecting RNA spots in these studies as well.



4 Discussion and future work

Single-cell studies represent a large step forward in the understanding of biological
systems. Image-based assays are becoming increasingly popular for single-cell
studies. Methods for image analysis are playing a significant role in systems
biology research more than ever before. The aim of this thesis is to study and
develop methods that facilitate the acquisition and analysis of high-throughput
data for single-cell studies. The results of the conducted research activities are
reported in the following publications:

[Publication I] S. Chowdhury, M. Kandhavelu, O. Yli-Harja, and A.S. Ribeiro,
An interacting multiple model filter-based autofocus strategy for confocal time-lapse
microscopy, Journal Microscopy, 245(3):265-275, March 2012.

Publication I proposes a novel strategy for focusing in time-lapse imaging. The
proposed strategy relies on the nature of the focus drift and its predictability.
At first, the focus-drift in different thermal conditions is studied and then, the
interacting multiple model (IMM) filter is employed to predict the drift prior
to the measurement. This allows a drastic reduction of the number of z-slices
required for the continuous tracking of the focal plane, which in turn curtails
the problem of photobleaching significantly. In addition, a set of functions for
focusing in time-lapse imaging is derived from existing ones. The performance
of the proposed method is exhibited in simulation as well as in an operational
environment.

To the best of our knowledge, the method proposed in Publication I, is the first
of its kind that applies a probabilistic filter for focus-drift correction. Relevantly,
the Publication I realizes classical approaches for focusing as a special case of the
proposed framework that considers only the random walk model, disregarding the
velocity and acceleration of the drift. Thus, earlier efforts for optimizing focusing
system can be incorporated well within the proposed framework. It is worthwhile
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to note that, the proposed method for focusing is completely software-based and
is not dependent on any assistive hardware i.e. light emitting diode (LED).

[Publication II] S. Chowdhury, M. Kandhavelu, O. Yli-Harja, and A.S. Ribeiro,
Cell segmentation by multi-resolution analysis and maximum likelihood estimation
(MAMLE), BMC Bioinformatics, 14(Suppl 10):S8, August 2013.

Segmentation of individual cells from an image-based assay is a challenging
problem of cell image analysis. Publication II proposes a novel segmentation
method, MAMLE, for the detection of cells within a dense cluster. The MAMLE
performs cell segmentation in two stages. The first stage relies on image denoising,
edge detection with multi-resolution analysis and threshold decomposition for
adaptive thresholding. From this result, a correction procedure is applied that
maximizes the likelihood estimate as the objective criterion. Simultaneously, it
constructs a parametric estimation on the morphological features from the initial
segmentation for evaluating the likelihood, after which the final segmentation is
obtained. The proposed method is evaluated with a diverse set of samples that
includes images from different sources. The MAMLE method has attained a very
high (above 90%) accuracy in the empirical evaluation. Finally, its is compared
to a collection of existing methods, and in all tests, MAMLE outperformed the
existing ones in segmentation accuracy.

The MAMLE method has four parameters, whose settings are intuitive. Either
knowledge of the cells’ morphology or a quick observation of the images, along with
the metadata from the imaging system suffice to introduce parameter values that
lead to robust results. Nevertheless, the parametric robustness of the MAMLE
method is also studied in Publication II. The foremost strength of the MAMLE
relies on its ability to segment cells in a dense colony as well as its robustness
across a wide range of cell types or imaging modalities.

[Publication III] P. Ruusuvuori, T. Äijö, S. Chowdhury, C. Garmendia-Torres,
J. Selinummi, M. Birbaumer, A.M. Dudley, L. Pelkmans, and O. Yli-Harja,
Evaluation of methods for detection of fluorescence labeled subcellular objects in
microscope images, BMC Bioinformatics, 11:248, May 2010.

Publication III conducts a comprehensive evaluation of a broad set of methods for
detecting subcellular organelles. Several methods have been proposed for detecting
subcellular organelles in microscope images. A vast majority of these methods
have been designed for solving specific tasks and evaluated with a limited set of
images. Therefore, a comprehensive evaluation is indeed invaluable. A few of the
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included methods, that have never been mentioned earlier in this context, enriches
the set of available methods for detection and compares them against the current
state-of-the-art methods for the detection of subcellular organelles. The test sets
are selected justifiably from the experimentally derived images that represent the
realistic scenario in systems biology applications. It also encompasses simulated
images in order to evaluate the methods with full reference. The study reveals
major differences in the performance of the different methods. Publication III
recommends that the selection of detection algorithm for subcellular organelles
should be done carefully and take into account different conditions, such as the
possibility of acquiring empty images or images with a very low number of objects.

[Publication IV] A.-B. Muthukrishnan, M. Kandhavelu, J. Lloyd-Price, F.
Kudasov, S. Chowdhury, O. Yli-Harja, and A.S. Ribeiro, Dynamics of transcription
driven by the tetA promoter, one event at a time, in live Escherichia coli cells,
Nucleic Acids Research, 40(17):8472-8483, September 2012.

Publication IV studies the effect of tetracycline on the dynamics of gene expression
in the E. coli. It infers the in vivo kinetics of production of individual RNA
molecules of the target gene as a function of temperature and inducer concentration.
From the distributions of intervals between transcription events, it manifests that
RNA production by PtetA is a sub-Poissonian process. The number and duration
of the prominent sequential steps in transcription initiation are also inferred.
Under optimal condition, three major steps are observed. The experimental
procedure in this study is based on in vivo imaging in time-series with a confocal
microscope. An implementation of the method proposed in the Publication I is
employed for imaging in time-series. The acquired time-series are then analyzed
with the kernel density estimation (KDE) method, which is reported as one of
the best performing methods in Publication III.

[Publication V] S. Chowdhury, P. Ruusuvuori, P. Liberali, P. Rämö, L. Pelk-
mans, and O. Yli-Harja, Automated cell tracking and cell lineage construction
with improved performance, In Proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on
Computational Systems Biology,(Århus), Denmark, June 10-12, 2009, pp. 27-30.

Automated nuclei tracking is another challenging problem in cell image analysis.
The Publication V proposes improvements on a state-of-the-art method that solved
this problem by exploiting level set method and interacting multiple model (IMM)
filter. It shows that the level set method often suffered from imbalanced area
distribution among cells that are in close contact; whose continuation in several
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frames led to false positive cell divisions. In order to equalize the distribution of
area among the nuclei, the Publication V applies k-means clustering algorithm as
a post-processing step of level set and this post-processing improved the accuracy
of lineage construction in the range of 9-16%.

The challenges of cell detection are initially addressed in Publication V as a part
of a system for tracking cells. Publication II studies the cells detection problem
more closely and makes a leap forward regarding these challenges.

All the publications are closely related to the thesis topic. Publication I proposes
a novel method for time-lapse microscopy. The Publication II, III, and V study
and propose several methods to analyze microscopy images containing cells and
subcellular organelles. The Publication IV exemplifies the application of the
studied methods in a multidisciplinary research which studies the dynamics of
gene regulation in E. coli cells.

1 Future work

Several methods for microscopy and its analysis are proposed and studied in this
thesis. The studied methods perform effectively and are integrated into systems
biology research. However, in the future, following challenges can be addressed as
a continuation.

1.1 Extension of existing methods for cell detection

A significant part of this study contributes to the development of the MAMLE
method for cell detection. This method relies on two principles: i) multi-resolution
analysis for the generation of initial segmentation, and ii) maximum-likelihood
estimation for the correction of segmentation artifacts. The aforementioned
principles are generic. It can be hypothesized that their incorporation might
enhance many of the existing solutions for cell detection. Further study is required
to test this hypothesis, however. A positive result of this hypothesis would
certainly be a complement to the essence of the MAMLE method.

1.2 Systems for cell detection and validation

Despite the abundance of methods for image analysis, the power of automated
analysis has not yet been harnessed to full capacity. Most of the methods for
image analysis are demonstrated as a part of research articles. Indeed, a very
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few methods are made available to the research community for the application in
systems biology research. The lack of availability of systems for image analysis
is recognized as a significant bottleneck in this regard. Such systems would
bring cutting-edge developments in the field of image analysis to biologists. The
system of image analysis should be modular and it would support extension for
the inclusion of novel methods. This concept is adopted in CellProfiler [13] and
ImageJ [112] platforms. In addition to these, the system should define a standard
protocol for storing results. A common standard would ease interoperability
among different modules within a single system as well as allow data-sharing
across different systems.

Systematic approach for validation is also essential to assess the reliability of a
method. Traditional approaches construct the reference result for validation by
manual segmentation. However, manual segmentation is a tiresome task and often
subject to individual preference [104]. Synthetic images are becoming a leading-
edge solution for the validation of methods. In a synthetic image, the reference
result of the image segmentation is known a priori. Thereby, turns the comparison
of different segmentation methods straightforward. Moreover, the reference result
is free from subjective variance. Existing methods for synthetic image generation
are still at their early stages, but developing rapidly. Synthetic image generation
and validation procedures should be paired together and made available as an
integral part of image analysis system. Further efforts will be required in the
future to develop a complete system of image analysis and validation.





5 Conclusion

This thesis studies and introduces methods for microscopy and its analysis for
systems biology research. The main challenges addressed in this study are as
follows: focus-drift compensation in time-lapse microscopy, cell detection from a
cluster of cells, and the detection of subcellular organelles. The research conducted
during the course of study yields to following results and conclusions:

1. The performance of the focusing algorithm is enhanced when two distinct
focus-functions are combined. One optimizes for focus quality in a single stack
of images, while the other maintains temporal correlation between successive
frames. The results presented in Table 3.2 (Chapter 3) exhibit that the fPearson’s×
fTenegrad metric has outperformed all other alternatives in quantitative evaluation
[Publication I].

2. This study confirms that the focus-drift can be modeled and tracked with
probabilistic filter. The probabilistic filter enables prediction of the focus-drift.
This prediction in turn, significantly reduces the number of required scans for
focusing [Publication I]. Photobleaching is therefore reduced. The proposed
strategy is evaluated in simulation as well as implemented in an operational
environment for microscopy.

3. The challenge of cell detection is first addressed in Publication V. Later,
in Publication II, the multi-resolution analysis with threshold decomposition is
demonstrated as a suitable approach for detecting individual cells from a dense
cluster of cells.

4. The maximum-likelihood estimation of the shape parameters is favored to
enhance the segmentation accuracy. The parameters are estimated from partially
segmented results that are obtained from the multi-resolution analysis. The
combination of multi-resolution analysis and maximum-likelihood estimation,
proposed as MAMLE, is validated with multiple sets of sample containing cells
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[Publication II].

5. In concern to the detection of subcellular organelles, it is concluded that there
is no method which is exclusively superior to all other methods. Thereby, the exact
method for this challenge is subjected to the specific application [Publication III].

These findings are associated with the research questions raised in the Chapter 1.
A few of these findings are contributed in designing the experimental and analysis
protocol of Publication IV. In addition, the results are also incorporated in
several systems biology studies as a regular method for imaging and analysis
[2, 7, 110, 111, 113, 114]. Some of these conclusions are reinforced later on by
independent research group [115].

The subject matter of this thesis, microscopy and its analysis at the single-cell
level, is an active field of research and has been evolving for more than half a
century. A complete solution to this challenge has always been projected within
a few years ahead, however, such a complete solution has never been grasped in
practice. This thesis manifests an effort to make an advancement regarding this
prolonged challenge. Indeed, ingenious pipelines for microscopy and analysis are
still emerging. For instance, solution for analyzing time-lapse microscopy is not
fully fledged yet. The multimodal microscopy is another kind of imaging that is
drawing increased attentions. The demands for seamless analysis of multimodal
microscopy and time-lapse imaging are extending this challenge further.



6 Appendix-A: IMM
filter-based focusing

Definition of the variables and notations:
T - Imaging intervals
x̂(j)
t - The state vector of the model j at time t

w(j)
t - The weight of the model j at time at time t

c(j)
t - The covariance of the model j at time t
M - Number of models, in this case fixed to 3
G(.) - The focus-function
yt - Measured focus position at time t
K(j)
t - The Kalman gain of the model j at time at time t
′ - The transpose operation of a matrix

F(1) =


1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0


F(2) =


1 T 0
0 1 0
0 0 0


F(3) =


1 T T 2

2
0 1 T

0 0 1


H =

[
1 0 0

]
P =


0.90 0.05 0.05
0.05 0.90 0.05
0.05 0.05 0.90
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Algorithm 6.1 IMMFocusPredict(x̂(1..M)
t−1 , w(1..M)

t−1 , c(1..M)
t−1 )

Input: x̂(1..M)
t−1 , w(1..M)

t−1 , c(1..M)
t−1

Output: x̂t|t−1 , ŷt|t−1 , ct|t−1

1: w(j)
t|t−1 ←

M∑
i=1

P(i,j)w(i)
t−1

2: w(i|j )
t−1 ←

P(i,j)w(i)
t−1

w(j)
t|t−1

3: x̂(0j)
t−1 ←

M∑
i=1

w(i|j )
t−1 x̂

(i)
t−1

4: c(0j)
t−1 ←

M∑
i=1

w(i|j )
t−1

[
c(i)
t−1 +

(
x̂(i)
t−1 − x̂(0j)

t−1

) (
x̂(i)
t−1 − x̂(0j)

t−1

)′]
5: x̂(j)

t|t−1 ← F(j) x̂(0j)
t−1

6: c(j)
t|t−1 ← F(j)c(0j)

t−1

(
F(j)

)′
+ Q(j)

7: x̂t|t−1 ←
M∑
j=1

w(j)
t|t−1 x̂

(j)
t|t−1

8: ŷt|t−1 ← Hx̂t|t−1

9: ct|t−1 ←
M∑
j=1

w(j)
t|t−1

[
c(j)
t|t−1 +

(
x̂(j)
t|t−1 − x̂t|t−1

) (
x̂(j)
t|t−1 − x̂t|t−1

)′]
10: Return x̂t|t−1 , ŷt|t−1 , ct|t−1

Algorithm 6.2 IMMFocus(x̂(1..M)
t−1 , w(1..M)

t−1 , c(1..M)
t−1 )

Input: x̂(1..M)
t−1 , w(1..M)

t−1 , c(1..M)
t−1

Output: x̂(1..M)
t , w(1..M)

t , c(1..M)
t

1: IMMFocusPredict(x̂(1..M)
t−1 , w(1..M)

t−1 , c(1..M)
t−1 )

2: yt ← arg max
y
G(y|ŷt|t−1 )

3: K(j)
t ← c(j)

t|t−1H
′
(
Hc(j)

t|t−1H
′ + R

)−1

4: x̂(j)
t ← x̂(j)

t|t−1 + K(j)
t

(
yt −H x̂(j)

t|t−1

)
5: c(j)

t ← c(j)
t|t−1 −K(j)

t Hc(j)
t|t−1

6: w(j)
t ← w(j)

t|t−1 Λ(j)
t

7: Return x̂t, wt, ct



7 Appendix-B: The MAMLE
method

Definition of the variables and notations:
f - The 2D image under consideration for fuzzy-edge detection
S - The number of scales for multi-resolution analysis
D - The set of directions for the edge detection
Bd

s - The morphological kernel for detecting edge in the direction d at scale s
E - The fuzzy-edge image
l - The edge-threshold
Ta - The area-threshold
S - The image containing region-labells
P - The set of boundary-pixels (p1, p2 p3 ... pn) of an object
X - The feature vector of the object represented by P = (p1, p2 p3 ... pn)
Xi→j - The feature vector of the object represented by Pi→j = (pi, pi+1 pi+2 ...
pj) and Pi→j ⊂ P
µ - The mean vector
Σ - The covariance matrix of the feature vector
Xi - The feature vector of ith object
Xij - The feature vector of the augmented object, obtained by merging ith object
with jth

Xijk - The feature vector of the augmented object, obtained by merging ith, jth

and kth object together
D(Xi) - The distance function enumerated as (Xi − µ)′Σ−1 (Xi − µ)
◦ - The the morphological erosion operation
′ - The transpose operation of a matrix
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Algorithm 7.1 ConstructFuzzy-EdgeImage(f , S, D, Bd
s )

Input: f , S, D, Bd
s

Output: Fuzzy-edge image: E
1: for s:=1 to S do
2: Construct fs by filtering f with an uniform kernel of the scale s
3: for each d ∈ D do

4: Eds (fs)←
{

1 iffs = fs ◦Bd
s

0,
5: end for
6: Es(fs)←

⋃
d
Eds (fs)

7: end for
8: E(f)←

S∑
s=1

Es (fs)
9: Return E

Algorithm 7.2 ThresholdDecompositon(E, l, Ta )
Input: E, l, Ta
Output: S
1: Initialize S ← Ø
2: Select the edges in E that are stronger than l and generate region labelled

image R
3: l− ← l − 1
4: for each Ri ∈ R do
5: if Area(Ri) > Ta then
6: Si ← ThresholdDecompositon(E ∩ Ri, l−, Ta )
7: Update S with Si
8: else
9: Update S with Ri

10: end if
11: end for
12: Return S
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Algorithm 7.3 BinarySplit(P, X)
Input: P = (p1, p2 p3 ... pn), X
Output: S (Region labelled image after splits)
1: Initialize S ← Ø
2: X∗ ← arg min

i,j
D(Xi→j)

3: Pc ← P \ P∗
4: S← S

⋃
P∗

5: if Area(Xc) > Area(X) then
6: Sc ← BinarySplit(Pc,Xc)
7: Update S with Sc
8: else
9: Update S with Pc

10: end if
11: Return S
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Algorithm 7.4 Over-segmentationCorrection(S)
Input: S
Output: Sout
1: Initialize Sout ← S
2: Initialize h← 0
3: for each region Si ∈ S do
4: Generate the feature vector Xi

5: end for
6: Construct C as: ∀ci ∈ C∃cj ∈ C(D(Xi) +D(Xj) ≥ D(Xij) ∧ i 6= j)
7: for each ci ∈ C do
8: Update h← h+ 1
9: L(h)← −D(Xi)

10: H(h, l)←
{

1 if l = i

0 Otherwise
11: end for
12: Construct C2 as: ∀cij ∈ C2∃cj , cj ∈ C(D(Xi) +D(Xj) ≥ D(Xij) ∧ i 6= j)
13: for each cij ∈ C2 do
14: Update h← h+ 1
15: L(h)← −D(Xij)

16: H(h, l)←
{

1 if l = i ∨ l = j

0 Otherwise
17: end for
18: Construct C3 as: ∀cijk ∈ C3∃cj , cj , ck ∈ C(D(Xi) + D(Xj) + D(Xk) ≥

D(Xijk) ∧ i 6= j 6= k)
19: for each cijk ∈ C3 do
20: Update h← h+ 1
21: L(h)← −D(Xijk)

22: H(h, k)←
{

1 if l = i ∨ l = j ∨ l = k

0 Otherwise
23: end for
24: b∗ ← arg max

b
(L′b), such that H′b∗ = 1

25: Update Sout by merging the objects according to the selected hypotheses, b∗.
26: Return Sout
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Summary

Gene expression and other cellular processes are stochastic,
thus their study requires observing multiple events in multiple
cells. Therefore, confocal microscopy cell imaging has recently
gained much interest. In time-lapse imaging, adjustments
are needed at short intervals to compensate for focus drift.
There are several automated methods for this purpose. In
general, before acquiring higher resolution images, software-
based autofocus algorithms require a set of low-resolution
images along the z-axis to determine the plane for which a
predefined focusing function is maximized. These algorithms
require 10–100 z-slices each time, and there is no fixed number
or upper limit of required z-slices that ensures optimal focusing.
The higher is this number, the stronger is photo bleaching,
hampering the feasibility of long-time series measurements.

We propose a new focusing strategy in time-lapse imaging.
The algorithm relies on the nature and predictability of
the focus drift. We first show that the focus drift curve
is predictable within a small error bound in standard
experimental setups. We, then, exploit the interacting multiple
model filter algorithm to predict the drift at time, t, based on the
measurement at time t – 1. This allows a drastic reduction of
the number of required z-slices for focus drift correction, largely
overcoming the problem of photo bleaching. In addition, we
propose a new set of functions for focusing in time-lapse
imaging, derived from preexisting ones. We demonstrate the
method’s efficiency in time-lapse imaging of Escherichia coli
cells expressing MS2d-GFP tagged RNA molecules.

Introduction

With the incremental power of computing and microscopy
technology, digital imaging has become a valuable tool for cell
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and molecular biology studies. The value of these studies is
further enhanced by the increasing need to observe many
individual cells to understand their functioning. Focusing
on the specimen is the first step towards imaging. In time-
lapse microscopy, this is needed before the acquisition of
each image, because the focus drift (i.e. shifting of the focus
position) is ubiquitous in present microscopy. Defocused
images hamper quantitative analysis. Correcting focusing
problems is particularly critical in in vivo measurements. The
erroneous focus position selection and subjective variance
hamper the use of manual focusing, leaving autofocusing as
the only reliable alternative.

Current autofocus systems are categorized in two groups:
hardware and software autofocus. Hardware autofocus
systems are usually equipped with an infrared light emitting
diode (LED) that projects a predefined shape on the specimen
slide and measures the distance between slide and objective
lens from the reflection of the projected shape. Hardware
autofocus is fast and performs optimally, as long as the
specimen is ultra thin (Bezzubik & Ustinov, 2009; Brázdilová &
Kozubek, 2011). However, even in trivial experimental setups,
this assumption does not always hold.

By contrast, software autofocus systems acquire images in
stack along the z-axis. After, the reference image is selected
by maximizing a predefined focus function. The required
resolution for reference image selection is often far smaller
than the resolution required for biological analysis. Thus,
software autofocus methods perform the imaging in two steps.
First, a low-resolution image stack is acquired to determine
the focus position. Next, a full-resolution image or a full-
resolution image stack is captured around the selected position
(Brázdilová & Kozubek, 2011). Here, by ‘autofocus’, we imply
‘software autofocus’, unless stated otherwise.

Irrespective of the focusing strategy, the procedure has to
be executed routinely to compensate/correct the focus drift.
Studies showed that temperature is a major determinant of
the degree of focus drift (Mason & Green, 1975; Adler &
Pagakis, 2003). Figure 1 illustrates the focus drift in two

C© 2011 The Authors
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Fig. 1. Focus position as a function of time. Interval between successive
focus position measurements was 60 s.

thermal conditions. Relying on the empirical results depicted
in Figure 1, we argue that the drift is quasi-deterministic
and can be ‘optimally predicted’, aside random, uncorrelated,
small fluctuations.

Given the above, it is possible to develop a method for focus
drift correction based on the nature of the drift. The algorithm
proposed here, predicts the focus drift one-time point ahead.
Therefore, it requires a number of z-slices for autofocus that is
close to the theoretical minimum (three slices).

Photo bleaching is directly proportional to the number
of captured z-slices. This photochemical process reduces the
emitted light intensity by destroying fluorophore, as a result of
the excitation light used for scanning (Hoebe et al., 2007). The
proposed method allows a more efficient acquisition of long
time series at a fast rate as it reduces photo bleaching. Efficiency
is further enhanced by the reduction of computational load
and memory use, as they are also directly proportional to the
number of z-slices. Finally, besides focus drift correction, we
also implement a new set of focus functions, developed from
preexisting ones, and show by comparison that, in general,
they outperform commonly used counterparts.

Related works

Several methods for focusing microscope have been proposed
(Tenenbaum, 1970; Brenner et al., 1976; Vollath, 1987;
Bueno-Ibarra et al., 2005; Kreft et al., 2005) in different
contexts. Such methods have been evaluated several times
using various criterion for optimality (Groen et al., 1985;
Firestone et al., 1991; Santos et al., 1997; Sun et al.,
2004). Both image power (Groen et al., 1985) and image
gradient power (first difference of the image in spatial domain;
Tenenbaum, 1970; Brenner et al., 1976) are suitable metrics

(A)

(B)

Fig. 2. Two images captured by applying the ‘Tenegrad’ focus function.
(A) at t = 5 min and (B) at t = 6 min. The defocused region of each frame
is depicted by a red rectangle.

for focus function. In addition, different image statistics, such
as variance (Santos et al., 1997; Sun et al., 2004; Brázdilová
& Kozubek, 2009) and autocorrelation (Vollath, 1987), have
been exploited for focusing microscope.

Notably, all the above-mentioned focus metrics perform
optimally, whereas the imaging is carried out in a nontime-
lapse fashion or in vitro. However, their focusing performance
in in vivo imaging has not yet been assessed. Different
frames from in vitro measurements are independent from
one another. By contrast, consecutive frames from in vivo
time-lapse microscopy are highly correlated. This correlation
cannot be disregarded at the focusing step because, for
example, it is possible to have more than one z-plane in
identical focus. This, combined with the stochastic nature of
the biological process under observation, might lead to focus
switching between planes in a repetitive manner. Figure 2
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exemplifies this artefact (defocused regions are depicted by the
rectangles), where the focusing was done with a benchmark
method known as ‘Tenegrad’ (Tenenbaum, 1970). Visibly,
it led to an ‘incoherent’ time series that switched the focus
plane between consecutive frames. This limitation of current
autofocusing systems can be overcome by accounting for
the dependence between consecutive frames at the focusing
step.

Kreft et al. exploited the Pearson’s correlation to account
for such dependence between consecutive images in time-
lapse confocal microscopy (Kreft et al., 2005). The algorithm
selects the reference frame at t by maximizing Pearson’s
correlation with the reference frame selected at t − 1.
The initial reference frame is selected either by manual
inspection or by a focus function. The performance of this
method degrades significantly as consecutive frames become
more uncorrelated, because it relies solely on maximizing
similarities between consecutive frames.

The correlation between consecutive frames during a time-
lapse microscopy session may decrease for several reasons,
such as sudden lateral drift or as the cells’ phenotype change
in an unpredictable fashion. This method is also sensitive
to the imaging interval. Namely, different intervals lead to
different selected images at corresponding time points. A
robust autofocus algorithm should select identical images
in the corresponding time points irrespective of the imaging
intervals.

Another critical issue in autofocusing methods for time-
lapse microscopy is the number of required frames for focusing,
because it affects the degree of photo bleaching. Current
state-of-the-art focus searching methods exploit various
optimization strategies, such as adaptive step size (Brázdilová
& Kozubek, 2009), function fitting (Osibote et al., 2010) and
Fibonacci search (Liu et al., 2007), to attempt to reduce the
number of frames required for focusing. However, none of
these algorithms attempts to minimize the required number of
scans by drift estimation. As show later, from drift estimation
and focus position prediction, it is possible to reduce drastically
the number of frames required for focusing.

Materials and methods

Focus drift compensation

Given that the thermal drift is quasi-deterministic in common
experimental setups (as shown ahead), a linear prediction
algorithm is likely suitable for focus drift estimation. A similar
argument can be comprehended in (Mason & Green, 1975).
Figure 1 illustrates the stated phenomenon in measurements
conducted for 150 min. The dotted-dash line shows the focus
drift at room temperature, whereas the solid line represents
the drift when the specimen is in a sample chamber at
37◦C. Relying on these observations, we use the Kalman
filter (Kalman, 1960) with multiple models, also known

as ‘interacting multiple model’ (IMM) filter, for focus drift
prediction (Blom, 1984; Blom & Bar-Shalom, 1988).

The Kalman filter is a hidden Markov model (HMM) for a
system whose state can be described by a continuous function
(Barber & Cemgil, 2010). The Kalman filter is an optimal state
estimator for a system with linear dynamics and Gaussian
noise (Kalman, 1960). However, the underlying dynamic
model in the Kalman filter is fixed over time. The IMM filter
is an extension of the Kalman filter and incorporates multiple
dynamic models. The IMM filter allows switching from one
model to another at runtime (Blom & Bar-Shalom, 1988). Due
to this, and because the kinetics of focus drift may differ with
the thermal conditions, we opted for the IMM filter.

To formulate focus drifting as an estimation problem, its
model and the focus position measurement model need to be
described as a system of linear equations:

Drift Model: xt = F(i)xt−1 + u(i)
t−1 i = 1, 2, . . . M,

Measurement Model: yt = Hxt + vt,

where xt is the state vector that comprises focus position (zt),
velocity (żt) and acceleration (z̈t) of the focus drift at time
t. F(i ) is the model conditioned state transition matrix while
the matrix H transforms the state vector into a measurement
vector. u(i )

t−1 and vt are the state and measurement noise,
respectively. The noise components are assumed to be
uncorrelated Gaussian with zero mean and Q(i ) and R
covariance matrices. The model accounts for three different
state transition dynamics (M = 3), namely, the random-
walk, the constant-velocity and the constant-acceleration
models. The numerical realization of the measurement matrix
and the state transition matrices for the aforementioned
dynamic models are,

H = [ 1 0 0 ]

F(1) =
⎡
⎣

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

⎤
⎦F(2)=

⎡
⎣

1 T 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

⎤
⎦F(3)=

⎡
⎣

1 T T 2

2
0 1 T
0 0 1

⎤
⎦ .

In the state transition models, T represents the imaging
interval. Based on this parametric model, the IMM filter
solution for focus drift correction can be obtained in three
consecutive steps: (i) Focus position prediction, (ii) focus
position measurement and (iii) parameter correction. The
overall workflow of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.

Focus position prediction. At moment t, the prediction step of
IMM filter starts with an estimated state (x̂(i )

t−1), covariance
matrix (c(i )

t−1) and respective weight (w(i )
t−1) as the set of inputs

followed from (t − 1). Given these parameters, the model
conditioned mixed initial state and covariance matrices are,

x̂(0j)
t−1 =

M∑
i=1

w(i|j)
t−1x̂(i)

t−1,
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed IMM filter-based autofocus system. In
parenthesis is named the section in the manuscript where this step is
described in detail.

c(0 j )
t−1 =

M∑
i=1

w(i | j )
t−1

[
c(i )

t−1 + (
x̂(i )

t−1 − x̂(0 j )
t−1

)(
x̂(i )

t−1 − x̂(0 j )
t−1

)′]
,

where (′) is the matrix transpose operator and w(i | j .)
t−1 is the

model conditioned weight, which is obtained from predicted
model weight (w( j )

t|t−1) as,

w( j )
t|t−1 =

M∑
i=1

P(i , j )w(i )
t−1,

w(i | j )
t−1 = P(i , j )w(i )

t−1

w( j )
t|t−1

.

In these expressions, P(i , j ) represents the switching
probability of model i to model j , which is assumed as a
design parameter. The exact form of the switching probability

matrix is discussed in a following section. Given the model
conditioned mixed initial state and the covariance matrix, the
model conditioned prediction of the state and the covariance
matrices are formed as,

x̂( j )
t|t−1 = F( j )x̂(0 j )

t−1,

c( j )
t|t−1 = F( j )c(0 j )

t−1

(
F( j ))′ + Q( j ).

The predicted mean state and mean covariance for different
models are obtained by taking the weighted sum of various
model conditioned prediction of the state,

x̂t|t−1 =
M∑

j=1

w( j )
t|t−1 x̂( j )

t|t−1 ,

ct|t−1=
M∑

j=1

w( j )
t|t−1

[
c( j )

t|t−1+(
x̂( j )

t|t−1 − x̂t|t−1
)(

x̂( j )
t|t−1 − x̂t|t−1

)′]
.

The expected focus position (ŷt|t−1) at time t is estimated
from the predicted state with the measurement model
equation as,

ŷt|t−1 = Hx̂t|t−1 .

Focus position measurement. This procedure determines the
optimal focus position (yt) from a stack of low-resolution
images. The size of this stack is not constant in the proposed
framework, depending on the accuracy of the prediction
algorithm. The accuracy is determined by the mean absolute
error between predicted (ŷt|t−1) and actual focus positions
(yt). The image stack is captured from the predicted position
until the focus function is maximized or an upper bound is
reached. The initial direction of the search is obtained from
the slope of the defocusing curve and it switches if the slope
remains negative for a predefined number of frames in a
row. Ideally, the defocusing curve is monotone around a
unique maximum point. In practice, it may contain multiple
local maxima and, often, one is reached before reaching the
global maximum. Nonetheless, finding the global maximum
given multiple local maxima is plausible by setting a minimum
threshold for the expected value of the focus function at the
optimal focus position. We set this threshold at 80% of the focus
value of the most recent reference image. A detail argument
on the method for computing focus score and local minima
avoidance are provided in the sections “Focus Functions” and
“Local Maxima Avoidance”.

Parameter correction. For this we provide information from
the measurement step to the prediction step, allowing
the correction to be an adaptive process that improves the
accuracy of prediction at each subsequent time point. The
correction steps estimate the posterior mean of state (x̂( j )

t ),
covariance (c( j )

t ) and model weight (w( j )
t ).

K( j )
t = c( j )

t|t−1 H′(Hc( j )
t|t−1 H′ + R

)−1
,
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x̂( j )
t = x̂( j )

t|t−1 + K( j )
t

(
yt − Hx̂( j )

t|t−1

)
,

c( j )
t = c( j )

t|t−1 − K( j )
t Hc( j )

t|t−1 ,

w( j )
t = w( j )

t|t−1 �
( j )
t .

Here, �t
(j) is the model likelihood assuming zero mean normal

distribution while w( j )
t is normalized so that the sum over all

models equals one.

Model switching probability and covariance estimation. We
consider the model switching probability matrix, P, as a system
variable. The numerical realization of the model switching
probability in the proposed implementation is fixed to:

P =

⎡
⎢⎣

0.90 0.05 0.05

0.05 0.90 0.05

0.05 0.05 0.90

⎤
⎥⎦ .

Model conditioned covariance matrices (Q( j )) and the
measurement covariance matrix (R) affect the efficiency of
the IMM filter. We assume that these matrices are diagonal
and independent from one another. The covariance matrices
are estimated independently by a grid search in a logarithmic
search space within the range 2−10–210. Extending this
range is pointless due to practical bounds (i.e. quantization
limit at the hardware level). However, we acknowledge
expectation-maximization (EM) and fixed lag smother-based
techniques for covariance estimation (Helmick et al., 1995;
Li et al., 2008). Thus, we tested both approaches in a virtual
environment. We found that the grid search outperformed
the expectation-maximization-based algorithm in this context
(data not shown).

Focus functions

A focus function provides a quantitative measure of the degree
of focus of an image. The central assumption behind focus
functions is that, due to the convolution with a low-pass point-
spread function, defocused images are more blurry (Groen
et al., 1985; Santos et al., 1997). A focused image should
contain more information and sharper edges (Yeo et al., 1993;
Santos et al., 1997). Relying on this, trivial focus functions use
the degree of sharpness or the amount of information as the
quantitative metric of the focus. We revisited six such focus
functions. We chose those methods generally considered the
best (Firestone et al., 1991; Santos et al., 1997; Sun et al.,
2004) and listed them in Table 1.

The first five methods in Table 1 maximize focus quality
of an individual image at a time point while disregarding
correlations with previous time points. By contrast, the
Pearson’s correlation-based approach maximizes only the
correlation or similarities between consecutive images, but
disregards the focus quality of each image. An ideal focus
function should maximize the focus quality of each image

while maintaining the correlation between consecutive time
points. Because it is not possible to optimize both features
simultaneously, we propose using the two approaches in a
combined fashion. The combination consists in taking the
product of the resulting solutions from each approach.

Test sample and equipments

We apply our method to time-lapse measurements of
Escherichia coli cells expressing an RNA target for MS2d-GFP
proteins (Golding et al., 2005), where GFP stands for green
fluorescent protein. The method of tagging RNA molecules
with MS2-GFP-based fluorescent proteins is so far the only
that allows in vivo detection of individual RNA molecules, thus
allowing to study transcription dynamics in live cells (Raj &
van Oudernaarden, 2009).

The method of RNA detection and quantification in
E. coli DH5α-PRO (Golding et al. 2005) exploits the ability
of bacteriophage MS2 coat protein to tightly bind specific RNA
sequences. It allows detection of single RNA transcripts with
96 tandem repeats of MS2 binding sites for MS2d fused to
GFPmut3 (MS2d-GFP fusion protein). The method uses the
controlled expression of two genetic constructs: a medium-
copy vector that expresses the MS2d-GFP fused protein, whose
promoter (PtetO1) is regulated by tetracycline repressor, and a
single copy F-based vector, with Plar controlling production
of the transcript target, mRFP1 followed by a 96 MS2 binding
site array. Constructs were generously provided by I. Golding
(University of Illinois).

Cells were grown overnight in Miller LB medium,
supplemented by kanamycin at 37◦C with aeration, and
diluted into fresh medium to maintain exponential growth
until reaching an approximate optical density of OD600
0.3–0.5. aTc (100 ng mL−1) was used to get full induction
of MS2d-GFP expression. Approximately 60-min incubation
was maintained for sufficient protein production. Maximum
induction of the RNA target for MS2d-GFP is achieved with
1 mM IPTG and 0.1% arabinose (Golding & Cox, 2004).

Following induction of the target RNA, a few microliter of
culture are placed on a microscopic slide between a cover
slip and 0.8% LB-agarose gel pad set. Cells are visualized by
a Nikon Eclipse (TE2000-U, Nikon, Japan) inverted confocal
laser-scanning microscope with 100× Apo TIRF 1.49 oil +
DIC objective (Nikon, Japan). GFP fluorescence is measured
with 488 nm laser (Melles-Griot, New Mexico, CA, USA)
and 515/30 nm filter (100–110 gain). Images of cells are
taken by Nikon EZ-C1 Version 3.30 software (Tokyo, Japan).
Some of the test sequences were captured on an FCS2
(Bioptechs Inc., PA, USA) temperature controlled sample
chamber (sequences S8, S9, S17 and S13–S15, Table 2). The
rest were obtained at room temperature. The test samples
include 17 sets of time series acquired in z-stack. Because the
diameter of E. coli is notably small (0.5 μm), the sampling
interval along the z-axis was set to 0.1 μm. Test sequences
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Table 1. Focus functions tested.

Method name Brief description Comment

Tenegrad ( fTenegrad; Tenenbaum, 1970) Maximizing gradient image power. Based on individual image stack.
Vollath F4( fVollathF4; Vollath, 1987) Maximizing difference between the autocorrelation

function at lags 1 and 2.
Fano factor ( fFano; Santos et al., 1997) Maximizing the pixel intensity variance normalized by

the expected pixel intensity.
Brenner gradient ( fBrenner; Brenner et al., 1976) Maximizing the squared sum of the first difference of pixel

intensities separated by n pixels (n is set to a small
positive integer, i.e. 2).

Image power ( fPower; Groen et al., 1985) Maximizing the squared sum of pixel intensities.
Pearson’s correlation ( fPearson′s; Kreft et al., 2005) Maximizing the Pearson’s correlation between

consecutive time points.
Based on a reference image from

previous time point.

Table 2. Test set description.

Thermal Imaging Number Stack size
Set ID condition interval (min) of frames (steps)

S1 Room temperature (RT) 1 30 32
S2 RT 1 30 32
S3 RT 1 30 32
S4 RT 1 50 24
S5 RT 1 50 24
S6 RT 1 121 24
S7 RT 1 151 24
S8 37◦C 1 121 24
S9 37◦C 1 151 24
S10 RT 1 121 –
S11 RT 1 200 –
S12 RT 1 200 –
S13 37◦C 1 121 –
S14 37◦C 1 70 –
S15 37◦C 1 301 –
S16 RT 5 50 –
S17 37◦C 5 50 –

S1–S5 were used for evaluating the focus functions. Time
series S6–S9 constitute the set for testing the proposed
algorithm. Finally, test sets S10–S17 were acquired by the
proposed method to assess its performance in a real working
environment.

Results

Local maxima avoidance

The proposed focusing strategy needs to account for the
existence of local maxima in the search space. An ideal
focus function has one clear global maximum and the focus
metric decreases monotonically with the distance from the
maximum (Fig. 4(A)). A single realization of the focus function

fPearson′s × fTenegrad is exemplified in Figure 4(B). As seen, in
a realistic setting, a focus function can contain more than
one maximum. We carried out a statistical test with five time
series comprised of 190 stacks in total. Figure 4(C) shows the
distributions of the normalized focus metrics of local maxima
and global maximum. The normalization at time t is done by
the focus metric of the global maximum at t − 1. Local maxima
and global maximum have very distinct distributions. Further,
there are local maxima that overlap with the global maximum
(Fig. 4(C)), i.e. they can be considered as equally well focused,
(Fig. 4(B)).

The knowledge of the value of the focus function at
the global maximum at t − 1 can be used for setting a
threshold for finding the global maximum at moment t. A
higher threshold would significantly reduce the acceptance
of local maximum, thus it might increase the number of
scans needed to find the global maximum. Figure 4(D) shows
the rate of false maximum selection (acceptance of local
maximum as a global maximum) for different thresholds and
window sizes. We selected window size 5 and threshold value
0.8 for maxima selection. These selections entail that the
global maximum is either bigger or equal to 80% of the
value of the preceding global maximum and that it is a
global maximum within this window. This assumption was
found to be correct 97.9% of the times, namely, it attained
97.9% accuracy in selecting true maximum, whereas the
false maximum was less than 2% off the true maximum
(Fig. 4(D)). Note that, the theoretical minimum window size
for determining a global maximum is 3, because a maximum
must be assessed against at least one point below and one point
above the optimal focal plane.

Note that, because the focus drift is virtually continuous in
time during these experiments, exhaustive searching of global
maxima is pointless in this case, because after completing the
search, most likely, the solution is no longer valid. This implies
that the accuracy ratios achieved (97.9%) are close to the best
possible solution.
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Fig. 4. Defocusing curve, local maxima and distribution of local maxima. (A) An ideal defocusing curve. (B) One realization of a defocusing curve in a
real setting (maxima marked with the symbol ‘∗’). (C) Distribution of local maxima and global maxima (the maxima at time t are normalized with the
global maximum found at t − 1). (D) Fraction of false maxima selection as a function of maxima threshold for different window sizes (W).

Focus function selection

We studied the performance of the aforementioned focus
functions, from which we selected the most efficient one. The
performance metric comprises four features: accuracy, rate of
local maxima, interval sensitivity and range. The accuracy
is determined by the mean absolute difference between true
focus position and the position where the focus function is
maximized. The true focus position is obtained by applying
an objective method that avoids subjective variance. Here,
we used the median of the first five methods as an unbiased
estimate of the true focus position.

The ‘interval sensitivity’ of a function is here defined
as the expected spreadness in focus position selections for
different imaging intervals. This quantity is equivalent to
the scale parameter of the Laplace distribution. The first five
methods have, by definition, zero interval sensitivity because
the focus selection is solely based on a single image stack.
By contrast, Pearson’s correlation-based methods select the
focus position by maximizing the correlation with the most
recent reference frame. Accordingly, the results are sensitive
to the imaging interval as well as the starting frame. Here,
the interval sensitivity is estimated by simulating the focus
position selection process for imaging interval from 1 to 5 min

and then computing the mean absolute difference of selected
positions for different intervals. The rate of local maxima is
estimated as the average number of local maxima in a stack.

Finally, the range is defined as the difference between the
expected normalized focus score of the global maxima and
the expected normalized focus score of the local maxima.
The normalization at t is done by the quantitative focus
metric of the global maxima at t − 1. An optimal algorithm
should have high accuracy with a large range and very few
local maxima besides the global maximum (ideally, none).
Moreover, it should be insensitive to the imaging interval. The
results of the quantitative evaluation of the algorithms are
shown in Table 3, where the rank of each focus function is
marked in parenthesis. The results indicate that the combined
algorithm outperformed each of the two algorithms when not
combined with each other. The ‘Pearson’s correlation’ with
‘Tenegrad’ function was the best combination, followed closely
by the combination of ‘Pearson’s correlation’ with ‘Image
power’ metric. Among the five basic methods, fTenegrad and
fFano exhibited equally satisfactory performances. In reference

to these empirical results, we opted for implementing the
fPearson′s × fTenegrad focus function in the real operational

system.
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Table 3. Focus function selection. Type 1 is based on a single stack. Type 2 is based on correlation between consecutive frames. Type 3 is based on
correlation between consecutive frames and on quality of individual frame.

Interval sensitivity Local maxima/ Overall
Method Accuracy (μm) (μm) stack Range score Comment

fTenegrad 0.021(3) 0(1) 0.395(5) 0.681(5) 14(3) Type 1
fVollathF4 0.035(7) 0(1) 0.584(9) 0.622(9) 26(7)

fFano 0.031(5) 0(1) 0.376(3) 0.667(6) 15(4)

fBrenner 0.050(10) 0(1) 0.626(10) 0.433(10) 31(10)

fPower 0.043(9) 0(1) 0.512(8) 0.655(9) 27(8)

fPearson′s 0.205(11) 0.149(11) 0.689(11) 0.178(11) 44(11) Type 2
fPearson′s × fTenegrad 0.010(1) 0.013(7) 0.371(2) 0.807(2) 12(1) Type 3
fPearson′s × fVollathF4 0.035(7) 0.011(6) 0.447(7) 0.783(3) 25(6)

fPearson′s × fFano 0.026(4) 0.013(7) 0.344(1) 0.779(4) 18(5)

fPearson′s × fBrenner 0.034(6) 0.028(10) 0.415(6) 0.660(7) 29(9)

fPearson′s × fPower 0.016(2) 0.013(7) 0.378(4) 0.811(1) 14(2)
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Fig. 5. Focus drift and error predictions in two test scenarios. Focus drift and drift prediction at (A) room temperature and (B) at 37◦C in the temperature-
controlled chamber. Drift prediction error at (C) room temperature and (D) at 37◦C. Additional scans required for prediction error compensation at (E)
room temperature and (F) at 37◦C.
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Table 4. Performance evaluation of the prediction based method.

Thermal Interval Number of Mean number of
Method condition (min) Test set frames Error (μm) additional scans (steps)

Simulation RT 1 S6–S7 272 0.0972 –
37◦C 1 S8–S9 272 0.1392 –
RT 5 S6–S7 272 0.2302 –
37◦C 5 S8–S9 272 0.3260 –

Experimental RT 1 S10–S12 521 0.0820 0.85
37◦C 1 S13–S15 492 0.0980 1.03
RT 5 S16 50 0.3680 3.91
37◦C 5 S17 50 0.2510 2.93

Focus prediction accuracy

A statistical evaluation of the proposed method was carried
out in simulated environment as well as in a real operational
environment. Representative results from two sets (S11 and
S15) are depicted in Figure 5 for the first 150 min and
reveal very high prediction accuracy. Very few scans, aside
from the predefined minimum number of required scans,
were necessary when compared to recent results using other
methods (Brázdilová & Kozubek, 2009; Osibote et al., 2010).
As mentioned, we set the minimum number of required scans
for focusing to five.

We also conducted an exhaustive evaluation of the
algorithm with 12 time series acquired in different thermal
conditions and imaging intervals. Table 4 describes the results
of the prediction method in each test scenario. The four top
rows show the results when applying the algorithm on time
series S6–S9, stack size 24. The 5-min interval set of time series
in a simulation setting are obtained by subsampling frames
from 1-min interval time series (S6–S9). The positive results
motivated us to extend the evaluation to the real experimental
environment.

We implemented the method in the Nikon EZ-C1 software
as a visual basic application (VBA) and tested it on a
Nikon TE2000-U (Nikon, Japan) microscope in varying
thermal conditions and imaging intervals. The results are
shown in Table 4, and indicate that the proposed method
performs near-optimally in the real operational environment
as well. Moreover, the prediction errors and, consequently,
the required number of scans increase with the increment
of imaging interval irrespective of the thermal condition.
The major sources of the increase in error are the residual
stochasticity in the drift, the convergence delay of the filter
and the quantization error at the hardware level. The larger
errors observed in 5 min tests resulted from the initialization
process and the convergence delay.

Besides the results above, it is also possible to demonstrate
that the proposed algorithm excels in reducing photo
bleaching in time-lapse imaging. Figure 6(A) illustrates the
effect of photo bleaching in time-lapse confocal laser-scanning

fluorescence microscopy. The upper right part of the image
was scanned each minute for 1 h. After, the full image was
captured. Photo bleaching strongly faded out the signal. In
time series fluorescence microscopy, photo bleaching is a
strong limiting factor of either the imaging interval or the
duration of the experiment (Hoebe et al., 2007). Because the
proposed method drastically reduces the required number
images for focusing, it reduces photo bleaching, thus allowing
increasing the length of the experiment. Figure 6(B) is a
comparison of two scenarios. The red line represents the
normalized light intensity of the image after image acquisitions
for 150 min, with focusing done every minute from an image
stack of size 15. By contrast, the green line represents the
same quantity for the same period of time while focusing with
the proposed algorithm, which resulted in using image stacks
of average size 5.49. The normalization allows excluding
other sources of variance (i.e. fraction of cell area in the
field of view, gain of the photomultiplier tube detector, etc.)
from the comparison. Because the obtained intensity curves
are noisy, we fitted a polynomial for better characterization.
The results verify the assumption that lesser number of
scans significantly reduces photo bleaching, because the
intensity declination phase differ significantly (39th vs.
86th min).

Discussion and conclusion

We presented a novel strategy for automatic focusing in
time-lapse imaging with confocal microscopy. The method
works in three steps: (i) Focus position prediction with IMM
filter; (ii) focus position measurement with the specified
focus function and (iii) parameter update for the IMM filter
prediction. These steps are taken prior acquiring each image
in a time series. The method’s efficiency was assessed against
several time series of E. coli cells expressing RNA target for
MS2d-GFP in two thermal conditions (room temperature and
controlled temperature). We demonstrated the improvement
with empirical evaluation. The performance of the prediction-
based focus search was evaluated in terms of mean absolute
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Fig. 6. (A) Effect of photo bleaching. The image inside the red rectangle
faded out due to being subject to more scanning. (B) Normalized image
intensity over time. A comparison is shown between the proposed method
and a trivial method with stack size 15 (trivial method means ‘pick the
best from a fixed-size stack’).

prediction error as well as in average number of required
additional scans. The former is independent of the step size.
Besides the tests shown here, this method can also be validated
with the results shown in (Mason & Green, 1975; data
not shown). The efficiency of the algorithm depends on the
accuracy of the focus drift prediction. In general, the algorithm
was found to converge after a short startup phase, exhibiting
thereafter, high prediction accuracy.

As a side result, because the proposed method reduces
significantly the number of images required for focusing than
previous methods (Brázdilová & Kozubek, 2009; Osibote et al.,

2010), it allows a significant reduction of photo bleaching
in time-lapse measurements. This may prove to be critical
in the context of studies of gene expression dynamics. Most
genes in E. coli express once to a few times during the cell’s
lifetime (Bernstein et al., 2002). Because gene expression is
stochastic (Yu et al., 2006), to characterize the dynamics of
expression of a protein under the control of a given promoter,
one will need to observe many cells, each for long periods
of time, using short intervals between observations. Photo
bleaching imposes strong limitations, which our method may
allow overcoming.

To the best of our knowledge, the method proposed here,
is the first application of probabilistic filtering for focus drift
correction in confocal microscopy. Relevantly, the traditional
focusing approach can be viewed as a special case in our
framework, in that it considers only the random walk
model, disregarding the velocity and acceleration of the drift.
Thus, earlier efforts for optimizing autofocus system are also
applicable within our framework.

Finally, it is worthwhile mentioning that the performance
of the focusing algorithm was boosted by combining, at least,
two distinct focus metrics. One optimizes focus quality in
a single stack and the other ensures sufficient correlation
between successive frames. The combined approach aims at
maximizing the product of both approaches. The combination
of Tenegrad with Pearson’s correlation was found to best
perform in the empirical evaluation.

In the future, the results here presented may be further
enhanced, regarding the reduction of photo bleaching, by
imaging smaller areas for the purpose of focusing only, and
by using more efficient search strategies of global maximum
as proposed in (Brázdilová & Kozubek, 2009; 2011).
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Abstract

Background: Cell imaging is becoming an indispensable tool for cell and molecular biology research. However,
most processes studied are stochastic in nature, and require the observation of many cells and events. Ideally,
extraction of information from these images ought to rely on automatic methods. Here, we propose a novel
segmentation method, MAMLE, for detecting cells within dense clusters.

Methods: MAMLE executes cell segmentation in two stages. The first relies on state of the art filtering technique,
edge detection in multi-resolution with morphological operator and threshold decomposition for adaptive
thresholding. From this result, a correction procedure is applied that exploits maximum likelihood estimate as an
objective function. Also, it acquires morphological features from the initial segmentation for constructing the
likelihood parameter, after which the final segmentation is obtained.

Conclusions: We performed an empirical evaluation that includes sample images from different imaging
modalities and diverse cell types. The new method attained very high (above 90%) cell segmentation accuracy in
all cases. Finally, its accuracy was compared to several existing methods, and in all tests, MAMLE outperformed
them in segmentation accuracy.

Background
Single cell microscopy and subsequent analysis has
gained much interest recently in areas ranging from stu-
dies of gene expression dynamics [1-3], to studies of cell
aging [4,5] to disease classification [6]. However, as most
processes in cells are stochastic in nature [7] their study
requires high-throughput measurements and analysis.
The manual extraction of the results from the raw image
data is thus prohibitive, causing a need for accurate and
robust methods of cell segmentation.
Most existing methods lack in generic applicability and

require strong assumptions on cell features i.e. cell shape,
size, etc. Additionally, their performance is highly sensitive
to cell density and signal to noise ratio. One of the pre-
sently most successful and used cell image analysis tools is

‘Cellprofiler’ [8], an open source software platform for
automated cell segmentation from microscopy images.
Cell segmentation in Cellprofiler is performed in two
steps. First, it separates objects from image background by
thresholding. Next, the clumped objects are segmented
again by considering intensity or shape as a feature for dis-
crimination. Cellprofiler provides several alternatives for
automated threshold selection and clumped cell segmenta-
tion. The major drawback of its segmentation algorithm is
that its accuracy decreases significantly when cells are in
large, dense clumps.
Another state of the art software tool is ‘Schnitzcells’ [9].

Schnitzcells provides solutions for segmentation and
tracking of Escherichia coli cells from images by confocal
or phase contrast microscopy. The segmentation of cells
in Schnitzcells is a multi-stepped process. First, it applies
edge detection for generating initial segmentation. Next, it
splits long or clumped cells. Finally, it considers too small
objects as false positives and discards them. The major
problem is the large number of parameters that, without
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proper tuning, cause the accuracy of the segmentation to
decrease notably. Further, it has a limited scope of applica-
tion, i.e. it only handles E. coli and Bacillus subtilis cells
and often presents a significant number of false positives.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the cell segmentation

algorithm for histopathology images, whose implementa-
tion was made available in the Farsight toolkit [10]. This
method exploits graph-cuts-based segmentation for seg-
menting foreground signals from the image background.
Then, the nuclear seed points are detected by a multi-
resolution edge detection method. Aside these, other
methods for cell segmentation were proposed (see e.g.
[11,12]). In general, these split the overall segmentation
task into three steps. First, a separation of foreground
objects from image background is made. Next, a post
processing step is applied to split the under-segmented
clumped cells. Finally, false positives are discarded by
some criteria.
Here, we propose a novel cell segmentation method,

MAMLE, which maintains very high cell segmentation
accuracy in dense cell clusters with low signal to noise
ratio (SNR). Moreover, MAMLE requires very few assump-
tions on cell shape or size, thus, it can handle a wide range
of cell types in different imaging modalities. MAMLE is
novel in that i) it adopts a state of the art image denoising
technique for improving SNR in image, ii) unifies multi-
resolution edge detection and threshold decomposition to
accomplish the initial segmentation iii) corrects the over-
segmented and under-segmented cells based on likelihood
estimate, which is shown to be adaptive to varying condi-
tions. Above all, MAMLE innovates in that it learns differ-
ent shape features on the fly and exploits the learnt
parameters for cell segmentation correction. A properly
combined usage of all features is implemented to obtain
robust and accurate cell segmentation.
MAMLE is primarily targeted towards one of the most

challenging cell types for automated segmentation,
E. coli, a model organism in cell and molecular biology
research [13-15]. The high division rate, the formation
of dense colonies and the cells’ morphology make the
segmentation more challenging than for most other cell
types. We first describe the method, after which we
evaluate its cell segmentation accuracy and compare it
with state of the art cell segmentation platforms. Next,
the robustness of MAMLE is studied in its parametric
space. In the end, we present our conclusions.

Methods
MAMLE cell segmentation method comprises 7 steps: i)
image denoising, ii) foreground and background seg-
mentation, iii) multi-scale morphological edge detection,
iv) threshold decomposition and initial segmentation, v)
shape learning form the initial segmentation, vi) likeli-
hood optimization based splitting and vii) maximum

likelihood based merging. A flow chart of the algorithm
is illustrated in Figure 1. Next, we describe each step in
detail:
i) Image denoising: fluorescent images often have low

SNR, which leads to cell detection artifacts. Hence,
denoising filters are often applied as a pre-processing
step for segmentation. MAMLE exploits a state of the art
image denoising technique known as Block-Matching
and 3D filtering (BM3D) [16]. We opted for BM3D due
to its balance between noise cancellation and edge pre-
servation capability [16]. BM3D splits a noisy 2D image
into fixed size blocks (8x8) and searches for the blocks
that match the reference block. The matching blocks are
arranged into a 3D array, known as ‘group’. On each
group, a 3D transformation is executed and thresholded.
Afterwards, BM3D inverse transforms the group and
aggregates it with weights to augment the basic estimate.
The augmented basic estimate acts as a pilot signal for
subsequent steps. Finally, a collaborative Wiener filtering
is executed on the noisy signal to obtain the noise
removed image.
ii) Foreground and background segmentation: this

step (second step in Figure 1) separates individual cell
colonies from the image background. In fluorescence
microscopy, cells are stained with fluorophores or they
express a fluorescent protein. As a result, the image back-
ground appears darker than foreground objects (i.e. cells).
Therefore, a block-wise Otsu threshold, followed by
bilinear interpolation, is applied to separate each cell col-
ony from the background [8,17]. Phase contrast images,
on the other hand, have different intensity profiles for
foreground and background. For these, we use iterative
range filtering to segment foreground objects from the
image’s background [18]. In both cases, the extracted
foreground mask is used to select the region of interest.
iii) Multi-scale morphological edge detection: this is

a key step of MAMLE (third step in Figure 1). Recent
studies showed that multi-scale edge detection has, in
general, a more robust performance than single scale
edge detection strategies [10], particularly when com-
bined with morphological operators [18,19]. We propose
a novel multi-scale morphological edge detector to gen-
erate the fuzzy edge image for cell segmentation. An
edge in a digital image ( f ) can be realized as a local
intensity minimum with direction. Thus, a pixel at an
edge should not be altered by the morphological erosion
operation. With this assumption, a binary edge (Es(f ))
image at scale level S can be defined as in (1) and (2).

Es(f ) =
⋃
d

Ed
s (f ) (1)

Ed
s (f ) =

{
1if f=f◦Bd

s
0 (2)
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where Ed
s (f )is the edge image in the direction d and

the symbol (◦) represents the morphological erosion
operator with the respective support Bd

s . The direction d
is such that that it allows choosing four possible

directions, 1 to 4, corresponding to horizontal, vertical,
diagonal from left to right, and diagonal from right to
left, respectively. The support Bd

s , at scale level sand in
direction d, can be defined as in (3) - (6).

Figure 1 Schematic flow chart of the proposed method. The green arrow points to the result of the respective operation and the red arrow
indicates the input/output data flow from one operation to another.
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B1
s = [1 01×s−1 1 01×s−1 1] (3)

B2
s =

(
B1

s

)T (4)

B3
s = B1

s I2s+1×2s+1 (5)

B4
s = Rπ

2

(
B3

s

)
(6)

Here, 01×s−1 is a row vector of zeros of the size s − 1,
I2s+1×2s+1 is the identity matrix of the size 2s + 1, Tis the

transpose operator and
Rπ

2

(|.|)
is the rotational opera-

tion. The fuzzy edge image is computed as (7)

E(f ) =
S∑

s=1
Es

(
f
)

(7)

Each pixel in the fuzzy edge image (E(f )) is a real
valued integer within the range 0 to S, where S is the
maximum scaling factor. A pixel on the most certain
edges in the original gray scale images holds a value
close to S, while a pixel on the smooth region holds a
value close to zero in the fuzzy edge image.
iv) Threshold decomposition: the obtained fuzzy edge

image is treated as an initial estimate of intensity edge in
the grayscale image (forth step in Figure 1). Like more
traditional edge detection algorithms [20], MAMLE
thresholds this fuzzy edge image to obtain edges for cell
segmentation. However, even with an exhaustive search,
we were unable to obtain a rational threshold value for
selecting edges from the fuzzy edge image. Therefore, we
use instead an adaptive method for threshold selection,
namely, a ‘threshold decomposition’ technique [21], which
increases or decreases the threshold by a constant amount
within an interval for a fixed number of times. Mathemati-
cally, this procedure can be expressed as (8) [21].

Ti (f ) =

{
1 if f ≥ i

0 if f < i
(8)

The decomposition starts with the strongest threshold
(i = S) that subdivides the foreground object, based on
most certain or strongest edges. Afterwards, it lowers the
threshold gradually to a predefined bound, unless the
foreground object is already reduced to a size smaller
than a predefined value (i.e. the expected maximum size
of a cell). The threshold decomposition is recursive and
the exact number of decomposition levels is specific for
each of the detected objects. The details are listed in
‘Algorithm 1’. The segmentation result is treated as an
initial segmentation mask for the following steps. As
noted, the initial segmentation results show several over

and under-segmentation artifacts, which should be
corrected.
Algorithm 1: Threshold Decompositon(E, f )
Input: fuzzy edge image(E), edge threshold( f ), area

threshold Ta

1. Initialize: S ← Ø
2. Select the edges that are stronger than f and label
the image based on edge selection
3. ASSIGN f − ← f − 1
4. FOR EACH labelled region Si

a) IF area (Si) >Ta THEN
a.1) UPDATE S ← S∪ ThresholdDecomposi-
ton(E ∩ Si, f −);

b) ELSE
b.1) UPDATE S ← S ∪ Si

5. Return S;

v) Learning shape parameter: First, we need to
acquire a morphological or shape feature from the initial
segmentation. As the initial results are partially correct,
they can be used to obtain different shape features.
Afterwards, they can be categorized into classes, namely
‘correct segmentation’, ‘under-segmentation’ or ‘over-
segmentation’, based on the morphological features.
However, to maintain the classifier tractable, we treat
each object as a simple polygon and consider its area,
the major axis length and the minor axis length as the
discriminant features for classification. The major (a)
and the minor (b) axes are computed according to (9)
and (10) [22].

a = 4
√

m00m11 − m01m01

Aλ1
(9)

b = 4
√

m00m11 − m01m01

Aλ2
(10)

Here, mxy is the centroidal moment, A is the area and
λ2, λ2 are two orthogonal eigenvalues of the polygon.
The ideal cell shape and shape distribution are assumed
as multivariate Gaussian distributions on the feature
space. The parameter of this distribution can be esti-
mated from the sample mean vector and the covariance
matrix in the feature space of the initial segmentation
results.
vi) Binary split: this step (sixth step in Figure 1) is the

first that re-evaluates the initial segmentation results for
correction. Binary split considers the initially segmented
cells that are larger than the average cell size as a candi-
date for the split. The splitting is done by maximizing
the likelihood function. The log-likelihood of a detected
object to be a cell is formulated as (11).
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⎞
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(11)

Here, μ and � are the mean and covariance of the
multivariate Gaussian distribution, estimated from the
initial segmentation. Since the covariance matrix is
invariant with respect to the object under selection, the
log-likelihood function can be simplified as (12).

D(Xi) = (Xi − μ)T�−1 (Xi − μ) (12)

A closer look at the objective function (D(Xi)) reveals
that, given the considered metric, the minimization of the
variance of the normalized distance from the mean vector
(μ) would maximize the likelihood function. This problem
is usually realized as a Gaussian mixture model problem
and is solved with the expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm [23]. However, we did not consider EM as a
solution since: i) EM needs to know the number of exist-
ing mixtures, ii) EM does not have direct control on the
shape of the distribution and, iii) since EM considers glo-
bal optimization, there is no straight forward way to con-
sider the case where a part of one cell is clumped with one
or more cells. Thus, we formulate an iterative procedure
for likelihood maximization that splits a clumped object
into two parts by maximizing the likelihood only in one of
the parts, disregarding the other.
After the split, the disregarded part is reconsidered for

split and processed recursively, unless its size is already
smaller than the average cell size. The split procedure is
not completely flawless. Occasionally, it over-segments a
single cell into multiple parts. Nevertheless, most over-
segmented cells are re-merged in the subsequent merge
procedure.
vii) Over-segmentation correction: this step (seventh

and eight steps in Figure 1) merges the over-segmented
cells based on a maximum likelihood estimate of the
shape feature vector. The maximum likelihood estimate
based merging is obtained by transforming the problem
into a binary integer programming problem [24]. Similar
approaches have been used for cell tracking [25]. The mer-
ging scheme first constructs a candidate set (C) for mer-
ging. Each member in the candidate set needs to satisfy
the logical quantifier expressed in (13).

∀ci ∈ C∃cj ∈ C

(
D(Xi) + D(Xj) ≥
D(Xij) ∧ ci �= cj

)
(13)

Here, ciis a cell or part of cell identified in the prior
steps and Xi is the respective feature vector. Xij repre-
sents the feature vector of the object ci merged with cj.
The first |C| rows of the hypothesis matrix H and likeli-
hood vector L are initialized as (14) and (15) respec-
tively.

H(i, j) =

{
1 if i = j

0 if i �= j
(14)

L(i) = −D (Xi) (15)

Subsequently, it generates all possible hypotheses of
merging two objects from the candidate list by satisfying
the merging constraint (16). Additionally, for each of
the accepted hypotheses, a single row is appended in the
hypothesis matrix according to (17) and an element in
the likelihood vector is added as (18).

∀cij ∈ C2∃ci, cj ∈ C
(
D(Xi) + D(Xj) ≥ D(Xij) ∧ ci �= cj

)
(16)

H(h′, k) =

{
1 if

(
k = i ∨ k = j

) ∧ cij ∈ C2

0 other wise
(17)

L(h′) = −D(Xij) (18)

Similarly, it generates hypothesis list (C3) for merging
three objects and adds a single row in the hypothesis
matrix and likelihood vector for each of the generated
hypotheses. This can be extended further, beyond the
third level. We did not find any evidence to justify such
expansion. Hence, we limited the hypothesis generation
process to level three. The generated hypothesis matrix
has m = |C| + |C2| + |C3| rows and n = |C| columns, while
the likelihood vector has m rows. Given this, the maxi-
mum likelihood estimate for merging can be obtained
by selecting the hypotheses that includes each of the
identified objects exactly in one hypothesis and, at the
same time, maximizes the total likelihood. This problem
can be solved by solving a standard binary integer pro-
gramming problem formulated in (19).

x∗ = arg max
x

(LTx) (19)

Here, x∗is a column vector of ones that restricts the
inclusion of each candidate exactly in one hypothesis.
However, the stated problem belongs to the class of NP-
hard problems [24]. Thus, there is no known polynomial
time solution for solving it. We exploited a linear pro-
gramming (LP)-based branch-and-bound technique to
obtain an approximate solution [24]. Finally, the selected
hypotheses are accepted and the objects are merged to
construct the final segmentation result.
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Materials
E. coli DH5a-PRO strain containing a bacterial expres-
sion vector PROTET-K133 carrying the MS2-dimer
(MS2d) fused with green fluorescent protein (MS2d-
GFP) was used for this study [26,27]. This vector has an
inducible promoter P(LtetO-1), which is under tight reg-
ulation of anhydrotetrachycline (aTc, IBA GmbH, Göt-
tingen, Germany). Constructs were generously provided
by Dr. Ido Golding, University of Illinois. Cells were
grown in LB medium, supplemented with kanamycin anti-
biotic for the selection of cell containing the PLtetO-1-
Ms2d-GFP plasmid. For full induction of gene expression,
cells were grown overnight at 37 °C with aeration to reach
an optical density of OD600 ≈ 0.3-0.5. The cells were incu-
bated with inducer aTc (100 ng/ml) for 45 minutes to
attain full induction of MS2d-GFP. Following induction, a
few micro litres of culture were placed between a cover-
slip and a thick slab of 1% agarose containing LB. Micro-
scopy was performed at room temperature (22 °C) using a
Nikon Eclipse (TE-2000-U, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) inverted
confocal laser-scanning microscope equipped with a 100X
magnification (1.5NA) objective. GFP fluorescence was
measured using a 488 nm laser (Radius 405 laser, Coher-
ent, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) and a 515/30 nm detection
filter (100-120 detector gain).
In case of Staphylococcus aureus, cells were grown in LB

medium. OD600 ≈ 0.3-0.5 cells were incubated with
0.5 mg ml-1 DNA binding stain, 4’6-diamidino-2-pheny-
lindole (DAPI, Sigma) for 1 hour at 37 °C and centrifuged
at 7000 RPM for 10 min. Cell pellet was diluted 1:100
time and few micro litres of cells were placed in a micro-
scopic slide as mentioned above to perform the image
acquisition. DAPI stain expression was measured using a
406 nm laser (Radius 405 laser, Coherent, Inc., Santa

Clara, CA) and a 450/35 nm detection filter (100-120
detector gain).

Results
We carried out an empirical evaluation of the algorithm
with several test sets. The results are categorized into four
classes: i) true positive (TP), if a cell is segmented properly;
ii) over-segmentation, if a cell is split into more than one
piece; iii) under-segmentation, if more than one cell is
recognized as a single cell; and iv) false negative (FN), if a
clearly visible cell is not detected. Apart from these, some
cells were undergoing division which, depending on the
stage, is classified as a single cell or as two independent
cells, according to the specifications of the algorithm
(these classifications are not considered in errors estima-
tion). A small fraction of detections were false positives
(less than 0.1%), and since the overall contribution of false
positives is insignificant, we discard this result from the
evaluation. The results from the fluorescent labelled E. coli
test sample are listed in the Table 1, and compared to the
manual annotation. The results in Tables 1 and 2 reveal
the high segmentation accuracy and generality of the
method. Illustrative examples from test samples are pre-
sented in Figure 2.
As a proof of concept, the efficiency of the segmenta-

tion method is evaluated against manually labelled cells
at pixel level. This is carried out for three illustrative
features: total cell intensity, cell length, and cell width.
The test comprises approximately 1100 GFP labelled
E. coli cells collected from 13 images. Figure 3 shows
the quantitative results in scatter plots with a least square
regression line. The horizontal axis represents the results
from manual labelling and the vertical axis represents
the results from the automated segmentation. A strong

Table 1 Test results on confocal images of E. coli cells expressing a fluorescent protein, MS2d-GFP

Test Case No. images No. cells TP Over -seg. (total/ %) Under -seg. (total/ %) FN (total/ %) Segmentation accuracy (%)

Dense 10 7947 7335 236/2.96 170/2.13 206/2.59 92.30

Medium 10 4014 3616 87/2.16 184/4.58 127/3.16 90.10

Sparse 10 857 817 20/2.33 16/1.86 4/0.46 95.33

Total 30 12818 11768 343/2.67 370/2.88 337/2.63 91.80

TP and FN stand for true positive and false negative, respectively.

Table 2 Test results from phase contrast images of E. coli cells, from fluorescence images of S. aureus, and from
epifluorescence images of E. coli.

Test Case No. images No. cells TP Over seg. (total/ %) Under-seg. (total/ %) FN Seg.
accuracy (%)

Phase contrast - E. coli 4 381 376 3/0.787 2/0.52 0/0 98.69

S. aureus 3 768 710 18/2.34 40/5.21 0/0 92.45

Epi - E. coli 3 160 146 5/3.12 6/3.75 3/1.87 91.25

Total 10 1309 1232 26/1.99 48/3.67 0.23 94.12

TP and FN stand for true positive and false negative, respectively.
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Figure 2 Illustrative examples from the test samples. (a) Fluorescent protein labelled E. coli cells captured with confocal microscope, (b)
Segmented result of (a), (c) Fluorescent protein labelled Staphylococcus cells in Epifluorescence microscopy image. (d) Segmented result of (c),
(e) Human HT29 Colon Cancer 1 image set (Source [8]), (f) Segmented result of (e), (g) E. coli cells captured with phase contrast microscope
(Source [11]), (h) Segmented result of (g).
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correspondence between manual and automated segmen-
tation is evident. The correlation coefficients for the listed
features were 0.98 (total cell intensity), 0.91 (cell length)
and 0.31 (cell width), respectively. The correlation of the
cell width feature is lower due to substantial inaccuracy in
the manual segmentation of this feature. The presence of
cells dividing was the other main cause for this error rate.
The cell segmentation accuracy of the algorithm is next

compared with three state-of-the-art cell image analysis
platforms, namely, Cellprofiler [8], Farsight [10], and
Schnitzcells [9]. For the comparison to be unbiased, test
samples were included from publicly available online
repositories [8-10]. A set of sample results is shown in
Figure 4. In general, we found the method proposed here
to outperform the others in segmentation accuracy.
Schnitzcells was the second best in E. coli segmentation
(Figure 5). To further compare the proposed method and
Schnitzcells we extended the evaluation. This additional
test is carried out using publicly available bench mark
images for cell counting [8]. The benchmark data con-
tains roughly 2162 human HT29 colon cancer cells in 6
images. The cells were manually labelled and scored by
two human observers and the average of the manual
score is considered the ground truth. The human label-
ling had a mean absolute deviation of 11% and the best
know result for this data set was attained by Cellprofiler,
with a mean absolute deviation of only 6.2% [8]. In this
benchmark data, our method exhibited a mean absolute
deviation of only 1.79%.

Finally, we consider the usability of the novel method.
In addition to accurate segmentation, the number of
parameters and a robust performance in the parametric
space are critical aspects of an accurate segmentation
method. Ideally, an automated method should have as
few free parameters as possible, and their tuning should
be intuitive. Also, the optimal range of parameters should
be large enough for tuning properly. Such ‘parametric
robustness’ is what enables the segmentation method to
be applicable to large scale analysis without the need for
significant effort regarding the parameter tuning.
The proposed method has only 4 free parameters for

tuning, namely, maximum cell size, scaling or resolution
level, decomposition level and threshold window size,
which affect the segmentation accuracy. The first three
are intuitive in the sense that the maximum cell size
can be estimated from knowledge of the phenotype of
the cells (or a quick observation of the test samples)
and microscope settings. The maximum scaling factor
should be smaller than the cell width and, finally, the
decomposition level should be less than the maximum
scaling factor.
The parametric robustness of MAMLE is studied in

10 sample images containing approximately 8000 cells.
It considers cell count as an objective metric for evalua-
tion. The result is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 (top)
illustrates the effect of varying the scale level and the
decomposition level. The cell count is stable across a
wide range of the respective parameters. The results in

Figure 3 Scatter plot of total cell intensity (left plot), length of the cell (middle plot) and width of the cell (right plot) in pixel by pixel
comparison test.
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Figure 4 Segmentation comparison result. Fluorescent protein labelled E. coli cells captured with confocal microscope, (b) Segmented result
of (a) by the proposed method, (c) Segmented result of (a) by Schnitzcells software, (d) Segmented result of (a) by the Farsight toolkit, (e)
Segmented result of (a) by Cellprofiler, (f) E. coli cells captured with phase contrast microscope(Source [9]), (g) Segmented result of (f) by the
proposed method, (h) Segmented result of (f) by Schnitzcells software, (i) Segmented result of (f) by the Farsight toolkit, (j) Segmented result of
(f) by Cellprofiler. Figures are labelled as follows: on the left side, from top to bottom, are figures a) to d). On the right side, from top to bottom,
are figures e) to j). This labelling is also indicated in the bottom left of the image.
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Figure 5 Comparison between the proposed method and Schnitzcells software. (a) Fluorescent protein labelled Staphylococcus cells in
Epifluorescence microscopy image, (b) Segmented result of (a) by the proposed method, (c) Segmented result of (a) by Schnitzcells software,
(d) Fluorescent protein labelled E. coli cells captured with confocal microscope (Source [9]), (e) Segmented result of (d) by the proposed method,
(f) Segmented result of (d) by Schnitzcells software, (g)) Fluorescent protein labelled E. coli cells captured with Epifluorescence microscope,
(h) Segmented result of (g) by the proposed method, (i) Segmented result of (g) by Schnitzcells software, (j) E. coli cells captured with phase
contrast microscope (Source [12]), (k) Segmented result of (j) by the proposed method, (l) Segmented result of (j) by Schnitzcells software.
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the Figure 6 (bottom) are obtained by varying the maxi-
mum cell size. They indicate that this parameter affects
the cell count in a linear fashion. Note that the coeffi-
cient of variation of cell count was much lower (0.057)

than the coefficient of variation of the input parameter
‘maximum cell size’ (0.32). Thus, it can be stated that the
algorithm obtains robust cell detection results within a
wide range of numerical settings of the free parameters.

Figure 6 Parametric robustness. Top: Number of detected cells (color encoded, encoding scheme is shown on right side color bar) for
different combinations of edge detection resolution level (X-axis) and number of maximum threshold decomposition level (Y-axis). Bottom:
Number of cells detected for different values of the free parameter ‘length of the cell’.
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The parameter, ‘threshold window size’ depends on the
spatial distribution of cell background and foreground
illumination levels. The largest possible window with
homogeneous illumination level is the optimum for this
parameter.

Conclusions and discussion
Automated cell segmentation with high accuracy is a
major challenge as well as a necessity towards high
throughput analysis in cell biology, whose research is
increasingly relying on in vivo single-cell studies. Here,
we presented a novel method for automatically segment-
ing cells within colonies from microscopy images. The
segmentation scheme exploits image de-noising techni-
ques in transform-domain followed by multi-resolution
edge detection and threshold decomposition for generat-
ing initial segmentation results. Then, a machine learning
procedure is carried out to learn morphological shape
parameters from the initial segmentation. Next, a likeli-
hood optimization based splitting and maximum likeli-
hood estimate based merging steps are executed to
construct the accurate segmentation result.
The method was primarily evaluated for segmenting

GFP labelled E. coli cells, but it was also tested for dif-
ferent cell types and imaging modalities. The test set
comprises both de novo data set as well as samples
from publicly available off-the-shelf benchmark data set.
The segmentation results were found highly accurate by
manual inspection, and denote high segmentation accu-
racy when compared with existing methods. The main
strength of MAMLE relies on its ability to segment
dense cell colonies as well as it robustness across a wide
range of imaging modalities of different cell types.
Relevantly, the parameter selection is limited to three

parameters, whose setting is intuitive. Either knowledge of
the cells’ morphology or a quick observation of the images,
along with knowledge on the magnification settings of the
microscope suffice to introduce parameter values that lead
to robust results. Nevertheless, the overall performance
was found robust to sub-optimal parameter settings as
well. A forth parameter, ‘threshold window size’, as dis-
cussed, should be obtained from the spatial distribution of
cell background and foreground illumination levels.
In the future, MAMLE can be extended in several

ways. One plausible improvement is to add the possibi-
lity of training the method beforehand and update the
trained knowledge base at runtime, rather than building
the entire knowledgebase at runtime. This may be of
use to research groups that focus on a specific organism
and desire close to optimal results without the need to
test the method and its parameters for each study.
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Abstract
Background: Several algorithms have been proposed for detecting fluorescently labeled subcellular objects in 
microscope images. Many of these algorithms have been designed for specific tasks and validated with limited image 
data. But despite the potential of using extensive comparisons between algorithms to provide useful information to 
guide method selection and thus more accurate results, relatively few studies have been performed.

Results: To better understand algorithm performance under different conditions, we have carried out a comparative 
study including eleven spot detection or segmentation algorithms from various application fields. We used 
microscope images from well plate experiments with a human osteosarcoma cell line and frames from image stacks of 
yeast cells in different focal planes. These experimentally derived images permit a comparison of method performance 
in realistic situations where the number of objects varies within image set. We also used simulated microscope images 
in order to compare the methods and validate them against a ground truth reference result. Our study finds major 
differences in the performance of different algorithms, in terms of both object counts and segmentation accuracies.

Conclusions: These results suggest that the selection of detection algorithms for image based screens should be done 
carefully and take into account different conditions, such as the possibility of acquiring empty images or images with 
very few spots. Our inclusion of methods that have not been used before in this context broadens the set of available 
detection methods and compares them against the current state-of-the-art methods for subcellular particle detection.

Background
Recent advances in cell imaging technologies include
accurate stage controllers, improved optics, increased
camera resolution, and, perhaps most importantly, fluo-
rescent staining of specific cellular components. Together
these advances enable automated image acquisition of
small subcellular objects with the goal of providing
insight into phenotypes and cellular functions [1-4]. With
increased imaging throughput and large-scale data acqui-
sition, the challenge of image interpretation and informa-
tion extraction has also shifted from visual inspection or
interactive analysis to more automated methods [5,6].

Accurate and automated subcellular object segmenta-
tion is essential for a variety of applications. For example,

interpreting complex cellular phenotypes is typically
dependent on identifying and quantifying various param-
eters associated with small organelles, setting high
requirements for the accuracy of the image analysis [7].
Also the analysis of cellular structures based on 3D
images obtained with fluorescence and confocal micro-
scopes requires accurate detection. Advances in such
methods will improve our ability to model small organ-
elles in 3D [8]. Further, live-cell imaging with specific
molecular probes has brought image tracking to subcellu-
lar level, and thus reliable object detection over the
course of the imaging period adds a temporal dimension
to image analysis [9,10].

A variety of subcellular object detection methods have
been described in the literature (examples are listed in
Table 1). Due to the specific applications they have been
designed for, the algorithms are usually very problem-
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specific. However, it is rare to see choice of a detection
method based on experimental thorough testing under a
variety of conditions or comparisons against other previ-
ously proposed spot detection methods. Rather, it is still
common to use naïve comparisons of particle detection
algorithms against histogram thresholding methods
applied on intensity information. For example, Otsu's
thresholding [11], which seeks to maximize between-
class variance, is widely applied as a reference method.
However, for the segmentation of small spots in the pres-
ence of relatively high background fluorescence global
thresholding approaches usually fail. Thus, comparative
studies of the performance of subcellular object detection
methods under a variety of different conditions are
needed.

Evaluating the performance of image segmentation
algorithms has been a long-standing challenge. Validating
segmentation results usually requires a ground-truth ref-
erence, and in biomedical applications the task of gener-
ating such reference falls to an expert biologist. This
burdensome and error-prone strategy becomes even
more challenging when evaluating small, but numerous
subcellular organelles, particularly in the context of high-
throughput experiments. In these cases, common limita-
tions in the focus, contrast and resolution of the images
render reliable pixel-level outlining of objects nearly
impossible. Alternative evaluation methods include the
use of computer-generated images for direct comparisons
to ground truth results, experimentally derived control
vs. test samples, and evaluations that measure perfor-
mance as a function of an input stimulus that enable indi-
rect comparisons between different conditions. Recently,
benchmark image collections of cells and other types of

biological samples have been developed to facilitate com-
parison and validation of image analysis methods [12-14].

In this study, we compare the performance of several
algorithms for finding subcellular objects (i.e. small,
bright spots) in fluorescence microscopy images. The
algorithms employ various approaches for segmenting
small structures, all aimed at detecting spot-like local
intensity peaks, as opposed to the general separation of
signal from background that is common in cell segmenta-
tion. We also propose an objective and comprehensive
approach for evaluating algorithms for small particle
detection. We use indirect comparisons with high-
throughput well plate data, comparisons against manually
scored objects in frames of 3D image stacks, and pixel-
level comparisons against ground truth results in simu-
lated images.

Importantly, our comparison study takes into account
various situations, such as cases where a part of spots are
severely blurred, emulating the typical situations of out-
of-focus and diffraction limited appearance. Our compar-
ison also considered cell heterogeneity (in this case
images with varying number of spots), a factor commonly
encountered in high throughput screening assays. In such
case, the detection algorithms must be able to cope both
with a range of conditions, such as cells ranging from low
to high spot concentration in cells. Especially in high-
throughput settings, tuning of parameters needs to be
done for the whole screen, not for individual images.

Recently, a comparative study of nine commonly used
spot detection methods has been published [15,16]. Here,
we expand the set of methods evaluated while also taking
into account the results in [15,16] by including the top-
performing unsupervised method in our study. Further,
our study covers a wide set of usage scenarios by applying

Table 1: Summary of methods.

Algorithm Description Free parameters

Band-pass filtering (BPF) Object intensity enhancement with bandpass FIR filtering 4

Feature point detection (FPD) [9] Percentile detection with non-particle discrimination 3

h-dome detection (HD) [16] h-dome morphological filtering 5

Kernel methods (KDE) [21] Kernel density estimation with a family of kernels 3

Local comparison (LC) Maximization between direction-specific image convolutions 2

Locally enhancing filtering (LEF) Local signal enhancement and background suppression 1

Morphometry (MGI) [23] Morphometry with granulometric analysis 0

Multiscale wavelets (MW) [26] Multiscale product of wavelet coefficients 2

Source Extractor (SE) [27] Convolution applied for background clipped image 4

Sub-pixel localization (SPL) [10] Fitting of Gaussian kernels to local intensity maxima 1

Top-hat filtering (THE) [29] Top-hat filtering and entropy-based thresholding 1

Summary of methods, with method abbreviation used in this study and short description of main principle. The number of free parameters 
refers to the parameters that were tuned when optimizing the methods for the image sets.
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three different image sets, providing a set of methods
tested in various conditions, including methods that have
not been used in the context of subcellular object detec-
tion before. The set of methods serves also as a resource
for developers of novel particle detection algorithms,
enabling more reasonable and informative comparison
than histogram thresholding of intensity values.

Methods
Methods for detecting subcellular objects
A set of eleven algorithms covering a wide range of tech-
niques for spot detection was selected for this study. Our
selection includes eight previously published methods
that were initially developed for applications other than
subcellular spot detection. In addition, we formulate
three filtering-based methods that, to the best of our
knowledge, have not been previously applied to subcellu-
lar object detection. The detection of small subcellular
particles from images can be divided into three phases
[16]: First, an optional preprocessing phase can be used to
reduce noise and to attenuate objects of a desired shape
or size. Due to limitations in imaging technology, an
accurate representation of the biological sample can be
degraded by several error sources, resulting in a noisy
observation of the underlying object. To decrease the
effect of these errors, an optional low-pass filtering phase
for noise suppression can be applied, and here the linear
low pass filtering has been applied depending on whether
the method has been observed to suffer from false detec-
tions due to background noise and the choice has been
made through testing separately for each image set and
method. We leave, however, experimenting with various
preprocessing methods out of the scope of this article.
Next, signal enhancement may be used to make the
desired objects more easily detectable than they were in
the original image. Many of the methods studied here
involve user-definable parameters for controlling this
phase. We use grid-search for tuning such parameters
(described below). Finally, the actual detection is
obtained by thresholding the enhanced signal. Because
we do not consider segmentation threshold as a parame-
ter for the detection methods unless it has been defined
as such in method description, the presented methods
derive the detection result automatically based on heuris-
tics rather than stepping through multiple threshold lev-
els. As a result, our comparison shows the results as given
by the methods after tuning their parameters in a grid-
search manner, not after fixing the operation point by
tuning the segmentation threshold. In this way, the meth-
ods can be compared based on their performance when
operating in a fully automated manner.

The large number and wide variety of methods
designed for intensity detection in different image analy-

sis applications preclude an analysis of all possible meth-
ods described in the literature. We chose to exclude
methods relying on statistical learning, such as in [17], to
avoid the problem of selecting training data. We also left
of methods relying on pure intensity thresholding, since
they are are likely to perform poorly due to non-uniform
background and staining in the cell bodies. However, our
selection does cover a variety of different approaches,
which are relatively comparable in terms of accuracy and
processing time. The selected algorithms are listed in
Table 1 with a brief note on their operation principle and
the abbreviations of their names used throughout the
manuscript. Below is a more detailed description of each
algorithm.
Band-pass filtering
In this method we formalize a detection method based on
band-pass filtering (BPF). Here the image is band-pass fil-
tered using a filter with transfer function H in a frequency
domain that produces an image in which the objects of
interest are emphasized. In addition to emphasizing the
objects, the band-pass filter can be used to suppress the
presence of noise, e.g. shot noise can be taken out by fil-
tering the high-frequency components.

The filter H is designed such that the normalized cut-

off frequencies are .

Because the choice of cut-off frequencies is not a straight-

forward task from the spatial domain, it is advisable to

consider the spectrum while choosing the desired band-

passes. After filtering, Otsu's method [11] is used to auto-

matically obtain a threshold value th for binarizing the

band-pass filtered image. Thus, the four cut-off frequen-

cies are the only user-defined variables.
Feature point detection
The feature point detection (FPD) algorithm proposed as
a part of a tracking framework in [9] was originally
designed for colloidal studies in [18]. The algorithm first
reduces background effects in an image restoration step
by box-car average estimation, and simultaneously
enhances spot-like structures by convolving with a
Gaussian kernel [9]. More formally, the convolution ker-
nel is given as

where  and B are normalization constants, λn

defines the Gaussian kernel width, and w is a user-tunable
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kernel window size [9]. Thus, the filtered image after the

convolution with Kw (i, j) is given as

where f(x, y) is the original image, (x, y) and (i, j) are
pixel coordinates in the image and kernel, respectively.

The initial point locations are then estimated by finding
local intensity maxima. A point is considered to be a local
maximum if it has the highest intensity within a local
window, and the intensity value falls within the r highest
percentile. The algorithm then proceeds by refining the
point locations. Finally, all detected points are subjected
to non-particle discrimination in the zeroth and second
order intensity moment space, where a user-defined
threshold Ts controls the discrimination. A detailed
description of the discrimination step can be found in [9].
Thus, the percentile threshold, the discrimination thresh-
old, and the window size parameter (related to the parti-
cle size) are the three free parameters for FPD in this
study. We note that one feature of the applied FPD imple-
mentation is that it was used for giving the object loca-
tions as an output instead of a segmentation result. As a
result, detection of an object can be evaluated but direct
comparison of the segmentation result is not done here.
h-dome transform
The morphological h-dome transform (HD) [19] has
been applied to subcellular object detection in a tracking
context [20]. Smal et al. [15,16] reported the best results
among unsupervised object detectors were achieved with
the h-dome transform based detector. The h-dome detec-
tor, according to [16], assumes that the image is formed
by No objects of interest, heterogeneous background
structures and intensity distribution B(i, j), and a noise
term η(i, j). The aim of the method is to estimate the
number of objects No and the object locations in image.

Briefly, the h-dome detection method as presented in

[16] proceeds as follows. First, the input image f(i, j) is

LoG filtered to obtain a background subtracted image ,

where spots are enhanced. Filtering is controlled by a

parameter σL which defines the scale. Next, a grayscale

reconstruction of the filtered image is created using a

mask (i, j) - h, where h > 0. Thus, the image decomposi-

tion is given as

where Hσ contains the small objects, the grayscale

reconstruction Bσ represents larger background struc-

tures, and intensities of height h are cut-off from the top.

The h-dome transformed image Hσ, where the bright

objects should all have an intensity value of h, is used as a

probability map for sampling and where pixel values of Hσ

are raised to the power of s. The map  reveals areas

that are likely to contain spots. After sampling, the sam-

ples are divided into clusters using the mean-shift algo-

rithm. Using the mean value and variance of each cluster,

the samples are divided into real objects and other struc-

tures, while the parameter σM controls the maximum

allowed size for an object of interest. Details about sam-

pling and object discrimination can be found in [16].

Overall the h-dome transformation based method has

several parameters that need to be tuned based on the

data in order to obtain useful results. As reported in

[15,16], the method is a very powerful detector when the

parameters are tuned reasonably and when the data sup-

ports the assumptions made by the model.
Kernel density estimation
A segmentation algorithm based on the use of kernel
density estimation (KDE) is presented in detail in [21],
this method is also known as the Parzen window method.
Briefly, the method estimates the probability density
function over the image by combining local information.
The estimation step results in a smoothed version of the
original image where the effect of noise is suppressed.

The method processes the image f by filtering it with a
desired kernel in a circular window placed in coordinate
(i, j) as follows:

where h is the smoothing parameter, (k, l) denotes pixel

coordinate inside kernel, card is the cardinality of the set,

and the kernel K(u) could be, e.g., uniform K(u) = [|u|

≤ 1]. Other implemented kernels are Gaussian, Epanech-

nikov, triangle, quartic, triweight and cosine [22]. Finally,

Otsu's method [11] is used to obtain a binarized version
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of the original image. In this method there are three

parameters that can be set by the user: the radius R, the

smoothing parameter h and the kernel. However, the

choice of the kernel used is not crucial [21] to the result.
Local comparison and selection
The local comparison and selection (LC) algorithm is a
novel method for subcellular object detection. LC uses
multiple spatial filters and performs comparison between
their outputs. First, we start with a circular filter h of the
radius R, which is then separated into four quarters: hNE,
hSE, hSW, hNW. For example, with filter hNE coefficients, the
other three quarters are set to zero, as is shown for the
example filters in Figure 1. Due to this choice of separa-
tion of the sub-filters, the method might have difficulties
detecting objects with complex shapes, e.g. cones or curly
objects.

The original image f is filtered with the four filters in
order to obtain spatial information from four directions
around each pixel, giving insight into whether a specific
pixel is part of an object or not. The binary output image
is obtained by comparing the maximum pixel value from
the filtered images to the original pixel value scaled by the
factor α at each image coordinate (i, j). Formally, the
binary image bw is defined at pixel location (i, j) as

where  is the image filtered with the kernel at

direction NE (and similarly for the other directions). The

filtering directions are illustrated in Figure 1. Hence, the

user-definable parameters are the radius R which relates

to the object size, and the scaling factor α which can be

used for tuning the segmentation threshold. By using the

aforementioned binarization method one can take into

account the possibility of non-uniform background, i.e.,

object presence is decided based on the local features.
Local spot enhancement filtering

Local enhancement filtering (LEF) is another novel

method for subcellular object detection. LEF is based on

a matched filter that enhances spot-like structures and

suppresses background intensity. The method starts by

scaling the average intensity of the image into a pre-

defined mean, thereby reducing the effect of global inten-

sity differences between images. The square filtering

kernel H that is used for matched filtering is defined in

two parts. First, the inner part is a circular support area

 that enhances local intensity peaks. Second, the

area in square kernel that is left outside the circular area

 is used for suppressing the background by divi-

sion. Thus, the filtering operation for pixel coordinate (i,

j) can be expressed as follows

where the filtering provides a so-called spot likelihood

image  that needs to be thresholded. The thresholding,

performed by the product of the sensitivity threshold and

the standard deviation of the spot likelihood image (ths ×

) provides the final detection result. The division of

the kernel area into inner and outer areas is not limited
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and it could be done based on assumed objects shape,

enabling adjustments based on prior knowledge about

the objects of interest. In this study, we keep the kernel

fixed in order to avoid additional parameter tuning. In

this case, the weighting parameter ths for thresholding is

the only free parameter.
Morphometry based on granulometric analysis
The morphometry method for spot detection, abbrevi-
ated here as MGI, is adapted from [23] where automated
morphometry was proposed for the quantification of syn-
aptic boutons in neurons. The automated morphometry
is based on granulometric analysis. The method first cal-
culates granulometry by using morphology with varying
disc sizes d, yielding a so-called granulometric index, or
size density, G(d) [23-25]. The granulometric index is
then used to select the scale of interest, which in our case
involved automatically choosing the two highest peaks in
G(d), denoted as dlow and dhigh. Choosing the scale of
interest is critical for the outcome, but for compatibility
with high-throughput analysis, we chose to automate the
scale selection. The scale of interest is used for construct-
ing the corresponding opening images Ilow = I �E(dlow) and
Ihigh = I �E(dhigh), where � means grayscale opening and E is
the disk-shape structuring element. Subtracting Ihigh and
Ilowgives the image where the structures of the desired
scale should be present. Further, the structures of interest
are extracted by masking with binary image obtained
with k-means clustering. Finally, integral thresholding
[23] gives the particle detection result within the area that
was masked with k-means clustering. Notably, we used
our version of the automated morphometry algorithm
with default parameters, requiring no parameter tuning.
Multiscale product of wavelet coefficients
Detection based on the multiscale product of wavelet
coefficients (MW) was presented in [26]. This method
extracts bright spots by calculating the products between
different support scales of the à trous wavelet transform.
Briefly, the algorithm is based on the assumption that,
unlike noise or large objects, spots will be present at each
scale of the wavelet decomposition, and thus will appear
in the multiscale product. The MW method is adapted
from [26], where the wavelet representation is obtained
as a separable B3-spline wavelet transform by convolving
the image A0(x, y) column by column and row by row
with a [1/16, 1/4, 3/8, 1/4, 1/16] kernel, resulting in a
smoothed image A1(x, y). The corresponding wavelet
layer is given as W1(x, y) = A0(x, y) - A1(x, y). The convolu-
tion is then repeated recursively J times, augmenting the
kernel at each step i by padding 2i-1 - 1 zeros between the
kernel coefficients. By reaching level J in recursion a total

of J + 1 images are obtained and are used to construct the
wavelet representation W = W1,..., WJ, AJ of the original
image, where Wi(x, y) = Ai-1(x, y)-Ai(x, y), and 1 <i <J. Spot
detection is based on the pixelwise multiscale product of
the reconstruction layers Wi, defined for pixel position (x,
y) as follows:

where J denotes the scales. To repress noise, the wavelet
coefficients are thresholded prior to multiplication. Here,
we use the hard thresholding scheme proposed in [26],
where the threshold is given as 3 × σi, and σi is estimated
to be MAD(Wi)/0.67. The heuristics for choosing the
actual objects from the multiscale product include
thresholding according to a user-specified detection level.
In this study, we use the number of scales J and the detec-
tion level ld as free parameters.
Source extractor
Unlike most filtering methods examined in this study,
SourceExtractor (SE) [27] estimates the background in
blocks and removes it before filtering with a Gaussian
kernel. Background removal is also performed in blocks,
the size of which is controlled here by a user-definable
parameter. The background estimate is achieved by clip-
ping the intensity histogram at both ends until the histo-
gram converges at three standard deviations around the
median. When the standard deviation is changed by less
than 20% during the clipping process, the mean is taken
to be the background intensity. Otherwise, the back-
ground is estimated to be BG = 2.5 × Median - 1.5 ×
Mean. Pixelwise, the background estimate is then
obtained by interpolating the blockwise background esti-
mates.

After filtering, the result is thresholded to provide an
initial estimate of the objects. In our implementation, we
use two scaling parameters to control the thresholding:
thdetect for scaling the standard deviation of background
subtracted intensities and thBG for scaling the background
removal. Thus, the thresholding is defined as:

where BG is the estimate for the background, σ is stan-
dard deviation of the intensity, f is the input image, and
bw gives the binary detection result, each defined here in
pixel location (i, j). By setting thBG = 0, the version given
in [27] is obtained. The detected objects, i.e. the areas in
the intensity image under the connected components in
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the binary image bw, are then processed further in the
deblending phase, where possible overlapping sources are
separated. Briefly, the deblending proceeds by splitting
the detected object into 30 slices inside the intensity
range (from the detection threshold to the highest inten-
sity peak) of the object. Starting with the highest intensity
peaks, the algorithm takes each slice and determines
whether two branches originating from different intensity
peaks within the same object should be separated as dif-
ferent objects. The deblending algorithm considers the
integrated pixel intensity of the branch relative to the
total integrated intensity of the detected object as a basis
for determining the separation, as explained in [27].

The original application area of Source Extractor is as
far from subcellular object detection as possible; it was
designed for analysis of galaxy-survey data [27]. Though
the method has been widely applied across many disci-
plines, to the best of our knowledge, its use in subcellular
spot detection has not been reported. The applicability of
Source Extractor in the analysis of subcellular structures
underscores the generality of the problem of finding
bright spots within images.
Sub-pixel location detection
The detection method in [10] was used for defining sub-
pixel locations (SPL) of single molecules in low SNR (sig-
nal-to-noise ratio) images. The detection, though origi-
nally intended to be used in tracking, can be used as an
independent module for identifying spots. The algorithm
detects local intensity maxima by comparing to neighbor-
ing pixel intensities and the standard deviation of the
local background. In [10], temporal averaging is used to
reduce intensity variation prior to detection. However, we
omitted the time averaging step since it is only applicable
in the context of time-lapse imaging.

The method proceeds as follows. Within a window, the
central pixel is chosen to be a potential spot if it is
brighter than its surrounding pixels. The initial detection
is further controlled by testing against the standard devi-
ation of the local background. A user-defined parameter
α, the only free parameter for SPL used in this study, con-
trols the local maxima detection. This parameter defines
the limit for type I errors in the initial local maxima
detection. Sub-pixel locations are estimated for the local
maxima that pass the criteria by fitting a 2D Gaussian
kernel iteratively as described in [10,28]. Like the feature
point detection method, we use SPL only for estimating
the locations of detected spots, therefore it can be used to
count the number of spots and for object-level compari-
sons, but not for pixel-level evaluation.
Top-hat filtering by grayscale morphological opening
The grayscale morphological top-hat filtering [25,29] acts
as a local background removal function, simultaneously
enhancing round, spot-like structures. Here we combine
top-hat filtering and automated thresholding to form a

spot detection method, abbreviated as THE. Essentially,
the filtering phase performs grayscale opening with a flat
disk-shaped structuring element E of radius r and sub-
tracts it from the original image f. More formally, the top-
hat filtering result is given as fdiff = f - f � E(r), where �

denotes grayscale opening. In the filtering result, the
objects roughly of size determined by r should be
enhanced, and background removed.

The resulting image fdiff needs to be thresholded in
order to obtain a binary mask for spots. We tested several
histogram-based segmentation methods [30,31], and
applied an entropy-based thresholding [32] which pro-
duced slightly more conservative values for images with
spots than many other thresholding methods. Thus,
instead of parameterizing the detection threshold or
applying any post-segmentation constraints, we use top-
hat filtering in a more automated manner, which requires
considerably less parameter tuning.

Data
Simulated experiments
The most natural way of comparing segmentation algo-
rithms is by a pixelwise comparison. However, construct-
ing a reference segmentation in which all of the pixels
belong to biologically meaningful small spots would be
difficult. Creating a reliable and representative reference
result is difficult because, on the one hand, it is extremely
tedious to manually analyze a large number of spots in a
reliable manner, and on the other hand, analyzing a rela-
tively small number of spots is statistically inadequate.
Thus, to enable pixelwise comparisons against a reference
result, we used simulated experiments published previ-
ously as a benchmark set in [12].

The simulated image set, generated by using the SIM-
CEP cell image simulation framework [33,34], consists of
20 images with nuclei, cytoplasmic areas, and subcellular
objects each having their own channel in the RGB image.
Noise, i.e. intensity variations in cell texture, and blurring
for out-of-focus objects are also introduced in the simula-
tion process [34] in order to give the simulated images
some level of error akin to that encountered in experi-
mentally derived images. Prior to the analysis, the images
are converted to grayscale using the standard conversion
of 0.2989 × R + 0.5870 × G + 0.1140 × B. After this con-
version, subcellular objects in the grayscale images have
slightly higher intensities than their surroundings.
Frames from image stacks of yeast cells
The second data set contains frames from image stacks
obtained with wide-field imaging. The objects are P-bod-
ies, visualized by Edc3 protein fused to green fluorescent
protein (using a strain created by Huh, et al., [35]). Stacks
of 28 frames along the z-axis (every 0.3 μm) were
acquired using a Leica DMGI 6000B microscope
equipped with motorized X-Y stage, a high quantum effi-
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ciency cooled back-illuminated Qimaging Rolera-MGi
CCD camera, and integrated software control (BD Biosci-
ence Bioimaging IPLab). The images were acquired under
oil using a 63× objective/1.40 NA Plan APO oil lens.

Stacks usually consist of a set of frames starting with
images in which the objects of interest are not yet in
focus. As the microscope scans through the sample in the
Z plane, objects come in focus, appear in a set of frames,
and then vanish as the scanning proceeds past the
object's focus area. The implication for the analysis task is
that the spot detection methods must be able to detect
objects only in the in-focus frames. We selected seven
stacks of images and from each stack chose four frames
such that one frame is empty (only out-of-focus objects
are in the image and no P-bodies are marked in the refer-
ence result) and three frames with varying number of P-
bodies that are present and in focus. In total, 28 frames
are used in this study.

For the selected frames a reference result was manually
determined by two observers. In order to limit the num-
ber of comparisons we chose to combine the results from
two observers such that we included all spots in our refer-
ence. Due to the small spot size and the noisy appearance
of the wide-field microscope image, the objects are
marked with a fixed-size spot but the area is not outlined
in detail. As a consequence, the manual reference result
can be used for object level comparison, i.e. to assess
whether an object is found or not, but not as a pixel-level
ground truth result.
Well plate experiments of a human osteosarcoma cell line
A major application of bright spot detection of subcellu-
lar organelles is in high-throughput screening, where for
example the effects of gene knock-outs or differences in
responses to varying dose levels of a particular stimulus
are of interest. To test the ability of the various methods
to detect differences in populations of cells stimulated
with different doses of a drug, we used the SBS Com-
puCyte Transfluor image set provided by Dr. Ilya Ravkin
and available from the Broad Bioimage Benchmark Col-
lection [13]. The images are of a human osteosarcoma cell
line. The image set consists of a portion of a 96-well plate
containing 3 replica rows and 12 different concentrations
of isoproterenol. Importantly, stimulation with different
doses of isoproterenol affects the appearance of small
vesicle-like spots. There are four acquired fields per well,
resulting in 144 total images. The image set also contains
specific staining for nuclei, which we used to determine
the number of cells per image. Thus, the outcome of the
analysis is an assessment of the average number of vesi-
cles per cell in each image, with the images grouped by
dose level. These results can be used for indirectly com-
paring different methods, since no ground truth informa-
tion for the vesicles is available.

Performance evaluation metrics
Several metrics for performance evaluation exist when
reference result, for example object number and locations
are known [36,37]. For measuring the accuracy of detec-
tion algorithms, we chose the following commonly
applied metrics.

First, a true positive (TP) is defined as a correctly found
object, and a false positive (FP) is a detected object for
which there is no match in the reference image. A false
negative (FN) corresponds to a missing object in the
detection result. The same definitions may also be
applied for pixel-level analysis. In accordance with [36],
we define precision p (also noted as positive predictive
value) as

and recall r (also noted as sensitivity) as

By intuition, detecting objects where no true objects
exist is penalized in p, whereas failure to detect true
objects is penalized in r.

Furthermore, the F-score can be obtained as a har-
monic mean of precision and recall [36],

The F-score combines precision and recall as a single
measure of segmentation accuracy, making it a useful
parameter for evaluation purposes.

Results and Discussion
Parameter optimization
Many of the detection methods proposed in the literature
incorporate one or more parameters which can be tuned
to enable detection in different situations. The methods
proposed in this study also require user-defined values
for input parameters. In spot detection, parameters typi-
cally provide information about object size (e.g. LC, BPF,
THE, HD) and probability (FPD), permit tuning of the
detection threshold (LC, KDE, LEF), or specify the
applied option within a family of methods (such as in
KDE). Because the parameter values have a significant
effect on the detection accuracy and need to be tuned
specifically for the applied data, we performed parameter
optimization for the two datasets with ground truth ref-
erences and recall r (also noted as sensitivity) as by sam-
pling the parameter space in a grid search manner. By
using the F-score described in Equation 11 as a measure
of detecting performance, the grid-search can be used to

p =
+

TP
TP FP

, (9)

r =
+
TP

TP FN
. (10)

2pr
p r+

. (11)
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tune the parameters optimally within the search space for
the applied data. The results of parameter tuning for the
simulated data and for yeast image stack data are shown
in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. We note that for

methods with more that two free parameters, we have
chosen two for visualization purposes, and a grid search
was carried out to identify the optimal combination of
the remaining parameters to construct the images shown.

Figure 2 Parameter tuning for spot detection methods was performed in exhaustive grid search manner using F-score as the measure of 
detection accuracy. The optimal settings within the search space (yielding maximum F-score) are shown with a red dot.
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The detection accuracies as a function of all free parame-
ters can be found in the supplementary materials. To
facilitate an objective comparison of these methods, we
used of a common measure (F-score), which is optimized
within the parameter ranges. The results obtained repre-
sent the best possible result within the input parameter

space. The parameter tuning results in Figure 2 and 3 also
provide information about the sensitivity to changes in
parameter values, which may be useful when tuning
methods to new data. The grid search approach also
solves the difficult problem of parameter tuning, with the
cost of exhaustive computations requiring large amounts

Figure 3 Parameter tuning results for yeast image stacks. Red dot denotes the result with optimal parameter settings within the search space for 
the applied data.
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of processor time. Although parameter tuning can be
accomplished by performing the calculations in parallel
on a grid-computer network (as was done in this study),
the problem of setting the value range and sampling the
parameters remains. For some parameters, such as those
related to object size, reasonable value ranges may be set
intuitively. The fact that many parameters are natural
numbers makes the process easier. However, real-valued
parameters, such as probabilities and tuning factors need
to be sampled more densely and their dynamics is less
predictable. For example, the size of the structuring ele-
ment can be defined by testing with a few values (Figure
2i and 3i), whereas the significance value α needs to be
sampled more densely (Figure 2h and 3h). Furthermore,
parameter sampling when parameters depend on each
other becomes even more challenging. As an example,
the parameters of BPF defining the pass band need to be
in increasing order, leading to sparse point-cloud type
sampling (Figure 2a and 3a) instead of a smooth curve or
surface.

Allowing the user to tune many parameters leads to a
highly adaptable method, but also requires considerable
effort to ensure reasonable (or ideally optimal) perfor-
mance. Thus, the calculation times for the optimization
procedures vary greatly between methods. While a
detailed discussion of the effect of each parameter for the
11 methods is beyond the scope of this article, we offer a
list of parameters for each method along with the applied
ranges in the supplementary materials. Lastly, we note

that by tuning different parameters than the ones in this
study, and by adding more parameters to the methods,
the methods may be further customized for analysis
tasks.

Results for simulated images with pixel-level reference
First, we consider the validation of algorithm perfor-
mance with simulated images in which the noise-level
and other image characteristics are known. In this case,
we calculated the number of objects detected in the 20
images by each method and determined whether the dif-
ferences between object counts were significant, using
the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test of whether the
medians of multiple groups are equal. Our results suggest
that detection results do infact differ significantly (p ~ 0
while p < 0.01 was considered statistically significant).
Wilcoxon rank sum tests between result pairs further
support this claim by showing that most of the results do
not have the same median.

For synthetic images the comparison can be made at
both the pixel-level, which is perhaps the most natural
way of defining segmentation accuracy, and at the object
level, as was done for the wide-field microscope images.
The object level comparison for the set of 20 simulated
images is presented in Figure 4a-c, and the corresponding
pixelwise comparison is presented in Figure 4d-f. We
note that two of the methods, namely FPD and SPL, can-
not be included in pixel-level comparison because they
were used for estimating spot locations instead of seg-

Figure 4 Precision, recall, and F-score are calculated using computer-generated ground truth as reference at object level (a-c) and pixel 
level (d-f). Note that the two algorithms (FPD and SPL) are omitted from pixel-level comparison in d-f.
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menting objects. The results in this article are calculated
for the low quality simulated image set (described in
[12]).

In the pixel-level comparison none of the methods
stand out with superior accuracy, although MW received
a slightly better F-score value than the other algorithms.
For object-level comparison, HD had the most accurate
F-score, followed by MGI and MW. In considering the
relationship between method performance at the pixel
and object levels, clearly there is some level of correlation
between the two sets of results. Intuition would suggest
that it is easier to merely detect an object than it is to
define its area accurately. Consistent with this view, the
pixelwise results are generally lower than the object level
results. The relatively subtle differences in the pixel-level
results Figure 4d-f do not allow identification of a single
algorithm that would be superior in both categories. For
example, HD seems to find the objects well, but its per-
formance in pixelwise comparison does not stand out
from others. Conversely, the accuracy of LC is lower than
average for object detection, but its performance in pixel

level is close to the average accuracy. Examples of seg-
mentation results are shown in Figure 5.

Results for yeast images with object level reference
After the analysis of the simulated images, we considered
subcellular detection in wide-field images. Wide-field
microscope images of yeast P-bodies give insight into
algorithm performance in the context of actual experi-
mentally derived data. In these images noise and contrast
limit the detection accuracy, but objects are well scat-
tered, and the object count per image is relatively low. We
used the manually constructed reference images and the
performance measures given in Eqs. 9-11 to numerically
compare the algorithms. The performance metrics were
calculated for a set of 28 images containing a total of 262
objects, and the results are listed in Table 2.

We compared the precision value, which penalizes
extra detections and the recall value, which penalizes
missed objects. With the exception of THE, most meth-
ods produced sufficiently accurate results, as evaluated
by F-score (Table 2). Within that set of accurate methods,
BPF, LC, and SE provided the best results, and KDE, LEF,
and SPL (with F-scores close to 0.9) were the next most
satisfactory. In contrast, the precision results reveal clear
differences that require further attention. The precision
of the THE, MGI and FPD methods stand out as having
significantly high variance. Inspection of the segmenta-
tion results reveals that the poor performance of all three
is due to their performance in the empty images, i.e.
images with no objects located in manual analysis. In
these cases, false positive detections in empty images lead
to low precision. The majority of the images have in-
focus P-bodies, and for those images THE, FPD and MGI
gave reasonable results. With respect to the recall values,
THE is the highest while both FPD and MGI also score
well. Examples of detection results are shown in Figure 6,
where a zoomed area in a single frame and the corre-
sponding reference result are shown together with the
detection results produced by all eleven algorithms.

Results for osteosarcoma well plate images
Next, we considered the analysis of well plate experiments
as an example of image-based high-throughput measure-
ments. High-throughput experiments typically challenge
image analysis with high object density, high levels of back-
ground staining, and high variation of image characteris-
tics across the experiment. The images used for our
analysis contain cell populations that are expected respond
to a given dose of a drug with varying levels of vesicle-like
structures. We obtained an estimate of the average number
of vesicles per cell in each image by calculating the number
of vesicles in all 144 images and dividing the number of
vesicles by the number of cells in each image. We then
grouped the results by the reported dose level. The result is

Figure 5 Examples of detection results for a simulated image. 
Note that for FDP and SPL, the detection has been visualized as a cross 
centered in the detected point. For others, the result is shown as a bi-
nary segmentation mask.

(a) Original (b) BPF (c) FPD

(d) HD (e) KDE (f) LC

(g) LEF (h) MGI (i) MW

(j) SE (k) SPL (l) THE
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a measure of the dose responses for the cell populations
determined by each of the eleven algorithms. We then used
these dose responses as an indirect comparison between
the detection algorithms. The results are shown in Figure
7, and a sample image with corresponding detection
results is shown in Figure 8.

The dose responses in Figure 7 form a step-like pattern,
with very few vesicles per cell in low-dose populations
(dose levels I to VI), increasing vesicle numbers begin-
ning with dose level VII and peak vesicle numbers at dose
level XI. Increasing the dosage beyond that of level XI (i.e.
level XII) does not appear to increase the average number
of vesicle structures per cell. This behavior is consistent
with saturation as the dose concentration increases.

Although there are differences in the absolute number
of vesicles per cell in low dose images and the magnitude
of the difference between the low and high dose images,
all methods (except MGI and THE) produce this step-like
dose response curve. For example, the step given by FPD,
LC, and KDE is substantially lower than those by BPF, SE,
and SPL. The result given by MGI and THE resemble the
others for the high dose values where the images contain
a large number of vesicles. When vesicles are few in num-
ber or not present at all, the methods give false detec-
tions. The clear differences in the dose responses
obtained with different algorithms suggests that any
downstream analysis, such as clustering or classification
of populations based on the vesicle counts could produce
significantly different results.

Comparison of relative similarities
To further explore the results (i.e. the number of objects
detected across all images) obtained for all three image
sets, we preformed hierarchical clustering and visualized
the results as a dendrogram (Figure 9). Figure 9 illustrates
the extent of the similarity between some of the algo-
rithms across the set of close to 200 images, with FPD and
HD being the closest matches and SE, MW, and SPL also
forming a tight cluster. Some of the closest matches
include algorithms that have similar detection principles.

Table 2: Results for yeast image frames

Algorithm precision recall F-score

BPF 0.9570 0.9351 0.9459

FPD 0.5964 0.8969 0.7165

HD 0.8682 0.7290 0.7925

KDE 0.9116 0.8664 0.8885

LC 0.9396 0.9504 0.9450

LEF 0.8712 0.8779 0.8745

MGI 0.6175 0.8626 0.7198

MW 0.7645 0.8550 0.8072

SE 0.9318 0.9389 0.9354

SPL 0.8167 0.9351 0.8719

THE 0.0062 0.9733 0.0123

Summary of numerical results for the frames from image stacks of yeast cells. The reported results are the precision, recall, and F-score values 
calculated for 28 frames, seven out of which had no objects according to manual analysis. The results are the maximum F-scores obtained in 
parameter tuning by grid search, i.e., the F-score shown with red dots in Fig. 3.

Figure 6 Example frame of yeast P-body image stacks and detec-
tion results by the algorithms. Manually marked objects in reference 
result are also shown for the same area. Note that the objects detected 
by FPD and SPL are illustrated as crosses whereas the actual segmen-
tation results are shown for other algorithms. Note that the parameters 
of different methods are tuned for the whole dataset, not for this par-
ticular image. The original image has been enhanced for illustration 
purposes.

(a) Original (b) Manual (c) BPF (d) FPD

(e) HD (f) KDE (g) LC (h) LEF

(i) MGI (j) MW (k) SE (l) SPL

(m) THE
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For example, both SE and SPL use matching of a Gaussian
kernel into local maxima as their backbone, SE by filter-
ing into a background subtracted image and SPL by
repeated fitting into a local maximum point. However,
similar results were also obtained by algorithms with dif-
ferent approaches, e.g. HD and FPD. The dendrogram
also identifies methods whose results are significantly dif-
ferent from those obtained by the other methods. For
example, both MGI and THE use a morphology-driven
detection strategy with automated thresholding. This
detection approach is different from that of the filtering-
based methods, and as the results in Figure 7 and Table 2
show, these methods perform poorly on empty images
when used with a completely automated thresholding as
has been done here. In contrast, MGI and THE did per-
form fairly accurately on the simulated images. Thus, the
use of these two methods may be warranted under condi-
tions other than those in which the majority of the other
methods perform well.

Finally, we calculated the pairwise correlation coeffi-
cients between the object counts obtained for all images.
The pairwise correlation values between methods are
shown in Figure 9. These correlation results further sup-

port the clustering results, namely that results given by
MGI and THE differ significantly from the others (low
correlation with other results) whereas SE, SPL and MW
performed similarly (correlation >0.99). The object
counts for all image sets that were used for constructing
the dendrogram and calculating the correlations are
available at the supplementary site.

Conclusions
We have studied the performance of eleven subcellular
object detection algorithms under different analysis sce-
narios. Our study included real images of high-through-
put well plate experiments for indirect comparison of the
algorithms, as well as frames from image stacks of yeast
P-bodies for which the object-level reference information
was available. In addition, we used simulated images with
small subcellular objects, thereby enabling a pixel-level
comparison of algorithms against a computer-generated
ground truth.

Results for the simulated images gave detailed insight
into the performance of the methods. In the simulated
image set all the images had the same number of subcel-
lular objects. The object counts obtained for the image

Figure 7 Results for the well plate experiment. The boxplots show number of spots detected per cell in each image, grouped according to the 
dose level. Parameters of each detection method have been tuned for the data, but here the lack of ground truth reference renders parameter opti-
mization through comparison against reference impossible.
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set revealed that statistically significant differences exist
between the algorithms. The small spots proved to be
rather difficult to detect, highest object level accuracy (in
terms of F-score) being 0.8249 given by HD. Worth not-
ing is that also MGI (0.7698), THE (0.7244), and FPD

(0.6905) all perform well for the set where all images had
spots, all of which had problems with the empty images.
Simulation allowed also pixel-level comparison, where
MW gave the most accurate segmentation by a slight dif-
ference when measured by F-score, but none of the meth-
ods provided outstanding accuracy. The pixel-level
results confirm how challenging it is to accurately seg-
ment small particles in noisy and partially blurred images
with heavy background fluorescence. Moreover, the limi-
tations in segmentation performance on pixel-level raise
a question about the reliability of shape, size or morphol-
ogy features extracted from subcellular objects in stan-
dard fluorescence microscopy measurements.

Second, the high level of F-score values for the detec-
tion of GFP labeled P-bodies in wide-field microscope
images proved that all methods can be used for accurate
detection of bright spots when background intensity is on
a moderate level. The highest F-scores between manually
located reference result and automated analysis result
were given by BPF (0.9459), LC (0.9450), and SE (0.9354).
Furthermore, FPD, MGI, and THE had difficulties in the
handling of empty frames of wide-field microscope
images, which shows as a high number of false positives
leading to low precision values. Excluding the empty
frames, all these three algorithms were accurate for the
frames with in-focus P-bodies, which is confirmed by the
high recall values.

Third, results for the human osteosarcoma well plate
measurement data further confirmed how some of the
algorithms failed to cope with a large data set where
images contain varying amount of small spots. Examples
of poor handling of varying conditions were THE and
MGI algorithms. Our implementation of MGI detects

Figure 8 Example of well plate images and detection results by 
eleven algorithms. Note that the objects detected by FPD and SPL 
are illustrated as crosses whereas the actual segmentation results are 
shown for other algorithms. The original image has been contrast and 
intensity enhanced for illustration purposes.
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Figure 9 Dendrogram and pairwise correlation coefficients calculated based on object counts for all three image sets show similarities be-
tween algorithms. Correlation values lower than 0.5 are shown as black in the figure.
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automatically the scale of interest, and in case of no or
very few vesicles it fits to the scale of cells. The imple-
mentation of THE included automated thresholding,
which in this case assumed the data to include two
groups: objects and background. Thus, neither of these
two algorithms was able to handle all images with same
parameter settings when used in the way described here.
However, including free parameters for tuning the seg-
mentation or preprocessing steps could lead to better
results. Also FPD and HD produced less obvious ramp as
a dose response. FPD assumes certain level of spots to be
present in all images (percentile-based detection), which
explains why varying probability for spots within experi-
ment may cause problems in detection. HD method,
despite its heavy parametrization, seems to make a com-
promise where very few false objects are detected, but
also part of true objects are missed. Apart from MGI and
THE, all of the compared algorithms produced a step-like
dose response, suggesting that the methods can be used
for detecting differences between populations exposed
under varying levels of stimulus. The results given by the
11 algorithms confirm that they all are very useful in spot
detection tasks, but the results also show clear differences
in terms of their ability to detect small, vesicle-like
objects and to adjust to varying conditions. The handling
of images containing very few, if any, small spots, in par-
ticular, brought out significant differences between the
algorithms. Since handling such images can be funda-
mental for some applications, the algorithms should be
chosen with care.

Finally, some remarks on the performance of the three
detection algorithms originally developed for tracking
purposes, i.e. FPD, HD, and SPL. Though developed for
similar purposes, the methods have different approaches
for detection. By definition, FPD tends to detect roughly
the same number of objects for a set of images when used
with fixed parameter settings. From a tracking point of
view, this is a reasonable assumption if the number of
particles is expected to be rather constant throughout the
imaging sequence. The results for simulated image set
support this conclusion, since the the number of particles
stays constant in this set. On the other hand, when the
number of particles present in the images changes dra-
matically over the course of the imaging period, the HD
and SPL approaches are likely to give more accurate per-
formance. This assertion is supported by our results. SPL
adjusts well to varying conditions in well plate and wide-
field images, and HD performs reasonably well in varying
conditions, avoiding excessive false positive detections
for empty yeast images (high precision value), though
doing so at the cost of missing some spots (low recall
value). We note that for the yeast stack images, even tun-
ing the five free parameters of HD did not provide results

as accurate as those with the single open parameter of
SPL. For the simulated images, on the other hand, HD
gave the most accurate results among all 11 algorithms,
outperforming both FPD and SPL. Although detection
accuracy does not directly predict subsequent tracking
performance, choosing a method based on careful testing
may be beneficial.

Thus, although detection algorithms are problem-spe-
cific, the systematic comparison of methods with a large
set of test images can help choose the best method for the
particular imaging challenge. Using a systematic
approach, algorithms can be compared under varying
conditions, providing useful information for various use
cases. Our study also makes use of recently published
benchmark datasets in order to evaluate algorithms.
Importantly, evaluation based on a wide range of images
tests the algorithms with an objective framework in
which performance has not been tuned for a small set of
images with specific characteristics. For example, subcel-
lular object detection in modern high-throughput imag-
ing experiments provides a challenge for image analysis
because contrast, intensity, and number of spots may vary
significantly within the same experiment. Systematic test-
ing of algorithm performance with large image sets, as
was done in this study, allows one to predict algorithm
performance in such tasks. Supplementary material,
including additional result figures and an algorithm tool-
box as a CellProfiler [38] compatible module written in
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) are available
for download at http://www.cs.tut.fi/sgn/csb/subcell.
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ABSTRACT

In Escherichia coli, tetracycline prevents translation.
When subject to tetracycline, E. coli express TetA to
pump it out by a mechanism that is sensitive, while
fairly independent of cellular metabolism. We con-
structed a target gene, PtetA-mRFP1-96BS, with a 96
MS2-GFP binding site array in a single-copy BAC
vector, whose expression is controlled by the tetA
promoter. We measured the in vivo kinetics of pro-
duction of individual RNA molecules of the target
gene as a function of inducer concentration and
temperature. From the distributions of intervals
between transcription events, we find that RNA pro-
duction by PtetA is a sub-Poissonian process. Next,
we infer the number and duration of the prominent
sequential steps in transcription initiation by max-
imum likelihood estimation. Under full induction and
at optimal temperature, we observe three major
steps. We find that the kinetics of RNA production
under the control of PtetA, including number and dur-
ation of the steps, varies with induction strength and
temperature. The results are supported by a set of
logical pairwise Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. We
conclude that the expression of TetA is controlled
by a sequential mechanism that is robust, whereas
sensitive to external signals.

INTRODUCTION

Tetracycline is a polycyclic naphthacene carboxamide (1),
isolated from Streptomyces genus of Actinobacteria (2),
which prevents bacterial cell growth by binding to the
30 S ribosomal subunit. This binding interferes with the
attachment of aminoacyl-tRNA to the mRNA-ribosome
translation complex, inhibiting protein synthesis (3,4).

In Escherichia coli, resistance to tetracycline is conferred
by the extra-chromosomal Tn10 transposon encoded class
B molecular determinants, forming the tet operon (5–8)
(also named divergon (9) or regulon (10)). This operon
consists of two structural genes, tetA and tetR. tetA is
essential for tetracycline resistance (11), as it encodes for
a membrane-targeted antiporter protein, TetA, respon-
sible for active efflux of tetracycline, whereas tetR codes
for TetR that regulates the tet operon.

In the absence of tetracycline, TetR binds to the
operator sites of tetA and tetR, preventing their transcrip-
tion (12). In the presence of tetracycline, TetR binds as a
dimer to the biologically active tetracycline–Mg2+

complex, causing an allosteric conformational change in
the repressor protein (13). This releases the repressor from
the DNA, allowing RNA polymerase to bind and initiate
transcription of tetA and tetR. The tet operon is thus a
self-repressing system (12,14), capable of fast and efficient
response to tetracycline. Its expression activity is largely
independent of the metabolic state of the host cell, making
it a preferential system to control recombinant gene
expression (15) and to study mechanisms of gene expres-
sion (13). Studies of the b-galactosidase activity of the
Tn10 tetR-tetA promoter have showed that PtetA is the
strongest of the three promoters of this operon (16). It
has thus been isolated, modified, and used in several
studies (namely the tetR/O region) of gene expression
(4), and its derivatives have been used in several synthetic
circuits (17–23).

Studies suggest that gene expression kinetics in prokary-
otes appears to be mainly controlled at the transcriptional
level, particularly in initiation (24). In vitro measurements
suggest that, in E. coli, transcription initiation is a
sequential process (25). The first step, named ‘closed
complex formation’, is the binding of the RNA polymer-
ase enzyme to the promoter region and finding of the
transcription start site (TSS). This is followed by
isomerization, DNA unwinding and loading of the
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nucleotide strand (the ‘open complex formation’) (25).
Afterwards, elongation of the RNA strand takes place
(26), and once the termination site is reached, the
single-stranded RNA molecule and the RNA polymerase
are released (27). This sequential process (28) is subject to
tight regulation that takes place at one or more stages.

Evidence suggests that, for most promoters in E. coli,
the open complex formation is the main rate-determining
step in initiation (29,30). However, the durations of other
steps, namely the closed complex formation, isomeri-
zation, and promoter clearance are also sequence-
dependent, differing widely between promoters and in
different conditions (31). Environmental factors can also
affect this kinetics (32,33). For example, apart from induc-
tion (34), factors such as temperature and pH can also
affect the ‘‘rate-limiting’’ steps in initiation (30,35).

Changes in the kinetics of these steps allows the overall
expression rate of a gene to be changed (8,25). For
example, in vivo measurements of the expression of the
synthetic promoter PLtetO-1 using the luciferase reporter
system have shown that the rate of RNA production can
change by 5000-fold with induction by anhydrote-
tracycline (aTc) (8). However, it is noted that this
promoter was engineered with the aim of allowing tight
regulation (wide range of induction) (8). Among the
several tetracycline analogs, aTc was found to be an
effective inducer even at very low concentrations
(<50 ng/ml), as it binds to the TetR protein with very
high affinity (�35-fold higher than tetracycline) (36–38)
and is less toxic to cells with a minimal inhibitory concen-
tration of 4 mg/ml (39).

If transcription initiation is the rate-determining step in
RNA production, and if it is composed of several sequen-
tial steps (30–32,40,41), provided that these are approxi-
mately exponentially distributed in duration, one would
expect that transcript production is a sub-Poissonian
process (40). However, recent measurements of in vivo
cell-to-cell diversity in RNA numbers have exhibited
higher diversity in RNA numbers than would be
expected from a sub-Poissonian process of transcript pro-
duction (42–44). In (44), it was hypothesized that this was
because of either super-Poissonian RNA production or
non-Poissonian RNA degradation. In (42,43), it was
hypothesized that the cause is the existence of periods of
activity and inactivity of the promoter. It is noted that
measurements of cell-to-cell diversity in either RNA or
protein numbers are affected by several processes other
than transcription and translation. Specifically, the
kinetics of degradation of RNA and proteins can be com-
plex (45), that is, non-Poissonian, and there may be
non-negligible differences in measurements using in vivo
and in vitro techniques (24). Finally, another event that
affects cell-to-cell diversity in RNA numbers is cell
division, particularly because the intracellular environ-
ment of E. coli is not well-stirred (46). Even if the RNA
molecules are partitioned in an unbiased fashion, the sto-
chastic nature of this process will enhance the cell-to-cell
diversity in the numbers of these molecules following
division events (47,48). In addition, bacteria are known
to partition unwanted protein aggregates in a biased
fashion (49,50), including, for example, RNA tagged

with MS2 coat protein fused with Green Fluorescent
Protein (MS2-GFP) (51,52), and fluorescent proteins such
as Tsr-Venus (53,54,55). This bias in partitioning ought to
exacerbate cell-to-cell diversity in RNA and protein
numbers when assessed by these methods. The degree of
stochasticity in transcription thus needs to be assessed
without the interference of subsequent events, by
measuring transcript production one event at a time (40).
Here, using in vivo, single-molecule based techniques,

we characterize the kinetics of initiation of PtetA (15,56),
including its stochasticity and how it changes with induc-
tion strength and temperature. Namely, we assess the tran-
script production dynamics at the single event level. This is
possible by a method recently developed to tag RNA
in vivo in E. coli with MS2-GFP proteins, which allows
individual transcription events to be detectable shortly
after production (55,57), and the behaviour is similar to
that of the unlabelled system (57).
We report measurements of time intervals between con-

secutive productions of RNA molecules under the control
of PtetA when subject to several induction strengths and
temperatures. From the distribution of these intervals, we
analyse the dynamics of this promoter. We address the
following questions. What is the in vivo kinetics of RNA
production, one event at a time, under the control of PtetA,
when fully induced? How does the in vivo kinetics of tran-
scription change with induction? How noisy is this
process? Finally, from the inference of number and dur-
ations of the rate-limiting steps, we address how the
kinetics of the rate-limiting steps changes with tempera-
ture. In the end, we compare the kinetics of initiation of
PtetA with that of the Plac/ara-1 promoter, also named Plar,
which has been recently characterized (40) using the same
methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals

For routine cultures, the components of Luria-Bertani
(LB) broth (Tryptone, Yeast extract and NaCl) were
purchased from LabM (UK) and antibiotics from
Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Phusion high-fidelity polymerase
and other PCR reagents are from Finnzymes (Finland).
Fermentas kits (Finland) for Plasmid isolation and PCR
product extraction and purification were made as per the
instructions provided. To perform qPCR, cells were fixed
with RNAprotect bacteria reagent (Qiagen, USA). The
Tris and EDTA for lysis buffer were purchased from
Sigma-aldrich (USA) and lysozyme from Fermentas
(USA). The total RNA extraction was done with
RNeasy RNA purification kit (Qiagen, USA). DNase I,
RNasefree for RNA purification, was purchased from
Promega (USA). iScript Reverse Transcription Supermix
for cDNA synthesis and iQ SYBR Green supermix for
qPCr were purchased from Biorad (USA). Agarose for
microscopic slide gel preparation and electrophoresis
and isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and
aTc for induction of cells are from Sigma-Aldrich
(USA). For staining DNA and RNA on gels, SYBR-
Safe from Invitrogen (USA) was used.
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Bacterial strain and growth conditions

The strain E. coli DH5a-PRO (identical to DH5a-Z1) (57)
was used to clone and express the target and reporter
genes. For overnight cultures, the strain from glycerol
stock was inoculated in LB broth 10 g of tryptone, 5 g of
yeast extract and 5 g of NaCl per litre, pH 7.0) (56) with
appropriate antibiotics (100mg/ml ampicillin and 35 mg/ml
chloramphenicol) and incubated at 37�C with shaking
(250 rpm).

Genetic constructs

We constructed the target gene PtetA-mRFP1-96BS with a
96 MS2-GFP binding site array in a single-copy BAC
vector by restricting out the Plar promoter with BamH1
restriction endonuclease from a BAC clone carrying a
target gene Plar-mRFP1-96BS (42) (a kind gift from Ido
Golding, University of Illinois, IL), and replacing it with
PtetA amplified from the pTetLux1 plasmid (56). The
primers (Forward: 50GGGATCCCTCACATGACCCGA
CAC 30 and Reverse: 50GGGATCCACTGCAATCGCG
ATAGC 30) were designed to amplify the PtetA promoter
with BamHI restriction site flanking regions. The
amplicon and the BAC vector were subjected to BamH1
restriction digestion, followed with ligation of the
amplified product into the BAC vector. Thus, we
obtained a single copy F-based plasmid carrying the
target region PtetA-mRFP1-96BS. This product was
transferred into the competent E. coli strain DH5a–PRO
host cells. The recombinants were selected with antibiotic
screening and further confirmed with sequence analysis.
The reporter molecules to visualize the target RNA were
expressed from the pZS12MS2-GFP plasmid (55) (SC101
origin, 6–8 copies per cell, AmpR, PLlacO-1 promoter)
cloned into the host strain, a kind gift from Philippe
Cluzel, University of Chicago, IL. The tetR gene that
encodes for a regulatory protein TetR, is integrated into
the chromosome of E. coli strain DH5a–PRO, under the
control of a strong promoter PN25, that ensures appropri-
ate levels of repressor proteins for tight regulation and full
induction, in spite of the residual binding affinity of
tetR-aTc complex to DNA (8,55).
A detailed map of the tetA promoter sequence with the

crucial elements, such as the TetR binding site, the �10/–
35 regions, the TSS and the ribosome binding site region,
as well as the beginning of the MS2-GFP binding region is
shown in Figure 1. Note that there is no tetA gene in the
genome of E. coli DH5a–PRO or in the genetic constructs
that were transformed into the strain.

Induction of expression of the target gene and of the
reporter gene

From the overnight culture, cells were inoculated into a
fresh LB medium supplemented with antibiotics, with
initial OD of 0.1 at 600 nm and incubated at a specific
temperature (24�C or 37�C) to mid-logarithmic phase
with 0.5 OD. To induce the production of MS2-GFP
proteins, IPTG (1mM) was added in the medium at 0.35
OD. The target mRNA from PtetA-mRFP1-96BS was then
induced by adding aTc to the liquid culture. The target

mRNA is rapidly tagged by the MS2-GFP proteins in the
cytoplasm and can be detected as fluorescent spots soon
after transcription occurs (57).

Quantitative PCR for mean mRNA quantification

The quantification of changes in the mean transcripts pro-
duction rate of the target gene with induction strength and
temperature, relative to a reference gene, were validated
with qPCR. For the experimental samples, 10ml of
cells with 0.5 OD at 600 nm were induced with aTc
(5–25 ng/ml) alone for 1 hour in liquid culture at a
specific temperature (24�C or 37�C). Cells were then im-
mediately fixed with RNAprotect bacteria reagent
followed by enzymatic lysis with Tris-EDTA lysozyme
buffer (pH 8.3). From the lysed cells, total RNA was
isolated with RNeasy RNA purification kit. The total
RNA was separated by electrophoresis through a 1%
agarose gel and stained with SYBR�Safe DNA Gel
Stain. The RNA was found intact with discreet bands
for 16 S and 23 S ribosomal RNAs. To remove DNA con-
tamination, RNA samples were treated with DNase I,
RNase-free enzyme as per manufacturer’s instructions.
The A 260 nm/280 nm ratio for the RNA samples
assessed using GeneQuant pro UV/Vis Spectrop-
hotometer (80-2114-98) were 2.0–2.1, indicating highly
purified RNA, and the yield was estimated to be 0.4–
0.5 mg/ml. cDNA was synthesized from 1 mg of RNA
with iScript Reverse Transcription Supermix according
to manufacturer’s instructions and stored at �20�C. The
qPCR master mix contained iQ SYBR Green supermix
with primers for the target and reference genes at a final
concentration of 200 nM. We used three reference genes
(16 S rRNA (42,58), 23 S rRNA (59) and dxs (60)) for
internal reference, and similar patterns were observed in
all cases. In the results section, we show the data relative
to the 16 S rRNA reference gene, whereas in the supple-
ment, we show the data relative to dxs (Supplementary
Figure S2).

The primers for the target mRNA were (Forward: 50 TA
CGAC GCCGAGGTCAAG 30 and Reverse: 50 TTGTG
GGAGGTGATGTCCA 30) to the region of mRFP1
(GenBank Accession Number: AF506027) (61) with
amplicon length 90 bp and for the reference gene 16 S
rRNA (EcoCyc Accession Number: EG30090)
(Forward: 50 CGTCAGCTCGTGTTGTGAA 30 and
Reverse: 50 GGACCGCTGGCAACAAAG 30), with
amplicon length 74 bp (40), and primers were obtained
from Thermo Scientific. The template for the reaction
was 20 ng of cDNA with similar PCR efficiencies for
both the target and reference genes, both greater than
95%. The thermal cycling protocol used was: 94�C for
15 s, 54�C for 30 s, and 72�C for 30 s up to 36 cycles,
and in the end, one cycle of 94�C for 15 s. The fluorescence
was read at the end of each cycle. These reactions were
performed in three experiments, each with three replicates
per condition with a final reaction volume of 50 ml. No-RT
controls and no-template controls were used to crosscheck
non-specific signals and contamination. The reaction was
carried out in low-profile tube strips in a MiniOpticon
Real time PCR system (Biorad). The Cq values generated
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by CFX ManagerTM Software were imported into
Microsoft Excel, and the data were analysed following
the Livak method (62) to obtain the fold changes in the
target gene, normalized to the reference gene, and to cal-
culate the standard error between experiments.

Fluorescent microplate reader measurement for mean
protein levels

The mean fluorescence of the mRFP1 protein under the
control of PtetA was measured with a Thermo Scientific*
Fluoroskan Ascent Microplate Fluorometer. Cells at 0.5
OD600nm were induced with 15 ng/ml of aTc and incubated
at a specific temperature (24�C or 37�C) for 1 hour with
shaking. The optical density of induced and non-induced
cells was measured after 1 hour. From that, 0.5 OD600nm

of cells were taken, centrifuged and then re-suspended
with fresh medium of 1:200 folds dilution. From this,
150 ml of cells were taken and placed on 96 well microplate
and measured for relative fluorescence levels of mRFP1
protein with excitation (584 nm) and emission (607 nm)
wavelengths (61). The cell density was kept identical in
all wells of the plate for all measured conditions. We per-
formed three independent experiments with three repli-
cates for each condition.

Time-lapse microscopy

Cells were induced with IPTG and aTc as described earlier
in the text. Five minutes after induction in liquid culture
by aTc, cells were placed on a microscope slide between a
coverslip and 1% LB-agarose gel with IPTG (1mM) and
aTc (15 ng/ml), to maintain full induction under the
microscope. Cells were visualized in a Nikon Eclipse
(TE2000-U, Nikon, Japan) inverted C1 confocal laser-
scanning system with a 100� Apo TIRF (1.49NA, oil)
objective. The slide was kept in a temperature-controlled
chamber, and the cells were focused within a few seconds
under light microscope. Images were collected once per
minute up to 1 hour under the fluorescence confocal
microscope. Image acquisition began approximately
20minutes after induction (including the 5minutes induc-
tion in liquid culture). This interval is sufficient to reach a
steady state level of induction (55,63). For image acquisi-
tion, we used Nikon software EZ-C1, under dark condi-
tion to minimize photolysis of aTc (photobleaching and
nutrient depletion only become significant after 2 or more

hours). GFP fluorescence was measured using a 488 nm
argon ion laser (Melles-Griot) and a 515/30 nm detection
filter. Images were acquired using medium pinhole, gain
130 and 1.68ms pixel dwell. On the slide, the division time
of the cells was approximately 40minutes, likely because
of the imaging.
We used a recent interacting multiple model filter based

autofocus strategy (64). The method relies on the nature of
the focal drift and exploits the interacting multiple model
filter algorithm to predict the focal drift at time t based on
the measurement at time t-1. It allows a drastic reduction
of the number of required z-slices for focal drift correc-
tion, thus minimizing photo bleaching.

Cells and spots segmentation and the intensity jump-
detection method

Detection of cells from the images is performed by a
semi-automatic method (40). It consists of manually
masking the regions that cells occupy during the
imaging. For each image, the locations, dimensions and
orientations of the cells within their masks were estimated
by principal component analysis, assuming that the fluor-
escence inside the cell is uniformly distributed. This as-
sumption is supported by measurements of the pixels
intensities inside each cell, which were found to be fairly
uniform (40). The segmentation of fluorescent spots
(tagged RNAs) was performed by a kernel density estima-
tion method (65) with a Gaussian kernel. An example of
the results of the segmentation is shown in Supplementary
Figure S1.
From these data, we compute the cell-background-

subtracted total spot intensity time traces for each cell.
Because the tagged RNAs do not degrade during the
experiment (shown in the ‘Results’ section), this intensity
should follow a monotonically increasing piecewise-
constant function, where the jumps correspond to the ap-
pearance of novel mRNAs. This was verified by inspection
(40). We fit such a function to the time trace by least
squares, where the number of pieces in the function is
determined by an F-test with a P value of 0.01, thus
requiring higher order curves to fit significantly better to
justify their use. Some intermediate results of this proced-
ure, along with raw data, are shown in Figure 2. In
Supplementary Data, we provide movies of two cells
showing the time (in seconds) when each frame was
obtained following induction of the target gene.

Figure 1. (A) PtetA-mRFP1-96bs-BAC plasmid map: nucleotide sequence of the tet regulatory region on the BAC plasmid, beginning with PtetA (-35
and �10 consensus sequences), TSS (+1), palindromic patterns corresponding to two TetR binding sites (blue), mRFP1 start site at+104, and 96bs
start site at +778. (B) PN25-tetR sequence integrated in the E. coli genome: PN25 controlled TetR protein coding gene and the lambda attP site.
Terminators t0 and T1 prevent transcription from the integrated promoters into the neighbouring regions of the E. coli genome.
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Inference of the number and duration of the sequential
steps in transcription

From the distribution of intervals between productions of
consecutive RNA molecules, we infer by maximum-
likelihood the number and duration of the sequential
steps in transcription initiation (40). We assume that the
duration of each of the sequential steps follows an expo-
nential distribution (40). Although the steps in initiation,
such as the open complex formation, are likely not elem-
entary (25), it was possible by this method to fit well the
measured distributions in the case of Plar using a small
number of steps that is consistent with the number of
steps believed to be rate-limiting from in vitro studies
(31,32). To support the results of the inference, we
perform Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests to compare the
measured distribution with the inferred one that best
fits the data. This test is used to determine whether the
inferred distribution does not fit the measured
distribution.
The inference procedure assumes that the measured

intervals between the productions of consecutive RNA
molecules are not significantly affected by elongation.
This relies on the fact that the mean duration of the inter-
vals between consecutive transcription events is of the
order of 600 s or higher, depending on induction
strength and temperature (see Results section and
in vitro studies (8)). On the other hand, elongation of the
target gene was measured to take only tens of seconds
(57). Possible sequence-dependent events, such as long
transcriptional pauses, can also be ruled out as affecting
significantly the measured distributions because, if
existing, they would last only 10–100 s (e.g. 32 s half-life
for the ops pause and 52 s for the his pause) (66). In
addition, target RNA molecules become visible even
while elongating (57), further diminishing possible effects
of events in elongation in the measured distributions. In

any case, although the elongation process may increase the
variance of the distributions, it would not affect their
means. Finally, the eventuality of possible premature ter-
minations of transcription events can be ruled out in this
case because they would generate distributions of intervals
between transcription events with multiple peaks, centered
on multiples of the mean interval between productions,
which were not observed (see ‘Results’ section).

Here, we assume a d-steps model such that the dur-
ations of the d steps are exponentially distributed and
are independent, with possibly different rates. The fit for
each d-steps model is obtained by maximum likelihood
estimation. The likelihoods are compared using likelihood
ratio test, and the model with smallest d is selected that
cannot be rejected at the significance level 0.01 in favour
of a higher order model. This method was found to
reliably distinguish the number of steps and the duration
between any two steps when they differ by �25% or more
in duration, from 200 intervals sampled from a stochastic
model of gene expression with d exponentially distributed
steps (40). Note that this method does not allow us to
determine the temporal order of the sequential steps
inferred. Only their number and durations can be assessed.

RESULTS

We study the in vivo kinetics of production of individual
RNA molecules, as a function of inducer concentration
and temperature, under the control of PtetA. First, we
measured the relative mean RNA levels by qPCR as a
function of induction and temperature. In Figure 3, we
show the results using the 16 S rRNA gene as reference,
whereas in supplement, we show the results using dxs as
reference (Supplementary Figure S2), which are similar to
16 S rRNA. Previous studies suggest that the maximum
induction is achieved with a concentration of aTc of
20 ng/ml or higher (8,56). The results (Figure 3 and Sup-
plementary Figure S2) are in agreement, indicating that
there is no significant increase in the rate of RNA produc-
tion beyond 15 ng/ml of aTc. From these figures, we find
that both the temperature and the inducer concentration
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Figure 2. Tagged RNAs in E. coli cells. (A) Unprocessed frames and
segmented cells and RNA spots. The moments when images were taken
are shown for each frame. (B) Examples of time series of scaled spot
intensity levels from individual cells (circles) and the corresponding
estimated RNA numbers (solid lines). The cell shown in (A) does not
correspond to any of the traces in (B).
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Figure 3. Relative expression level of target mRNA induced with dif-
ferent concentrations of aTc (ng/ml) at 24�C and 37�C, quantified by
qPCR using the 16 S rRNA gene as reference. The standard deviation
bars are from three independent experiments. In some cases, these bars’
lengths are too small to be visible.
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significantly affect the rate of transcription under the
control of PtetA.

From here onwards, we focus on three conditions.
Specifically, we measure gene expression in the absence
of aTc at 37�C, and with 15 ng/ml aTc at both 37�C and
24�C so as to study how the kinetics changes with induc-
tion and temperature. First, we verify whether, for these
conditions, the relative protein expression levels follow
those of the RNA. Results of the measurements of
relative fluorescence levels by microplate fluorometer are
shown in Figure 4, and confirm that the protein levels
follow the RNA levels. They also show similarity (same
order of magnitude) to the measurements reported in (56)
for this promoter using a luminescent reporter system,
even though the cells in (56) were in late log-phase and
had a 90min induction period.

We next study the kinetics of RNA production in live,
individual cells using the MS2-GFP tagging method
(40,42). As described in the Methods section, the expres-
sion of the target gene is controlled by PtetA and is induced
by aTc. The sequence of the target gene contains 96
binding sites for the MS2 coat protein. Because of these,
the reporter proteins (MS2-GFP) can bind to the target
RNA, producing a fluorescent spot that is detectable from
fluorescence microscopy images.

Using this system, we first measured the cell-to-cell di-
versity in the number of tagged RNA molecules produced
by individual cells over a certain period of time in all three
conditions. In both the induced and non-induced cases,
cells are placed under the confocal microscope 2 h follow-
ing induction by IPTG. In the induced cases, the induction
by aTc is done 1 h following the induction by IPTG.

From the images, we extracted the number of target
RNA molecules in each cell, and calculated the
mean and standard deviation of the number of RNA
molecules in individual cells (Figure 5). We observe
that the measured mean is in agreement with the measure-
ments by qPCR (Figure 3), though the in vivo measure-
ments have a slightly smaller relative increase with
induction.

We also extracted the fraction of cells with a given
number of RNA molecules (Figure 6). In the non-induced
case (0 ng/ml aTc, 37�C), the variance of the distribution is
0.62, and the mean is 1.0. In the induced case, the variance
is 2.5, and the mean is 3.6. Finally, for cells induced with
15 ng/ml aTc and incubated at 24�C, the variance of the
distribution is 1.2, and the mean is 2.2. These values are of
significance in that, in all cases, the variance is smaller
than the mean (i.e. the Fano factor of the distribution is
smaller than 1). If the process of RNA production was
Poissonian, that is, if the intervals between consecutive
productions were independent and followed an exponen-
tial distribution, the variance ought to be equal to the
mean (i.e. Fano factor equal to 1). Because the tagged
RNA molecules do not degrade, this can only be explained
either by the dynamics of RNA production or of RNA
partitioning in division (or the combination of these
processes).
To investigate this, we obtained distributions of inter-

vals between productions of consecutive RNA molecules
in individual cells in the three conditions (Figure 7). These
distributions are not affected by the dynamics of RNA
partitioning in division because we only count intervals
between consecutive RNAs in single cells. In each case,
several independent measurements were made, and the
results were combined.
The number of cells observed in each condition is shown

in Table 1 along with the number of intervals detected, as
well as the square of the coefficient of variation (CV2,
defined as the variance over the mean squared) of the
intervals. It is noted that the mean duration of the inter-
vals for the aTc 15 ng/ml (37�C) condition is in close
agreement with in vitro measurements of the time it
takes for a transcription initiation event to be completed
once initiated (35).
From Figure 7, in all cases, the shapes of the distribu-

tions of intervals are not exponential-like. This implies
that the process of RNA production under the control
of PtetA is not Poissonian. Instead, because the standard
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Figure 5. Mean levels of the target mRNA relative to the non-induced
condition at 37�C obtained from live cell imaging of the RNA tagged
with MS2-GFP under the confocal microscope. Images taken 1 h after
induction by aTc in three conditions. The error bars are the standard
deviation of the number of RNA molecules in each cell. For precise
quantities, see Supplementary Table S2.
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Figure 4. Relative mean expression level of target proteins (mRFP1)
estimated by microplate fluorometer in three conditions. The error bars
are the standard deviation from the measurements in the different wells.
For precise quantities, see Supplementary Table S1.
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deviations of the distributions are smaller than the means,
resulting in a CV2 below 1 (Table 1), we can conclude that
this process is sub-Poissonian. This explains the low values
of cell-to-cell diversity in RNA numbers observed in cell
populations (Figure 6).

From the comparison of the distributions A and C in
Figure 7, we can assess the effects of induction in the
dynamics of transcription under the control of PtetA.
Note how distribution C, aside from having a smaller
mean, is also slightly more exponential-like, explaining
why the CV2 in RNA numbers is closer to 1 in case C
than in case A (Table 1). From the comparison of the
distributions B and C, we can assess the effects of
lowering the temperature in the dynamics of transcription
under the control of PtetA. When the temperature is
reduced from 37�C (distribution C) to 24�C (distribution
B), the mean interval between transcription events in-
creases, and the shape of the distribution changes signifi-
cantly. Namely, distribution B, corresponding to full
induction at 24�C, is more exponential-like than distribu-
tion C.

These results rely on the intensity jump-detection
method. This method assumes that the target RNA mol-
ecules are quickly bound by the MS2-GFP tagging
proteins once transcribed (which was verified in (55))
and that, once that occurs, they do not degrade during
the measurement. To validate this assumption of ‘‘immor-
tality’’, we studied the kinetics of degradation of these
complexes. The MS2-GFP proteins used here are an
assembly-defective mutant with the FG loop deleted
(55,67). A recent study suggested that when using a
target RNA with 48 binding sites for these MS2-GFP
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Figure 7. Distributions of time intervals between productions of consecutive mRNA molecules in individual cells under the control of PtetA in
conditions: (A) 0 ng/ml aTc at 37�C, obtained from 157 cells and 43 intervals (B) 15 ng/ml aTc at 24�C, obtained from 119 cells and 100 intervals,
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proteins, the resulting RNA-MS2-GFP complex may
degrade during measurement sessions of a couple of
hours (46). This would interfere, to some extent, with
the intensity jump-detection method (see ‘Materials and
Methods’ section). However, our target mRNA has 96
binding sites, and therefore the kinetics of degradation
likely differs. We studied the degradation kinetics of the
target RNA when bound the MS2-GFP and observed
�120 RNA-MS2-GFP complexes produced in 50 cells
for up to 2 h. We did not observe any degradation event
of these complexes nor did we observe any significant loss
of brightness in individual spots. We conclude that the
additional MS2-GFP molecules provide sufficient stability
to the complex, for us to consider them to be immortal for
all practical purposes, implying that the total brightness of
the spots within a single cell monotonically increases with
time.

We next study the kinetics of the underlying processes
responsible for shaping the interval distributions
(Figure 7) and thus the observed cell-to-cell diversity in
RNA numbers (Figure 6). For this, certain assumptions
are necessary. First, we assume that the distributions are
mainly shaped by the kinetics of transcription initiation.
This relies on the following: in all distributions in Figure 7,
the mean interval duration is higher than �500 s.
Therefore, elongation is not expected to play a significant
role in shaping the distributions because it lasts only tens
of seconds (57). Also, as noted, the target RNA, when
bound by MS2-GFP proteins, does not degrade during
the measurements. Because of this, we assume that the
distributions are shaped by transcription initiation,
which includes steps such as the closed complex forma-
tion, isomerization and open complex formation
(8,25–32,35,40,41,68).

We estimate by maximum likelihood the number and
duration of the most prominent ‘‘rate-limiting’’ steps, that

is, the ones that shape the distributions of intervals
between transcription events (40). The results are shown
in Figure 7 for each condition when assuming one, two
and three steps. In Table 2, we show the log-likelihood
values and the durations of the inferred steps for 1-step,
2-step and 3-step models, for each condition. The number
of steps can be determined by using a likelihood-ratio test
between pairs of models to reject a lower-degree model in
favour of a higher-degree one (55). In Table 3, we show
the results of the likelihood-ratio tests. For all distribu-
tions, the test rejects the 1-step (exponential) model in
favour of the 2-step model (P values < 8.32� 10�7). For
distributions A and C, the 2-step model is also rejected in
favour of the 3-step model (P values< 0.0019).
The time scales of the steps (for d=2) are identical for

all cases. As discussed in a previous work (40) this may be
because of some unknown artefact of the inference
method or be representative of the real kinetics of tran-
scription initiation of this promoter. The method of infer-
ence was found to reliably distinguish the duration of each
step when they differ by approximately 25% or more in
duration, from 200 intervals sampled from a model of
gene expression (40). For smaller differences, the
solution can be biased toward inferring steps with identi-
cal durations, for unknown reasons. Nevertheless, given
the number of intervals measured, it is possible to
conclude that the steps do not differ by more than ap-
proximately 25%.
From Tables 2 and 3, provided that the assumed se-

quential model of transcription initiation (8,25–
32,35,40,41,68) is correct, we conclude that, when not
induced with aTc, transcription initiation controlled by
PtetA has 3 rate-limiting steps, which are similar in
duration (differing by less than 100–150 s between them).
When fully induced, at 24�C, there are two dominant
rate-limiting steps, similar in duration. Finally, at 37�C
under full induction, there are three rate-limiting steps,
two longer and similar in duration, and a (clearly)
shorter third step. No significant improvement was
obtained in the fit with more steps in any of the
conditions.
We conclude that there are three rate-limiting steps in

transcription initiation of PtetA. By lowering the tempera-
ture, two of the steps become longer in duration, whereas
the third step remains unaltered and, because of its now
relatively much shorter duration, it becomes barely detect-
able (P value of 0.0268, Table 3). Interestingly, the other
two steps are not significantly affected by temperature
(compare cases B and C in Table 2). Induction on the

Table 2. Log-likelihood and durations of the steps of the inferred models with d steps, for each condition

aTc 0 ng/ml (37�C) aTc 15 ng/ml (24�C) aTc 15 ng/ml (37�C)

d Log-likelihood Durations (s) Log-likelihood Durations (s) Log-likelihood Durations (s)

1 –1412 939 –1198 975 –1886 617
2 –1369 (470, 470) –1174 (487, 487) –1836 (309, 309)
3 –1356 (313, 313, 313) –1171 (620, 240, 115) –1828 (254, 254, 109)

There is no implied temporal order for the steps.

Table 1. Number of cells analysed, number of intervals between pro-

ductions of consecutive RNA molecules detected in individual cells,

mean interval duration, standard deviation of interval durations and

CV2 of the interval durations for each condition

Condition aTc 0 ng/ml
(37�C)

aTc 15 ng/ml
(24�C)

aTc 15 ng/ml
(37�C)

No. cells 504 178 113
No. intervals 180 152 254
Interval mean (s) 939 974 617
Interval std (s) 459 676 367
Interval CV2 0.21 0.48 0.35
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other hand affects the duration of the three steps (compare
cases A and C in Table 2).
It is possible to provide additional support to these

results, as well as to the assumption that each step
follows an exponential distribution in duration, using a
set of logical pairwise Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K–S) tests.
One can compare the distributions of intervals between
transcription events, for each condition, between the em-
pirical cumulative distribution function of each case and
the corresponding cumulative distribution function of the
inferred models with d-steps, for all values of d. If the
model accurately describes the measurements, the empir-
ical and the inferred distributions should be indistinguish-
able by the K–S test. The comparisons (i.e. the P values)
are shown in Table 4. Usually, for P values smaller than
0.01, it is concluded that the two distributions differ
significantly.
From Table 4, in case A (aTc 0 ng/ml, 37�C), the models

with less than 3 steps do not accurately match the
measured data. In case B (aTc 15 ng/ml, 24�C), only the
1-step model does not accurately match the data. This, as
noted, is because of the increase in duration in two of the
steps because of the lower temperature, rendering the ef-
fects of the third step much less significant in the overall
distribution of intervals. Finally, in case C, we have the
same result as in case A, that is, models with less than 3
steps do not accurately match the measured data. These
results support the previous conclusions, using the likeli-
hood ratio test, regarding the number of sequential steps
that determine the shape of the distribution of intervals in
each condition.
Finally, we tested whether during our in vivo measure-

ments, the kinetics of production of RNA changed over
time because of possible changes in the intracellular con-
centration of aTc. This could occur if degradation because
of light sensitivity of intracellular aTc or its slow diffusion

across the membrane were significant. That is, if either
effect is significant, it should be possible to distinguish
between the distributions of intervals obtained in the
first 30min and those obtained in the last 30min of the
hour-long measurements. We extracted these two
sub-distributions from each induction condition and
compared them with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was unable to differentiate the
two distributions in any condition (all P values> 0.1),
demonstrating that the measurements were done at an
approximate steady state. In particular, for case A
(aTc 0 ng/ml, 37�C), the P value was 0.32; for case B
(aTc 15 ng/ml, 24�C); it was 0.16 and for case C (aTc
15 ng/ml, 37�C), it was 0.78.

DISCUSSION

Previous studies have shown that the kinetics of transcrip-
tion initiation of PtetA is heavily dependent on induction
and on environmental factors such as temperature
(8,16,35,56). Other studies have shown that RNA produc-
tion in bacteria is a stochastic (24,69) and a multi-step
process (30), generally subject to complex regulatory
mechanisms (8). Finally, recent studies have shown that
the cell-to-cell diversity in RNA numbers, and likely
protein numbers, can be significantly affected by processes
other than gene expression (47,48,51). Therefore, the as-
sessment of the kinetics of gene expression and regulation
requires in vivo measurements of RNA production
dynamics in individual cells, one event at a time, under
various induction and environmental conditions (40).

The measured in vivo distributions of intervals between
consecutive productions of RNA molecules in single
cells are found to be sub-Poissonian, for the induction
levels and temperatures tested. This was also observed in
the case of Plar (40). The sub-Poissonian nature of the
kinetics explains the low cell-to-cell diversity in RNA
numbers observed at the cell population level. Relevantly,
the distributions of intervals, including their mean and
variance, are found to respond readily and discernibly to
induction as well as temperature, revealing the plasticity of
the expression mechanism of TetA. The plasticity appears
to arise from the diversity of the changes in the durations
of the various steps in response to differing induction
levels and temperature.

Our results assume that the measurements are only
affected by intrinsic noise sources in transcription.
Downstream events, such as translation or RNA degrad-
ation, do not affect the results, as we detect RNA mol-
ecules as soon as these are produced and study only the
time intervals between these events. It is necessary to
discuss if other noise sources, aside intrinsic noise in tran-
scription, could affect diversity in number of produced
RNA molecules per cell. It may be that differences in
the amounts of TetR and/or aTc in each cell could con-
tribute to this diversity (i.e. be a significant source of
extrinsic noise (70)). First, the strain used here over-
expresses TetR (DH5aPRO produces constitutively
around 7000 dimeric Tet repressors per cell during loga-
rithmic growth (8)); thus, we expect the contribution of

Table 3. Likelihood-ratio test P values between pairs of models for

each condition

(d0, d1) aTc 0 ng/ml
(37�C)

aTc 15 ng/ml
(24�C)

aTc 15 ng/ml
(37�C)

(1, 2) 0 3.02� 10�12 0
(2, 3) 7.27� 10�7 0.027 1.20� 10�4

(3, 4) 0.342 0.268 0.370

The null model is the d0 step model (where d0 is 1, 2, or 3) while the
alternative model is the d1 step model (where d1=d0+1)

Table 4. P values from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between the

empirical distribution and the various inferred models with d steps

d aTc 0 ng/ml
(37�C)

aTc 15 ng/ml
(24�C)

aTc 15 ng/ml
(37�C)

1 4.84� 10�13 4.81� 10�5 1.27� 10�11

2 1.10� 10�4 0.725 0.0485
3 0.0782 0.844 0.378
4 0.662 0.842 0.272
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diversity in TetR numbers to the diversity in RNA
numbers to be negligible. As for aTc, we found no
evidence, at least at the population level, of varying
rates of transcription initiation because of varying concen-
trations of aTc over time (e.g. because of depletion), as we
found no difference in the kinetics of RNA production
during the first and second half of the measurement
period. Additionally, the tetA gene, responsible for
expressing TetA, which confers tetracycline resistance
(11) (by pumping it out of the cell) is not present in our
strain. Finally, diversity in the numbers of either aTc or
TetR in the cells is expected to only increase diversity, not
decrease it (and thus cannot be the explanation for the
observed sub-poissonian kinetics). Nevertheless, it is
stressed that our measurements are not sufficient to
predict the cell to-cell-diversity in number of RNA mol-
ecules under the control of PtetA as other factors, such as
RNA degradation (45) and RNA partitioning in cell
division (47) need to be considered.

In this regard, measurements by fluorescent in situ hy-
bridization of RNA numbers under the control of 20
E. coli promoters (42,43) exhibited high values of cell-
to-cell diversity. Another work reported Fano factors of
mRNA numbers for 137 highly expressed genes in E. coli,
ranging from 1 to 3, using a yellow fluorescent protein
fusion library for E. coli (44). Although these results
could be because of super-Poissonian transcript produc-
tion from the strongly expressing promoters studied, other
explanations cannot be ruled out. For example, it may be
that although the production is sub-Poissonian, the
observed diversity is a result of the subsequent contribu-
tion from complex RNA degradation mechanisms (45)
and imperfect partitioning of RNA molecules in cell
division ([47,48,51), among other things such as the
biased segregation of unwanted substances (e.g. the fluor-
escent molecules used to tagged the RNA) (49,52). In any
case, we note that our measured distributions of intervals
between transcription events cannot be explained by
models, such as the ‘‘on-off’’ model of transcription initi-
ation (43,71), as this model entails super-Poissonian
kinetics.

The kinetics of RNA production under the control of
PtetA can be explained by a model of transcription initi-
ation with successive ‘‘rate-limiting’’ steps, each of which
is exponentially distributed in duration. From the infer-
ence of the number and duration of these steps in several
conditions, we found that induction with aTc significantly
changes the RNA production kinetics by reducing the
duration of all rate-limiting steps, to various degrees. In
particular, one of the steps becomes almost indiscernible.
Meanwhile, lowering temperature under full induction by
aTc increases the duration of two of the steps, but not of
the third step, causing the kinetics to be well-fit by a
two-step model under these conditions. Note that it is
not possible to determine which steps [e.g. closed
complex, open complex or isomerization (28)] are
affected by aTc and temperature. Novel experimental
techniques are necessary to perform this study in vivo.
However, we can rule out TetR dissociation from the
promoter as one of the rate-limiting steps. The complex
TetR-promoter has a half-life of 12 s (37), which is a much

faster process than the measured rate-limiting steps.
Additionally, although TetR, when bound by aTc, may
retain some ability to bind to the DNA [although this
ability is reduced by approximately 9 orders of magnitude
(72)], there is no evidence that this complex would have a
longer half-life than when the DNA is bound by TetR
alone.
A recent work used the methods used here to analyse

the kinetics of Plar (40). The measurements were made at
24�C. It is of interest to compare them with our measure-
ments regarding the response to induction. First, the
kinetics of RNA production of Plar is also sub-
Poissonian. Also, induction of Plar with IPTG and arabin-
ose reduces the duration of the rate-limiting steps. The
main differences between these two promoters are in the
mean duration of the intervals at 24�C ([for Plar, this mean
duration is �1500 s (40), whereas for PtetA, it is �1000 s])
and in the variability of the intervals. For Plar, the CV

2 of
the durations of these intervals is 0.70, whereas for PtetA, it
is 0.52. From this, we conclude that the kinetics of tran-
scription initiation of PtetA is less noisy than that of Plar. It
is worthwhile to mention that the observations of the be-
haviour of PtetA (a native promoter) suggest that the
sub-Poissonian kinetics of RNA production is not, for
example, an artefact of the synthetic nature of Plar, and
that it may be a common feature of the dynamics of tran-
script production in E. coli. Also, the results support
several previous observations on the effect of temperature
on the kinetics of transcription, but further show that the
changes in kinetics are due, in part, to the alteration of the
mean duration of the intermediate steps in transcription
initiation.
PtetA controls the expression of TetA, which is respon-

sible for the active efflux of tetracycline-Mg2+ complexes.
This protein’s function justifies the need for such a strin-
gent regulatory mechanism so as to ensure that TetA is
present in the appropriate amount because both tetracyc-
line and TetA (in high amounts) are harmful to the cell
(12). We find that this control is achieved not only by the
negative feedback mechanism of the tet operon (12) but
also by a sub-Poissonian kinetics of transcription initi-
ation. Relevantly, although robust (less noisy than a
Poisson process), this system is nevertheless sensitive to
external stimuli, such as tetracycline, and temperature
because its behaviour discernibly changes with tempera-
ture and inducer concentration.
In the future, it will be of interest to further analyse how

the dynamics of PtetA differs in other environmental
conditions, such as in differing concentrations of
hydrogen ions and metabolites. Such studies may
provide insights on the plasticity of the kinetics of gene
expression in bacteria and thus guide the engineering of
synthetic genetic circuits with specific behavioural
patterns.
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ABSTRACT 

Automated nuclei tracking is a challenging problem in 
computational biology. In this paper we considered a state 
of the art algorithm which solved this problem by 
exploiting level set method and interacting multiple model 
(IMM) filter. However, we experienced that the level set 
method often suffered from imbalanced area distribution 
among cells that are in close contact; whose continuation in 
several frames led to false positive cell divisions. Cell 
lineage construction was affected a lot by this kind of error 
scenario. In order to equalize area distribution among the 
nuclei that were interacting with each other we applied k-
means clustering algorithm as a post processing step of 
level set and this post processing improved accuracy of cell 
lineage construction in the range of 9-16%. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the increased power of modern computing and 
imaging technology, biology became much more 
computational discipline than it was before. With the aid of 
high throughput technologies it is common in cell or 
molecular biology research to obtain time series digital 
images from microscope. Yet, to accelerate research, high 
throughput imaging needs to be paired with automated 
analysis. The most studied analysis for microscopic images 
is object detection.  The results of automated detection have 
led to subsequent analyses e. g. object tracking in time 
series images. Several attempts have been made by many 
research group for microscopic object tracking in time-laps 
images [1-5]. In this paper we considered a recent solution 
for cell tracking, which was originally proposed in [4], and 
extended this method to achieve higher level of accuracy in 
the sense of lineage construction. 
 
In section two of this article we briefly discuss different 
algorithms for microscopic object tracking. Section three 
describes the base algorithm, our proposed modification as 
well as an example scenario to illustrate the effect of 
modification. In section four we compare achieved results 

from modified algorithm against original algorithm and 
finally in section five we conclude the paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Cell or nuclei tracking solutions can be classified into two 
major classes – 1) tracking by detection and 2) tracking by 
model evolution [4]. In tracking by detection approach 
cells are detected independently in every frame and the 
detection results are fed to the tracking module. Usually, 
the tracking module links objects between consecutive 
frames by optimizing one or more matching parameters. 
The object tracking solutions proposed in [3, 5] are some 
examples of this kind of solution. Tracking by detection 
and parameter optimization is efficient in the sense that it 
requires less computation. Indeed, such method may be 
accurate enough when objects are sparsely populated and 
imaging has been done with reasonably high value of SNR 
[4, 6-7]. 
 
The second class of tracking algorithm uses model 
evolution to track objects from one frame to another. In 
this class of algorithms, the ‘tracking by geometric active 
contour model evolution’ is reported as one efficient 
approach because of its higher tracking accuracy [4]. On 
the other hand, active contour evolution potentially 
requires more computation. Indeed, recent works [8, 9] 
had minimized this computational cost, enabling its use in 
cell tracking [4]. The discussed method in this paper also 
belongs to this second class of algorithm. 
 
Most of the tracking algorithms, whether exploiting 
detection or model evolution, apply probabilistic filter for 
future state prediction. Kalman filtering is the most general 
tool for future state prediction in tracking systems, which 
relying on two different models namely motion model and 
measurement model expressed in (1) and (2) respectively.   
 
                                                                                   (1) 
 
                                                                                   (2) 
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Here, Sk is the state of the system ( i. e. location, speed, 
acceleration), F is the state transition model, H is the 
measurement model, Vk, Wk are motion model noise and 
measurement model noise,  having zero mean and 
Gaussian distribution, Zk (location) is the measured state 
and the subscript k represents the time point. In practice, 
however often some variation of Kalman filter or some 
other probabilistic filter e. g. interacting multiple model 
filter (IMM), joint probabilistic data association filter 
(JPDAF) or particle filter are often used for future state 
prediction [2, 4, 10].  

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The proposed tracking algorithm is an extension of the 
work presented in [4]. In brief, the algorithm can be divided 
in to two independent steps- 1) nuclei region segmentation 
and 2) trajectory linking. For nuclei region segmentation, 
we applied a variation of Otsu’s threshold [11] known as 
Otsu adaptive threshold. It is worth to mention that further 
separation among cells that are in contact with each other is 
no longer necessary. Since, level set evolution can 
automatically separate cells if they were separated in any 
earlier frame [4]. The trajectory linking process consists of 
two different tracking algorithms in series. The first one 
applies geometric active contour evolution based level set 
algorithm. The result from level set evolution is used by a 
Kalman filtering steps having multiple interacting motion 
patterns known as interacting multiple model filter. The 
whole linking process can be illustrated in the following 
eight steps. 
 

Step-1: Apply level set evolution to evolve nuclei 
from predicted state to detected state. 
Step-2: Update IMM filter coefficients based on 
level set evolution for further prediction. 
Step-3: Identify the nuclei which are divided in 
between time point or frame K-1 and K and introduce 
new trajectory for each of these new born nuclei. 
Step-4: Identify the nuclei which entered into the 
field of view from outside and add new trajectory for 
each of them. 
 Step-5: Try to link the newly entered nuclei with the 
trajectories lost in earlier frames using linear 
programming. 
Step-6: Predict the next frame K+1 from current 
frame K using the IMM filter. 
Step-7: Redistribute the pixels among the nuclei are 
in close contact or interacting with each other by K-
means clustering algorithm. 
Step-8: Apply the steps 1-7 for K = 1 to N. Where, 
N is the total number of time points.  

 
The description of steps one to six as well as their 
application for cells or nuclei tracking has been discussed 

in [4, 8, 9, 12, 13]. Due to space limitations, we omit these 
details and refer the reader to the respective articles. 
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Figure-1(a): Effect of modification. (The left part 
represents the result from original algorithm and right part 
result from modified algorithm). The original parent cell 
started with dark color. After first time division at K= 33 
one of the new born cell got level gray. In the original 
algorithm the gray cell detected as dead at K = 57 and the 
dark cell was divided once more.  
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Figure-1(b): Effect of modification (time line 
presentation). The scenario presented in Figure-1(a) is 
presented in timeline. 
 

 
Figure 1(C): Lineage Representation of figure 1(b).  
Lineage with text presents cell division. Black circle 
indicates cell death. K is the frame number. 
 



However, the modification we proposed is listed in step 
seven. The modification is based on the fact that if two or 
more cells were interacting with each other for long time 
then often some of the interacting nuclei acquire pixels 
which originally belonged to some other nuclei. This kind 
of artifact usually occurs due to noisy IMM filter prediction 
or complex dynamics of one or more interacting cells.  
Continuation of such of false pixel assignment for several 
frames may lead to false positive cell division as well as 
erroneous cell death detection.  
 
To prevent such error, we applied K-means clustering 
algorithm for pixel assignment among the cells that were in 
close contact or interacting with each other. Generally, one 
drawback in K-means clustering algorithm is to find out the 
value of K, that is the number of clusters. Nevertheless, in 
this case the number of nuclei in contact with each other 
can be used as the number of existing clusters K. Here, we 
used the Euclidean distance from spatial centre of the 
cluster as distance metric for clustering. This modification 
did not introduce any artifacts, due to the fact that nuclei 
usually have round or elliptic shape with high compactness 
value. The effect of the improvement is illustrated in 
Figure-1(a) and Figure-1(b). In Figure-1(a), the left part of 
each image is the result from tracking algorithm without K-
means clustering and the right part from algorithm with K-
means clustering. A closer look at Figure-1(a) makes it 
clear that K-means clustering prevented false detection of 
cell death and as well as false positive cell division (K = 
57).  The Figure 1(b) and Figure (1c) represent the same 
scenario in timeline and lineage presentation, respectively. 

4. RESULTS 

We evaluated our proposed method with three different 
test cases. All the test cases contain nuclei from Hela cells.   
The first test case contained 10 nuclei in the starting frame 
and 41 nuclei in the final frame. Each frame had 512x512 
pixels. The imaging was done at 20x magnification and the 
whole sequence contained 240 frames. The second and 
third sets were taken with identical imaging parameters 
both sets contained 1392x1040 pixels in each frame. 
Imaging was done over three days with 10x magnification 
at an interval of twenty minutes. 
 
We evaluated the achieved results in three different ways. 
First, we considered the accuracy in nuclei detection for 
evaluation. We listed both results in Table-1. 
 
Second, we considered the number of correct trajectory 
linking decisions made by both algorithms and total 
number of manual trajectory linking decisions. The 
obtained results and the comparisons are in Table-2. In Set-
2, two cell regions were not identified throughout the whole 

sequence, which lead to less accurate overall results both in 
nuclei linking   and lineage construction.   

 
Table-1:  Nuclei detection result. 

 
Test 
Case 

Number of 
Counted Nuclei 

Number of 
Detected Nuclei. 

Correctn
ess (%) 

Set-1 6093 6042 99 
Set-2 6752 6330 94 
Set-3 5870 5855 99 
Overall 18715 18227 97 
 
 

   Table-2:  Nuclei linking result. 
. 

Test 
Case 

Manual 
Linking 
Count 

Correct Linking 
(Modified 
Algorithm) 

Correct Linking 
(Base 
Algorithm) 

Total % Total % 

Set -1 6083 6030 99 6013 98 
Set -2 6728 6311 93 6295 93 
Set -3 5842 5824 99 5819 99 
Overall 18653 18165 97 18127 97 
 

 
            Figure-2: Nuclei trajectory in Timeline. 
 
The main focus of this work is to improve lineage 
construction, which is presented in the third kind of result. 
In this result, we considered number of cells that were 
assigned in to correct lineage as evaluation metric. In 
Table-3 we compared the obtained result with modified 
algorithm against the original algorithm. At this point, it is 
worth noting that even small amount of errors in tracking 
decisions can affect the lineage accuracy a lot [4].  



Finally, Figure-2 represents part of the results obtained by 
the modified algorithm in timeline presentation of nuclei 
trajectory. For illustration purpose, we plotted trajectories 
of only ten nuclei. Out of ten trajectories the nuclei related 
to trajectory numbers 8, 9 and 10 had gone out of the field 
of view in first few. 
 
                Table-3: Lineage Construction Result 
 
Test 
Case 

Cells in 
Manually 
constructed 
lineage 

Correct Lineage 
(Modified 
Algorithm) 

Correct 
Lineage 
(Base 
Algorithm) 

Total % Total % 

Set -1 6093 6026 98 5041 82 
Set -2 6752 6168 91 5597 82 
Set -3 5870 5705 97 5189 88 
Overall 18715 17899 95 15827 85 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this article we presented an algorithm for nuclei 
tracking, which is extended from [4]. The presented 
algorithm performed better in terms of nuclei lineage 
construction accuracy. Considering tracking decision, both 
algorithms performed almost equally well. On the other 
hand, considering lineage construction accuracy, the 
modified version outperformed the original algorithm by at 
least 9%. In our test cases, the results achieved for the 
original algorithm were much better than that reported in 
the article [4]. A possible reason behind this is the fact that 
the original algorithm was developed and tested with 
phase contrast images, whereas we applied for fluorescent 
microscope images. Generally it is accepted that detection 
and tracking is more challenging in phase contrast 
microscopy than in fluorescence microscopy. Finally, 
though, the proposed algorithm performed well in terms of 
lineage construction, it was slower still in comparison to 
parametric methods. Improving the computational 
efficiency will be a motivation for future development. 
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